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This dissertation considers two approaches for testing hypotheses in
unbalanced mixed linear models. The first approach is to construct a design with
some type of structure or "partial" balance, so that some of the optimal properties of
a completely balanced design hold. It is shown that for a particular type of partially
balanced design certain hypothesis tests are optimal. The second approach is to
study how the unbalancedness of a design affects a hypothesis test in terms of level
and power. Measures of imbalance are introduced and simulation results are
presented that demonstrate the relationship of the level and power of a test and the
measures.
The first part of this thesis focuses on error orthogonal designs which are a
type of partially balanced design. It is shown that with an error orthogonal design
and under certain additional conditions, ANOVA F-tests about certain linear
combinations of the variance components and certain linear combinations of the
fixed effects are uniformly most powerful (UMP) similar and UMP unbiased. The
Redacted for privacyANOVA F-tests for the variance components are also invariant, so that the tests are
also UMP invariant similar and UMP invariant unbiased. For certain simultaneous
hypotheses about linear combinations of the fixed effects, the ANOVA F-tests are
UMP invariant unbiased.
The second part of this thesis considers a mixed model with a random
nested effect, and studies the effects of an unbalanced design on the level and
power of a hypothesis test of the nested variance component being equal to zero.
Measures of imbalance are introduced for each of the four conditions necessary to
obtain an exact test. Simulations are done for two different models to determine if
there is a relationship between any of the measures and the level and power for both
a naive test and a test using Satterthwaite's approximation. It is found that a
measure based on the coefficients of the expected mean squares is indicative of
how a test is performing. This measure is also simple to compute, so that it can
easily be employed to determine the validity of the expected level and power.°Copyright by Theresa L. Utlaut
February 11, 1999
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The analysis of mixed classification models for completely balanced
designs is fairly straightforward. Unfortunately, in practice, balanced designs are
often difficult or impossible to achieve due to limited resources or physical
constraints of the experiment.In these cases, it is necessary for a design to be
unbalanced and inference on the parameters is often difficult.
Many authors have considered the problem of optimal hypothesis tests in
mixed linear models. El-Bassiouni and Seely (1980) derived results on uniformly
most powerful unbiased (UMPU) tests for variance components. In their paper,
conditions are given that determine a complete sufficient statistic for a multivariate
normal family, and then results from Lehmann (1986) are applied to achieve
optimal tests. These tests are derived first for the case when the mean vector is
zero, and then it is shown how these results can be extended to the case when the
mean is nonzero. El-Bassiouni (1978) provides some of the details not presented in
their paper.
Seifert (1979) constructed exact tests for a general balanced normal mixed
model and found that if there is a complete sufficient statistic for the model, then
for certain fixed effect hypotheses the ANOVA test is uniformly most powerful
invariant unbiased (UMPIU). He also considered the construction of unbiased tests
of the Bartlett-Scheffe type, and found a UMPIU in the class of tests of this type.2
Rady (1986) described conditions in which F-tests of hypotheses for fixed
effects in mixed linear models are exact and optimal. In his thesis, he finds a
maximal invariant statistic and then derives a UMPIU test. For most of his results
it is required that the class of covariance matrices commute.
Mathew and Sinha (1988a) have shown that the usual F-tests for fixed
effects and variance components in completely balanced mixed classification
models are exact and optimal. For the variance components, they apply results
from Lehmann (1986) to show that the usual ANOVA F-tests are UMPU and
UMPIU. For the fixed effects, when testing only one linear combination of
parameters, again results from Lehmann (1986) are used to show the usual F-test is
UMPU. When interest is in testing simultaneous linear combinations of the
parameters of the fixed effects, the F-test is shown to be UMPIU.
The first part of this thesis considers optimal hypothesis tests within a
certain class of partially balanced designs, known as error orthogonal (EO) designs.
These designs were first introduced by VanLeeuwen, Seely, and Birkes (1998) and
have many of the same optimal properties as completely balanced designs.
El-Bassiouni and Seely (1980) derived a UMPU test for any linear
combination of the variance components. Only in EO designs are their tests simple.
For this important case, a somewhat different and more detailed proof is given.
Mathew and Sinha (1988a) derived these simple UMPU tests in the even more
special case of completely balanced designs. In most cases, completely balanced
designs are EO.
First the properties of EO designs are reviewed, and the additional property
of optimal hypothesis tests for both variance components and fixed effects is
introduced. By building on the EO results of VanLeeuwen, Seely, and Birkes3
(1998), many of the proofs are fairly straightforward because it is not necessary to
utilize details involving the density function.
The approach taken in this thesis for showing hypothesis tests are optimal is
to first find uniformly most powerful (UMP) ca- similar tests, and then show that in
most cases these tests are UMP a-unbiased. For testing two-sided alternatives, a
generalized type of similarity is introduced. For testing the variance components,
this approach elucidates some of the details in El-Bassiouni and Seely (1980).
The assumptions used to show that the hypotheses tests are optimal for EO
designs are more general than those used by Rady (1986). One assumption made
by Rady is that the set of covariance matrices commute. For an EO design, the set
of possible covariance matrices of the least squares residual vector form a
commutative quadratic subspace, and the expectation of the data vector has
uniformly best linear unbiased estimators (UBLUE). Given the UBLUE condition,
the commutativity of the set of possible covariance matrices is sufficient but not
necessary for the design to be EO.
VanLeeuwen, Birkes, and Seely (1997) defined different types of "partial"
balance and related these to EO designs. These types of balance are related to the
incidence matrix of a design which provides an easy method to determine if a
design is EO or to formulate one. This enables a researcher to construct a partially
balanced design with many of the optimal properties of a completely balanced
design. Several examples are given which demonstrate this.
Another approach in dealing with unbalanced designs, is to determine how
the imbalance of a design affects the level and power of a hypothesis test.
Measures of imbalance are the subject of several papers. Tietjen (1974) introduced
a measure of imbalance based on the coefficients of the expected mean squares for4
a random two-fold nested model. Ahrens and Pincus (1981) introduced two
measures of unbalancedness for a one-way model. Marques (1994) generalized the
measures given by Ahrens and Pincus to m-fold hierarchical models and m-way
additive models. Khuri (1987) developed measures of imbalance thatare based on
choosing an appropriate loglinear model for the subclass frequencies.
The second part of this thesis considers the effects of unbalancednesson the
level and the power of a hypothesis test fora nested variance component, and
introduces measures of imbalance for a general nested model. Fourmeasures are
presented, one for each of the conditions necessary for an exact test. These
measures of imbalance gauge the level of "exactness" of the hypothesis test.
Simulations are done for two specific models to determine if the measures
relate to the level and power of either the naive F-test ora test using Satterthwaite's
approximation. Designs with varying degrees of imbalance are used to determine if
there is a relationship between the level or power and any of the fourmeasures.
A brief description of the contents of the remaining chapters follows.
Chapter 2 introduces the notation and terminology used throughout the thesis. It
defines the linear model and lists the assumptions which are required in Chapters 4
and 5. It also provides definitions and previous results that are necessary toprove
results in later chapters. Finally, it reviews the types of balance introduced by
VanLeeuwen, Birkes, and Seely (1997).
Chapter 3 defines EO designs and reviews the properties introduced by
VanLeeuwen, Seely, and Birkes (1998). Examples are given in the last section of
the chapter, which demonstrate how to determine whethera design is EO or to
design it so that it is.5
Chapter 4 derives optimal tests for the variance components of an EO
model. Under certain conditions, the usual ANOVA F-test is uniformly most
powerful similar (UMPS), and with one additional assumption, it is uniformly most
powerful unbiased (UMPU). The test is also shown to be invariant. Examples are
given in Section 4.5 that demonstrate how to determine optimal tests. The final
section shows that for EO designs, the optimal tests given in previous sections are
robust when the underlying distribution is elliptically symmetric rather than
normal.
The format of Chapter 5 is the same as Chapter 4, but requires two
additional assumptions. It is shown that when the hypothesis of interest is a linear
combination of the parameters, the test is UMPS and UMPU. If interest is in
simultaneously testing more than one linear combination of the parameters, it is
shown that the test is UMPIU.
Chapter 6 takes another approach to unbalanced designs and considers the
effect of unbalancedness on the level and power of a test of a nested variance
component. It introduces measures of imbalance for each condition required for a
test to be exact. Simulations are done for two models, and the relationships
between the measures and the level and power of a hypothesis test are explored.
One measure is found to be the most useful for indicating how a test is performing.6
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
In the first section of this chapter, the notation and terminology used
throughout the thesis are defined. Definitions and previous results are given in the
second and third sections, and the fourth section describes the linear model and the
assumptions on the model. The final section discusses and defines different types
of balance that are used in examples in later chapters.
2.1Notation and Terminology
For a matrix A, let R(A), N(A), r(A), tr(A), A', IA denote the range, null
space, rank, trace, transpose and determinant of A respectively. The orthogonal
projection operator on R(A) is denoted by PA. The notation sp{xi, ,xn} is used
to denote the linear space spanned by the vectors xl,, xn.
For specifying an n-dimensional Euclidean space the notation Rn is used.
The symbols 1, J, and I are used to denote a vector of ones, a matrix of ones, and
the identity matrix respectively. Generally, the dimensions are clear from the
context. However, when the dimensions are unclear, a subscript is used to indicate
the dimensions (i.e., In denotes the n x 1 vector of ones, Jn denotes the n x n
matrix of ones, and In denotes the n x n identity matrix ).
A matrix A is defined to be a classification matrix if all the entries of A are
0's and l's with exactly one 1 in each row and at least one 1 in each column. These
matrices possess notable features. For example, A' A is a diagonal matrix with the
diagonal elements equal to the sum of the l's in the columns of A, A'1. is a vector7
with elements equal to the sum of the l's in the columns of A, and A has full
column rank. A classification matrix A is said to be balanced if each column of A
contains the same number of rs.
The family of probability distributions ofa random vector Y is denoted by
PY and when testinga hypothesis, the subfamily under the null hypothesis is
denoted by 7,307. The notation N7,(X0, Yp) representsa n-dimensional multivariate
normal distribution with mean X/3 and covariance V. The notation 400
represents a noncentral chi-square distribution with v degrees of freedom and
noncentrality parameter A. The central chi-square distribution (A= 0) with v
degrees of freedom is denoted simply by Xv2
2.2Definitions
The definitions stated in this sectionare used throughout the thesis.
Definitions 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 are taken from VanLeeuwen, Seely, and Birkes (1998),
and VanLeeuwen, Birkes, and Seely (1997). These twopapers are often referenced
and from here on are labeled VSB and VBS.
Definition 2.2.1 Suppose Y is a random vector having linear model structure
E(Y) = X13 for some 0 E RP and Cov(Y)= 17* for someE W. A linear
estimator T'Y is said to be a uniformly best linear unbiased estimator (UBLUE) for
its expectation provided T'VJ < A'Vv,A for allE i and for all A such that
X'A = X'T.8
Definition 2.2.2 Suppose Y is a random vector such that Cov(Y) =-- V,0 for some
E W. The Cov(Y) is said to have orthogonal block structure (OBS) if
117,/,: 110- = {Eis_17riGi : (71, ,'Fs) cfor some s where G1, ,Gs are
nonzero pairwise-orthogonal projection matrices, and H contains a nonempty open
subset of s-dimensional Euclidean space.
Definition 2.2.3 A linear subspace D of symmetric matrices is a commutative
quadratic subspace if D2 E D for all D ED and CD = DC for all C, D E D.
Definition 2.2.4 (Loewner Ordering of Symmetric Matrices) A symmetric matrix
A is said to be greater than or equal to a symmetric matrix B provided that A B
is a non-negative definite matrix. The notation A > B is used.
Acronyms UBLUE : Uniformly Best Linear Unbiased Estimator
OBS : Orthogonal Block Structure
c.q.s. : commutative quadratic subspace
c.s.s. : complete sufficient statistic
UMVUE : Uniformly Minimum Variance Unbiased Estimator
UMP : Uniformly Most Powerful
UMPS : Uniformly Most Powerful Similar
UMPU : Uniformly Most Powerful Unbiased
UMPIS : Uniformly Most Powerful Invariant Similar
UMPIU : Uniformly Most Powerful Invariant Unbiased9
2.3Previous Results
Result 2.3.1 (Zyskind, 1967, Theorem 2) Zyskind's Theorem. Suppose Y is a
random vector having the linear model structure E(Y) e Sl and Cov(Y) G V where
Cl is a linear subspace and V is a nonempty set of non-negative definite matrices.
Then a linear estimator T'Y is a UBLUE if and only if R(VT) C f2 for all V E V.
Result 2.3.2 (VBS, Lemma 2.3) Suppose Y is a random vector such that
E(Y) = X13, Cov(Y) = DA -14, and the parameter space for the random effects,
z=-1
IP, contains a nonempty open set in Rc. Define M= IPx where Px is the
orthogonal projection operator on R(X). Then the following statements are
equivalent :
(a) PxY is a UBLUE for X13.
(b) Every estimable linear function of 13 has a UBLUE.
(c) 7417,X) C R(X) for all i = 1,, c.
(d) M commutes with V.
Result 2.3.3 (VSB, Equation (3) ) Suppose 7, is linear subspace of symmetric
matrices, then D is a commutative quadratic subspace if and only if it is closed
under multiplication (i.e., for C, DGD = CD E D).
Result 2.3.4 (Seely, 1971, Lemma 6) A necessary and sufficient condition for a
subspace D of symmetric matrices to be a commutative quadratic subspace is the
existence of a basis M1, ,Mk for D such that each MZ is idempotent and such
that MA = 0 for ij. Moreover, apart from indexing, such a basis for a
commutative quadratic subspace is unique.10
Result 2.3.5 (VSB, Lemma 1) Let Y be definedas in Result 2.3.2, and suppose
that the parameter space W containsa nonempty open set in Rc. Let
splVo:E 'Pl. Then Cov(Y) has orthogonal block structure if and only if r
is a commutative quadratic subspace.
Result 2.3.6 (Moser, 1996, p. 43) Suppose Y 1In(p, V) where V is positive
definite, and suppose that A is a symmetricn x n matrix and 7r > 0. Then,
x2(k,A) if and only if AVA= TA, k = r(A) and A = A,u.
Result 2.3.7 (Moser 1996, p. 45) Let A and B ben x n symmetric matrices. Let
the n x 1 vector Y ti Nn(X13, Vo) where V is positive definite. The quadratic
forms Y'AY and Y'BY are independent if and only if Al/b.B= 0.
Result 2.3.8 (Arnold, 1981, p. 13) Let G be a group of invertible functions froma
set C to itself A function T(c) is a maximal invariant if it satisfies the following
two conditions:
(a) T(g(c)) = T(c) for all g E G, c E G.
(b) If T(ci) = T(c2), then there existsg E G such that ci = g(c2).
Result 2.3.9 (Arnold, 1981, p. 7) Let 8(Y) be a sufficient statistic, and let 0(Y)
be a test function. Let 0* (S) = E[ 0(Y) IS]. Then 0* (S) is a test function that
depends only on S that has the same power function as 0(Y).11
Result 2.3.10 (Johnson, 1987, p. 108) Elliptically contoured distributions are of
the form fx(x) = cplE1-10((xµ)'E -1(xp)) and are denoted ECp(p, E; 0).
If X ti ECp(u, E; 0) and B is an r x p matrix of rank r (r < p), then
BXEC,(B p, BEB'; 0).
Result 2.3.11 (Durrett, 1996, p. 224) Suppose X and Y are independent. Letg be
a function with Elg(X ,Y)1 < oo then E[ g(X,Y)IX = x] = E[ g(x,Y)] for
almost all x.
Result 2.3.12 Suppose X and Y are independent and (X, Y) is independent of Z.
Then X, Y, and Z are mutually independent.
Result 2.3.13 (Arnold, 1981, Lemma A.10) Let X be a p x k matrix of rank r and
let U be an r x k matrix of rank r such that X'X = U'U. Then there exists an
orthogonal matrix F such that FX Uo .
2.4The Model and Assumptions
Consider the model
YX13 + +.. +Zcuc
where Y is the n-dimensional vector of observations, where X and the Z3's are
known matrices, with 13 a vector of fixed effects (i = 1, ,p), and the u3's vectors
of random effects (j = 1,, c1). Assume that Z, = In and that u, is the12
vector of experimental errors. The ui's are assumed to be independent random
vectors distributed as normal, with means 0 and covariance matrices 03/,,,
(j == 1,.. c;note me = n).
The expectation of the model can be written
E(Y) = X1
whereE RP is a vector of unknown parameters, and the covariance of Y is
linearly parameterized and can be written as
Cov(Y) =-= whereyi = ZjZ3" (j = 1, ,c) (note Vc = in)
j=1
with= ,oc) Ea vector of unknown parameters.
In order to reference easily any assumptions that are made throughout this
thesis, they are all listed within this section. At the beginning of each section, the
assumptions used for that section are stated, and a reference is made to the
assumptions listed below.
Suppose that sp{MtVoM : is a commutative quadratic subspace so




where the M2's are orthogonal projection operators where M,M3= 0 for all ij
and the 7r,(0)'sare linear combinations of the variance components. Before stating
the assumptions, it is first necessary to define notation when testing the null
hypothesis, 71(1) < 7r2(0),for the sets of variance components under the
alternative hypothesis and on the "boundary". Let IPa = E 7r1(0) >(0)1
denote the alternative parameter set, and let Tb=E qf : 7r1(0) =72(0)1
denote the boundary parameter set. Note that 7r1(0)and 7r2(0)are used to ease
notation, and that they can represent any of the 7r,(0)'sof interest.13
Assumptions
(Al) E(Y) = Xf3 where 13 E RP, Cov(Y)= V=EJ,b3173 where VV = I,E W
j=1
and ill is nonempty.
(A2) 7?,(V3X) c 1-Z(X) for all j-= 1,, c.
(A3)IP contains a nonempty open set in Rc.
(A4) sp{MV M :E kii} is a commutative quadratic subspace.
(A5) Y has a multivariate normal distribution.
(A6) V is positive definite for all 2/, E
(A7) Tb=fjpEtlf: 71(0)=(01contains a nonempty open set of
H= {u E Rc : r1(u)= 72(u)}-
(A8) Write Sri(0) 7r2(0) = EctiV)).There exists j such that a) > 0. For all 00
j =1
in lifb, there exist> 0 and d = ,de), withdi >0 for all j, dj = 0
whenever al < 0 and d7 > 0 for some ai > 0, such that J,b0 + td E xIf for all
0 < t < E.
(A9)170Pir = 6(0)P1 for allwhere P1 is the orthogonal projection operator on
R(X)n[R(A) + Ar(X')]
(A10) 6(0) = it(0)for some i.
Note that assumption (A4) implies that MV0M=E7rz(OA,where the
/1/,'s are defined in Result 2.3.4 and the functions71(0are linear. Also note that
assumptions (A1)-(A4) imply that the model is EO.
An important connection which makes the assumptions easier to check is
that if IP is an open set of W, and (A4) holds and, provideda) > 0 for some j, then
(A8) holds. If Wb has a nonempty intersection with the interior of IF, then (A7)
holds.14
A typical assumption for the variance components, when defining a model,
is that they are greater than or equal to zero with the error variance being strictly
greater. The assumption on the parameter space (A3) is more general than this
typical assumption. Another assumption that is sometimes used (Rao & Kleffe,
1988) requires that the covariance matrix 17v, is non-negative definite without
specifying that the individual parameters must be greater than or equal to zero. A
modification of the one used by Rao & Kleffe (1988) is used since the assumption
(A6) requires that 14p is positive definite.
2.5 Types of Balance
The various types of balance defined in this section are from the VBS paper.
These different types of balance are used in subsequent chapters when discussing
the properties of error orthogonal (EO) designs (defined in the next chapter) and in
determining when a design is EO. The notation defined below is consistent with
the notation used in the above mentioned paper.
Consider a mixed classification model with data vector Y. Suppose the data
are classified according to p factors so that Y can be written as Yziipk, and for each
factor g, the index ig ranges from 1 to tg where tg denotes the number of levels of
the factor g. The index k ranges from 1 to where ni1ipdenotes the number
of observations at level it of factor 1, ,and level ip of factor p. The p-
dimensional t1 xx tp matrix of N,'s is called the incidence matrix and is
denoted by N.15
Definition 2.5.1 If the entries of the incidence matrix, N, are equal, then the
design is balanced. When discussing different types of balance, a balanced design
is referred to as a completely balanced design to distinguish it from other types of
balanced designs.
In some cases, there is interest in examining the marginal incidence matrix
which is obtained from the incidence matrix N by summingover factors. For every
subset of factors, ,T = {gi, ,gq}, q < p, there corresponds a marginal
incidence matrix. This is denoted by NM, and its entries are denoted by n(v) {w
where v ,gq) is the subset of factors in vector form, and w= (i1, ,iq)
varies over all combinations of the levels of the factors.
Definition 2.5.2 Letbe a subset of factors. The incidence matrix N is said to be
balanced with respect toif all entries in the marginal incidence matrix N(v) are
the same, where v is the vector form of F. This property is denoted by Bal(T).
Definition 2.5.3 Let Y. and g be two subsets of factors. The incidence matrix N is
said to be conditionally balanced with respect to F given G if, for every given
combination wg of levels of the factors in G, the number of observations n(v; vg) [
zd:f wg ] is the same for all combinations of w'; of levels of the factors in
T* = .F\g, where v*f and vg denote the vector forms of F* and g respectively.
This property is denoted by Bal(F I c).16
Definition 2.5.4 Consider a mixed classification model.
(a) The model is said to be b-balanced (or BLUE-balanced) if it is Bal(7-( G) for
all random-effect subsets 7i and all fixed-effect subsets g.
(b) The model is r-balanced (or random pairwise balanced) if it is Balch U 1C) for
all random-effect subsets 7-( and 1C.
(c) The model is b&r-balanced if it is b-balanced and r-balanced.
(d) The model is weakly b-balanced if, forevery random-effect subset '1-t and fixed-
effect subset G, there exists a subset of factors F (not necessarily included)
such that G C is contained in a fixed-effect subset, and the model is
BalcH .F).
(e) The model is p-balanced (or pairwise balanced) if it is Bal(F U g) for all
subsets F and g included in the model.
The types of balance defined above are related. The following lemma
describes these relationships.
Lemma 2.5.5 (VBS, Lemma 4.3) Consider a mixed classification model.
(a) If the model is b-balanced, then it is weakly b-balanced.
(b) If the model is p-balanced, then it is b&r balanced.
(c) A random-effects model is p-balanced if and only if it is b&r balanced.
(d) If the model includes two random effects such that the union of the two subsets
of factors is the set of all factors, then the model is r-balanced if and only if it is
completely balanced.
The first of the three lemmas given below presents relationships of balance
in terms of the subsets of factors. This lemma is useful for simplifying the
procedure of checking certain balance conditions. It is frequently applied when17
determining if a design is error orthogonal (defined in the next chapter). The
second lemma relates the balance of a subset of factors and the corresponding
classification matrices. This lemma is useful when findingan optimal hypothesis
test for an error orthogonal design. The third lemma presents shortcuts to check
balance conditions that are generally quicker than directly using the definitions.
Lemma 2.5.6 (VBS, Lemma 4.1) Let e, F, G and 7-1 be subsets of factors.
(a) For the empty set 0, Bal(RIcb) <#> Bal(H).
(b) If G c .F U E and 7-1\G C .T V, then Bal(FIE) = Bal(RIG).
(c) C .F, then Bal(Y)Bal(7-1).
(d) If 7-t c F\E, then Bal(TIE)Bal(h).
(e) IfUc .F, then Bal(.F) = Bal(7-0).
(f) If R\G C T, then Bal(Fig) = Bal(70).
(g) C .T c 7-1U G, then Bal(.FIg) <#. Bal(HIG).
(h) ifg C E and E =n G, then Bal(7-1)E) = Bal(nlg).
(i) If E c G and 7-1 U U G, then Bal(1-11E)Bal(HIG).
(j) U G) <#. Bal(1-tig) and Bal(g).
Lemma 2.5.7 (VBS, Lemma 4.2) Let Y. and G be subsets of factors and let
=n G. Let F ,G and L be the corresponding classification matrices. If G is
empty, let L = 1.
(a) If .F C G, then R(F) c 7Z(G).
(b) If the design is Bal(.F), then F is balanced.
(c) If the design is Bal(.FIG), then 7Z(FF'G)= 7Z(L).
(d) If the design is Bal(T) and Bal(,TIG), then PFPG= PL.18
Before presenting the third lemma with the shortcuts for checking balance,
some definitions and notation are necessary.
Definition 2.5.8 A subset of factors, not necessarily in the classification model, is
called an f -set.
Definition 2.5.9 Let C be a collection of subsets of factors and let F E C. .F is
said to be maximal in C if it is not contained in any other member of C. Forany
collection C off -sets, let CM denote the collection off -sets that are maximal in C.
Lemma 2.5.10 (VBS, Lemma 6.2) Let H be the collection of subsets of random
factors and let G represent the collection of subsets of fixed effects. Considera
mixed classification model.
(a) The model is b-balanced if and only if it is Bal(li I g) for all 7-/ E HM and
AEG.
(b) If the model is Bal(7 -tI g) for all 7-1 e IV and g c Gm, then it is weakly b-
balanced.
(c) The model is weakly b-balanced if and only if, for each 7-1 E ilM and c E GM,
there exists an f-setsuch that G c I-111is contained in a member of G,
and the model is Bal(7-1 I G)
(d) The model is r-balanced if and only if it is Bal(1-11 U n2) for all 7-12 E
(e) The model is p-balanced if and only if it is Bal(.Fi U T2) for all E FM.19
Chapter 3
Error Orthogonal Designs
Error orthogonal (EO) designs were first introduced by VanLeeuwen, Seely,
and Birkes (1998) in an attempt to characterize unbalanced designs that admita
complete sufficient statistic under the assumption of normality. Anotherpaper by
VanLeeuwen, Birkes, and Seely (1997) discusses "partially balanced" designs and
demonstrates certain types of balance that are sufficient toensure that the design is
EO for a mixed classification model. This chapter summarizes their workon EO
designs and introduces optimal hypothesis testsas an additional property of EO
designs.
In the first section of this chapter, EO designs are introduced, and the
conditions for a design to be EO are given. The second section reviews properties
of EO designs. An EO design admitsa complete sufficient statistic for the family
of distributions under the assumption of normality, which implies that uniformly
minimum variance unbiased estimators (UMVUE)are obtainable for unbiasedly
estimable functions; the sequential and partialsums of squares in an ANOVA table
are unambiguous for random sources of variation. In addition, optimal hypothesis
tests can be constructed for variance components and with additional assumptions
they can also be constructed for fixed effects. The third section discussessome
types of balance that ensure an EO design. The final section illustrates how to
create a design that is EO and gives examples of EO designs that are referred to in
Chapters 4 and 5 when optimal hypothesis testsare discussed.20
3.1Definition
In completely balanced classification models, the analysis of the data is
fairly straightforward since the ANOVA table has unambiguous sums ofsquares,
and under the assumption of normality, the quadratic forms of the ANOVA are
independent and have chi-squared distributions. This leads to exact tests, and
frequently these tests are optimal as described by Mathew and Sinha (1988a).
Oftentimes, a completely balanced design is not feasible, due to causes such
as limited resources or the physical constraints of the experiment. When this is the
case, an unbalanced design must be used and the analysis is not as straightforward.
Error orthogonal designs are "partially balanced", and many of the properties of
completely balanced designs hold true for these designs.
Definition 3.1.1 A vector of observations, Y, is said to have an error-orthogonal
design if E(Y) has a uniformly best linear unbiased estimator (UBLUE) and
Cov(MY) has orthogonal block structure (OBS), where M is the orthogonal
projection operator on R(X)1 and X is the design matrix for the fixed effects.
Ascertaining whether or not E(Y) has a UBLUE is generally easier than
determining whether or not Cov(MY) has OBS. Typically, the easiest way to
determine if E(Y) has a UBLUE is to use a version of Zyskind's Theorem (Result
2.3.1) and determine whether R(V,X) c R(X) for all i= 1, ..., c.If this
condition is true, then E(Y) does have a UBLUE for all unbiasedly estimable
functions. Conditions that are equivalent to the one above are given in Result 2.3.2.
In order to determine if Cov(MY) has OBS, it is often convenient to use
the fact that Cov(MY) has OBS if and only if sp{M117M :c W} is a
commutative quadratic subspace (Result 2.3.5). To determine whether the span is a21
commutative quadratic subspace (c.q.s.) it is often helpful to use the fact that a
linear subspace of symmetric matrices closed under multiplication isa commutative
quadratic subspace (Result 2.3.3).
The following three lemmas relate the assumptions in Section 2.4 to the
definition of an E0 design.
Lemma 3.1.2 Suppose that Y is a random vector with expectation and covariance
given in (Al), and Zyskind's condition (A2) is also true; then E(Y) hasa UBLUE.
Lemma 3.1.3 Suppose that Y is a random vector with expectation and covariance
given in (Al), and that the parameter spacecontains a nonempty open set in RC
(A3), and that sp{MV0M :E .qf } is a commutative quadratic subspace (A4);
then Cov(MY) has orthogonal block structure.
Lemma 3.1.4 Suppose that Y is a random vector with expectation and covariance
given in (Al), and that Zyskind's condition (A2) is true, and that the parameter
space kIf contains a nonempty open set in RC (A3), and that sp{MV,pM :E is
a commutative quadratic subspace (A4); then the design is ED.
3.2Properties
As stated in the previous section, error orthogonal designs have many of the
same properties as completely balanced designs without the restriction of having
equal numbers in each cell. For an E0 model under the assumption of normality
(A1)-(A6), the family of distributions of Y admits a complete sufficient statistic
which leads to UMVUEs; the ANOVA has unambiguous sequential and partial
sums of squares for random sources of variation; the variance components have22
optimal hypothesis tests, and with additional assumptions thereare optimal tests for
the fixed effects.
Before presenting the properties of EO designs it is first necessary to give
definitions and notation that are used throughout the remainder of this thesis. The
least squares estimator is X/3= PxY . Given that sp{M'IW :zli E kli} is a




where the Mi's are nonzero orthogonal projection operators and AM,= 0 for
ij. From Result 2.3.4 the Mi's form a basis for sp{M'VoM :E
= sp {M1, ,M8}, and that apart from the indexing, this basis is unique. Note




In the paper VSB in which EO designs were introduced, a lemma was given
that presents the complete sufficient statistics (c.s.s.) for an EO design.
Lemma 3.2.1 (VSB, Lemma 2.5) Suppose Y is multivariate normal. If Y has an
EO design, then PxY and (Y'Mi Y, ,YIM,Y) are independent and jointly
constitute a c.s.s. for the family PY.
The c.s.s. part of the lemma follows directly from Theorem 5.1 (Seely,
1977). The independence part of the lemma can be seen by noting that Cov(PxY,
MY) = 0 and that (Y'M1Y, ,Y'MSY) is a function of MY.23
Using the result that EO designs admit a complete sufficient statistic for the
family pY, other properties for EO designsensue.
3.2.2Uniformly Minimum Variance Unbiased Estimator
In the previous subsection, it is given that when a design is EO and Y is
distributed as multivariate normal, T= {PxY , 114-1Y,... ,Y'MSY} is a
complete sufficient statistic for the family. Employing the Lehmann-Scheffe
Theorem leads directly to the conclusion that the UBLUE of a/X[3 isa uniformly
minimum variance unbiased estimator (UMVUE). The quadratic forms VM,Y
and linear combinations of them are UMVUEs for linear combinations of the
variance components.
3.2.3Unambiguous Sums of Squares
In the analysis of classification models, some software packages, suchas
SAS, produce multiple ANOVA tables using different types ofsums of squares.
Two types of sums of squares often consideredare sequential sums of squares
(Type I) which partition the total sums ofsquares and partial sums of squares (Type
II) which calculate the sums of squares for each effect after adjusting for the other
effects at the same or lower levels. In thecase where the design is completely
balanced, there is no ambiguity in which type ofsums of squares to use, because
the sums of squares are equal. When analyzing unbalanced data thesums of
squares are often different, which can lead to different conclusions. The hypothesis
of interest should dictate which type of sums of squares touse in the analysis, but
to someone unfamiliar with the differences this may cause confusion.24
The SAS User's Guide (1990) recommends that Type I sums ofsquares be
used when the ANOVA model is balanced, for purely nested models,or polynomial
regression models. The same source recommends that Type IIsums of squares be
used for any balanced model, any main effects model,any pure regression model,
or for any effect contained in any other effect.
Pendleton, Von Tress, and Bremer (1986) stress the importance of basing
the type of sums of squares used on the hypothesis of interest. Hypotheses based
on Type I and Type II sums of squares are weighted by the cell frequencies. When
the cell frequencies are artifacts of the experimental process and not reflective of
the underlying frequencies in the population, they recommend using adjustedsums
of squares (Type III). The hypotheses from Type IIIsums of squares are
unweighted hypotheses about the cell means.
A property of many EO designs is that the sums of squares are unambiguous
to the extent that for random sources of variation Type I coincides with Type II.
(Type III is not considered here.)
The paper VBS contains details of the results on unambiguous sums of
squares in EO designs. Below is a brief summary of the results. The notation used
in the definitions and theorems below is consistent with thatpaper.
Consider a mixed classification model. Let C= ,.Fq} be a
collection of subsets of factors, and let F1, ,Fq be the classification matrices
corresponding to those effects. An effect is called a C-effect if it is an .F2-effect for
some i = 1,, q.
Definition 3.2.3.1 The unadjustedsum of squares for C-effects is
SS(C) =PcY where C = (F1,...,Fq).25
Definition 3.2.3.2 Let 13 be another collection of subsets of factors. Thesum of
squares for C-effects adjusted for D-effects is SS((C1D) = SS((C U D)SS(D).
Definition 3.2.3.3 A classification model is said to beproper if, whenever g and
7-/ are both random-effect subsets, then eitherG n7-/ is a random effect subset or it
is contained in a fixed-effect subset. A classification model is said to be strongly
proper if, wheneverGand 7-( are both random-effect subsets, thenG n7-( is a
random effect subset.
The first lemma given below considers unambiguoussums of squares for
random effects. Conditions (1) and (2) in the lemmaare generally both satisfied in
error orthogonal designs. The second lemma given below considers when the sums
of squares are unambiguous for fixed effects. The condition of p-balance, which is
a stronger condition than error orthogonality, is invoked to get unambiguous sums
of squares for fixed effects.
Lemma 3.2.3.4 (VBS, Lemma 7.3) In a proper mixed classification model, let
be a random-effect subset. Let G correspond to the collection of all fixed-effect
subsets. Let Hi denote the collection of all random-effect subsets, not including 9-/
itself, that are contained in 1-1 and Eil2 denote the collection of all random-effect
subsets that are neither contained in nor contain Let L2 C 112.If the model is
error-orthogonal and either (1) has maximal rank or (2) is r-balanced, then SS(RI
G, Hi, L2) = SS(7-/I G, Hi) (Type I= Type II).26
Lemma 3.2.3.5 (VBS, Lemma 7.6) Suppose thata mixed classification model is p-
balanced and that for every pair of included subsets of factors e and F, the
intersection enF is also included. Let G be a fixed-effect subset, let F1 and F2
denote the collection of all included subsets of factors, not including g itself, that
are contained in g and the collection of all included subsets that are neither
contained in nor contain g, respectively. Let L2 C F2. Then SS(G1
F,, L2) = SS(G1 F,) (Type I = Type II).
3.2.4Optimal Hypothesis Tests
In balanced mixed classification models, it was shown by Mathew and
Sinha (1988a) that, under the assumption of normality, the standard F-tests given in
ANOVA tables are optimal for testing variance components and fixed effects.
Similarly, hypothesis tests in error orthogonal designs lead to optimal tests inmany
cases. Chapters 4 and 5 discuss the details of optimal tests in EO designs for
variance components and fixed effects, respectively. Below isa brief summary of
the results.
Variance Components Consider a mixed classification model as defined in
Section 2.4, and assume that the data vector Y is distributedas multivariate normal
(A5). Also assume the design is error orthogonal (Al) -(A4). Under those
conditions the density of Y can be written as
f (y) = (27)-2lVolAexp{ 7r-11(0)YMiy(Pxy X /3)V(y X 0)11
j=i
where the 7r3(2/')'s are linear combinations of the variance components and the Mi's
are as defined in the beginning of Section 3.2. Note that the quadratic form
Y'MY = Y'M1Y ++ Y'MSY is a decomposition of the residual sums of27
squares, and that tests based on these quadratic forms are referred to as ANOVA F-
tests. Suppose the hypothesis of interest is Ho : In (V)) < 72(0) versus
Ha : 72(0) > 7ri (0). It is shown in the next chapter, that under assumptions (AI)-
(A7), that an ANOVA F-test for testing the hypothesis is uniformly most powerful
similar (UMPS) and uniformly most powerful invariant similar (UMPIS). It is also
shown that under an additional assumption (A8) the power function is continuous
in the direction of the alternative, so thatan ANOVA F-test is also UMPU and
UMPIU.
Fixed Effects Consider the hypothesis Ho : A'Xf3= 0 versus
Ha : A'Xi30. For testing the hypothesis above it is necessary to make some of
the same assumptions as for the variance components (A1)-(A6) and the additional
assumptions (A9) and (A10). If interest is in testing only one linear combination of
the parameters equal to zero, then an ANOVA F-test is UMPS and UMPU. If
interest is in testing simultaneous linear combinations of the parameters equal to
zero, then an ANOVA F-test is UMPIU. Derivations of the optimal tests are given
in Chapter 5.
3.3Types of Balance
The previous section shows that many of the properties of completely
balanced designs hold for EO designs. Given these properties, it would be useful to
be able to determine, without too much trouble, ifa design is EO, or given the
structure of an experiment, to design it to be EO. One way this can be
accomplished is by considering the types of balance desired for the design to be EO
and then relating the types of balance to the incidence matrix of the design.28
Recall the types of balance defined in Section 2.5. The following results
from VBS relate error orthogonal designs and these types of balance.
Theorem 3.3.1 (VBS, Theorem 5.1) (a) Ifa mixed classification model is weakly
b-balanced, then it has UBLUEs. (b) Ifa proper mixed classification model is r-
balanced and has UBLUEs, then it is error-orthogonal.
Corollary 3.3.2 (VBS, Corollary 5.2) If aproper mixed classification model is
weakly b-balanced and r-balanced, then it is error-orthogonal.
Directly using the definitions of weakly b-balanced and r-balanced to
determine if a design is error orthogonal is often time consuming and tedious.
Simpler ways of determining types of balanceare given in Lemma 2.5.10. These
can be used to conclude if a design is EO or to design an experiment so that it is
EO.
3.4Examples
The examples given in this section demonstrate how to determine ifa
design is error orthogonal and also how, given the structure ofan experiment, one
would design it so that it is EO. The examples are also used in the next two
chapters to demonstrate optimal tests for EO designs. In each of the examples it is
assumed that the mixed classification model is strongly proper (Definition 3.2.3.3).
The first example is an additive three-way model. In the firstcase of this
example, all the effects are random. In the second case,one factor is fixed and the
others are random. In the final case two factors are fixed andone is random. The
case where all factors are fixed is not done, because when all factors are fixed it is29
error orthogonal regardless of the structure of the design. This can be seen by
considering the definitions of r-balanced and weakly b-balanced witha model in
which there are no random effects.
The second example is a three-way model with two-factor interactions
included. For this example, the cases include: (1) when all two-factor interactions
are in the model, (2) when only two are present, and (3) when only one is present.
For each of these cases different combinations of fixed and random factorsare
considered.
The third example is a split-plot model with blocks at the whole-plot level
and possible replication of the whole-plots within each block, and also replication
of the subplots within each whole plot. For this model, thereare only two cases
when complete balance is not necessary for it to be EO. Theyare when all effects
are fixed (with the exception of the error terms) and when the blocks are random
and the others are fixed.
Throughout this section, the method used to determine if the design is EO is
to find the conditions so that the model is both weakly b-balanced and r-balanced.
If both of these conditions hold true, then by Corollary 3.3.2 the model is EO.
Examples are given in terms of incidence matrices. An incidence matrix is said to
be balanced if all the entries of the matrixare equal.30
3.4.1 Three-Way Additive Model
The model can be written
Yijkl = Ec + ai + 13j + 'Ykeijkl
where i = 1,, r;j = 1,..., m;k =-- 1,,t and 1 = 1,, NA.For the
following cases let {0, {1},{2}, and {3} represent the effects for p, a, 3, and 'y,
respectively.
Case 1 Suppose all factors are random. Then, using thesame notation as in the
previous section, the collections of random and fixed effect f-setsare
H = {{1}, {2}, {3}} and G= {O}. Since there are no effects contained in other
effects for either H or G, they are both maximalso that lEm = {{1}, {2}, {3}} and
GM = {0}. Using Lemma 2.5.10 (b), the model is weakly b-balanced if the model
is Bal({1}1 0), Bal({2}10), and Bal({3}10). From Lemma 2.5.6 (a), this is
equivalent to the model being Bal({1}), Bal({2}), and Bal({3}).
From Lemma 2.5.10 (d), the model is r-balanced if and only if it is
Bal({1, 2}), Bal({1, 3 }), and BaI({2, 3}). Using Lemma 2.5.6 (c),
Bal({1, 2 }) = Bal({1}) and Bal({2}), and similarly, Bal({2, 3})= Bal({2}) and
Bal({3}). Therefore, if the design is Bal({1, 2}), Bal({1, 3}), and Bal({2, 3}),
then it is weakly b-balanced and r-balanced and henceerror orthogonal. In terms of
the incidence matrix this implies that the marginal incidence matrices summedover
one factor are balanced. In terms of the nick's the model is EO if nil = n11. for all
if ni.k = n1,1 for all i, k, and if n k = n.0 for all j, k.31
The incidence matrix for an example ofa design which meets the three
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so that the design given above is Bal({1, 2 }), Bal({1, 3 }), and Bal({2, 3 }).
Case 2 Suppose a is fixed and the other two factorsare random. Then, similar to
Case 1, the collections of random and fixed effect f-setsare H = {{2}, {3 }} and
G = {0, {1} 1. Since there are no effects contained in other effects for H,
{{2}, {3 }} and since q is contained in {1 }, GM= {{1}}. Using Lemma
2.5.10 (b), the model is weakly b-balanced if the model is Bal({2}1{1}), and
Bal( {3 }I {1 }).
From Lemma 2.5.10 (d), the model is r-balanced if and only if it is
Bal({2, 3}). Therefore, if the design is Bal({2}1111), Bal({3}1{1}), and
Bal({2, 3 }) then it is weakly b-balanced and r-balanced and henceerror orthogonal.
The first two conditions imply that therows of the two marginal incidence matrices
summed over {3} and {2} are balanced. The third condition implies that the
marginal incidence summed over {1} is balanced. In terms of thenick the model is
EO if nu = nil. for all i, j, ifn2.k = nil for all i, k, and if n.jk = n.11 for all j, k.32
The incidence matrix for an example of a design which meets the three
conditions for it to be EO is given below. Supposer = 3, m = 3, and t = 2, then
k = I k = 2
123 321
niji =(333 nii2 =333
543 345




so that the design given above is Bal({2}1{1.}), Bal({3}1{1}), and Bal({2, 3 }).
Case 3 Suppose a, and /are fixed and -yk is random. Then, similar to the
previous cases, the collections of random and fixed effect f-setsare H = {{3}} and
G = {0, {1}, {2}}. Since there are no effects contained in other effects for H,
Hm = {{3}} and since 0 is contained in the effects, GM= f f 1j, {2}}. Using
Lemma 2.5.10 (b), the model is weakly b-balanced if the model is
Bal({3}1{1}), and Bal( {3 }J {2 }).
From Lemma 2.5.10 (d), the model is r-balanced if and only if it is
Bal({3}). From Lemma 2.5.6 (d), Bal(1311{1})= Bal({3}) (similarly,
Bal({3}1{2})Bal({3})) so that if the design is Bal({3}1{1}) and Bal({3}1{2})
then it is weakly b-balanced and r-balanced and henceerror orthogonal. These two
conditions imply that the rows of the two marginal incidence matrices summed
over {1} and {2} are balanced. In terms of the n,3k the model is EO if ni.k=
for all i, k and if n3k = n.31 for all j, k.33
The incidence matrix for an example ofa design which meets the two

















so the design given above is Bal({3}1{1}) and Bal({3}1{2}).
Case 4 As in Case 3, suppose a, and 133 are fixed and-yk is random. Then, similar
to the previous cases, the design is EO if it is Bal({3}1{1}) and Bal({3}1{2}). In
terms of the nick the model is EO if noc= ni.1 for all i, k and if n.ik = nfor all
j, k.
Suppose r = 2, m = 2, and t= 2, so that the design is a 23 factorial
design. When doing a designed experiment, thereare instances when certain
combinations of the levels are not possible. For the example below, it is assumed
that it is not possible to observe the combination when i= 2, j = 2, and k = 1.
The incidence matrix of a 23 factorial design with unequal replication which meets
the two conditions for it to be EO is







The marginal incidence matrices are as follows
N(13) 3232 ) N(23)=(2332)
so the design given above is Bala3}1{1}) and Bal( {3 }I {2 }).
3.4.2 Three-Way Model with Some Two-Factor Interactions
For the following cases, let {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3} represent the effects for
it, a, 13, andrespectively, and the union of any of those sets represents the
interaction of those effects.
Case 1 Suppose all two-factor interactions are included in the model. The model is
Yijkl =ai + "yk + (aMij + (a7)ik + (07)jk + eijkl
where i = 1,, r;j = 1,,m; k = 1,,t; andl = 1,.., nijk.
Suppose ai is random so that Iii[ D {{1}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}}. Then the union of
two random subsets of factors is the set of all factors ({1, 2} U {1, 3}= {1, 2, 3 }),
so that from Lemma 2.5.5 (d) this model is r-balanced if and only if it is completely
balanced. Therefore, for a three-way model with all two-factor interactions and at
least one random factor, it is error orthogonal if and only if it is completely
balanced.
Case 2 Suppose only two two-factor interactionsare included in the model. The
model is
Yijkl = 11,ai + Oj + 7k + (a0)ii + (a7)ik + eijkl
If ai is random or if two or more factors are random, then from thesame
reasoning as in Case 1, the model is EO if and only if it is completely balanced.
Suppose Oi is random and the other factors are fixed. The collections of random35
and fixed effect f-sets are {{2}, {1, 2}1 and G = {0, {1}, {3}, {1, 3} 1. The
maximal sets are Thlm = {{1, 2} 1 and Gm= {{1, 3} 1. Using Lemma 2.5.10 (b), the
model is weakly b-balanced if the model is Bal({1, 2}1{1, 3 })= Bala 2}1{1, 3 }).
From Lemma 2.5.10 (d), the model is r-balanced if and only if it is
Bal({1, 2}). Therefore, if the design is Bal({2}1{1, 3 }) and Bal({1, 2}), then it is
weakly b-balanced and r-balanced and henceerror orthogonal. The first condition
implies that the rows of the incidence matrixare constant and the second condition
implies that the marginal incidence matrix summedover {3} is balanced. In terms
of the nick the model is EO if nuk= n2ik for all i, j, k, and if ni). = nii, for all i, j.
A similar result is obtained if it is assumed that 'yk is random and the other
factors are fixed.
An incidence matrix for a design which meets the two conditions for it to be
EO is given below. Suppose r= 3, m = 3, and t = 2, then

























so the design given above is Bal({2}1{1, 3 }) and Bal({1, 2 }).
Case 3 Suppose only one two-factor interaction is included in the model. The
model is
Yzjkl = µ + ai +,(3; + -yk + (ai3)ijeijki.36
Suppose ai is random and the other two factors are fixed. The collections of
random and fixed effect f-sets are H = {{1}, {1, 2 }} and G= {0, {2}, {3 } }. The
maximal sets are HM = {{1, 2 }} and Gm= {{2}, {3 } }. Using Lemma 3.3.1 (b),
the model is weakly b-balanced if it is Bal({1, 2}1121)= Bal({1}1{2}) and
Bal({1, 2}1{3}).
From Lemma 2.5.10 (d), the model is r-balanced if and only if it is
Bal({1, 2 }). From Lemma 2.5.6 (e) Bal({1, 2 })Bal({1}1{2}) and from part (d)
of the same lemma, Bal({1, 2}1{3})Bal({1, 2 }). Therefore, if the design is
Bal({1, 2}1{3}), then it is weakly b-balanced and r-balanced and henceerror
orthogonal. This condition implies that the marginal incidence matrix is balanced
for each level of {3}. In terms of the no, the model is EO if nijk= niik for all k.
A similar result is obtained if it is assumed that /33 is random and the other
two factors are fixed.
The incidence matrix for an example of a design which meets the condition
for it to be EO is given below. Suppose r= 3, m = 3, and t = 2, then




















The design given above is Bal({1, 2}1{3}).
Case 4 Consider the same model as in Case 3, but suppose that7k is random and
the other two factors are fixed. The collections of random and fixed effect f-sets
are H = { {3 }} and (G = {0, {1}, {2 }, {1, 2 } }. The maximal sets are TEAM = { {3}}
and GM = {{1, 2 } }. Using Lemma 2.5.10 (b), the model is weakly b-balanced if it
is Bal({3}1{1, 2 }).37
From Lemma 2.5.10 (d), the model is r-balanced if and only if it is
Bal({3}). From Lemma 2.5.6 (d) Bal({3}1{1, 2 })= Bal({3}). Therefore, if the
design is Bal({3}1{1, 2}) then it is weakly b-balanced and r-balanced and hence
error orthogonal. This condition implies that the incidence matrix is identical for
each level of {3}. In terms of the nuk the model is EO ifni3k = nu]. for all i, j, k.
The incidence matrix for an example ofa design which meets the condition


















The design given above is Bal({3}1{1, 2 }).
3.4.3 General Split-Plot Model
The split-plot model used in this example has blocks at the whole plot level,
replication of the whole plots within blocks, replication of the subplots within
whole plots, and subsampling. The model is
172723v/a = ft +Si + au + tutu.) + + -Yuv ziujvk eiulvm
where i = 1,, r; u =-1,, a;j = 1, ,t; v = 1, ,b; k = 1,, c;and
1 = 1,, ntuayk.Let ,u represent the overall mean, 6, represent the ith block effect,
au the tith whole plot treatment effect, w,ui the whole-plot error,13vthe
withsubplot
treatment effect, -yuu the whole plot by subplot treatment interaction, zjuluk the
subplot error, and the subsampling errorezuokt.Note that Wiuj, Ziujvk, and eiujvk/
are error terms, so that they are always random. For the following cases, let {0},38
{1 }, {2 }, {1, 2, 3}, {4 }, {2, 4}, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} represent the effects forp, 6,a, w,
13,and z, respectively.
Case I Ifiujvk> 2 for some iujvk, thenHM ={{1, 2, 3, 4, 5 }} (sincez,u3vkis
always random) and from Lemma 2.5.1 the model is r-balanced if and only if it is
completely balanced.
Ifiujvk= m for all i, u, j, v, k, the averages of the cells could be
considered and the design is then an example of Case 2.
Case 2 Ifiujvk= 0 or 1 (no subsampling, so that there is just one observation per
subplot), then the last two error terms are combined and the model is writtenas
Yiujvk= µ + Sz + au + wiui + 13v +'Yuv eiujvk
where all the subscripts are the same as above, except that 1 is not needed, and
k = 1, ,niuj,.
Suppose that all the effects are fixed (except the error terms which includes
tvtui andezujuk)Then the collections of random and fixed effect f-sets are
H = {{1, 2, 3 }} and G = {0, {1 }, {2 }, {4 }, {2, 4 } }. The maximal subsetsare
HM={{1, 2, 3}1 and Gm= {{1}, {2, 4} 1. Using Lemma 2.5.10 (b), the model is
weakly b-balanced if it is Bal({1, 2, 3E111)= Bal({2, 3}411) and
Bal({1, 2,3}112, 41)= Bal({1,3}1{2,4}).
From Lemma 2.5.10 (d), the model is r-balanced if and only if it is
Bal({1, 2, 3 }). Using Lemma 2.5.6 (e), Bal({1, 2, 3 })= Bal({2, 3}1{1}).
Therefore, if the design is Bal({1, 2, 3}) and Bal(11, 311{2, 4 }) then it is weakly b-
balanced and r-balanced and hence error orthogonal. In terms of theniu3ukthe
model is EO ifnzu3= n111. for all i, u, jand ifn,u3u= niulu forall i, u, j, v.39
In terms of the design, Bal({1, 2, 3}) implies that the same number of
subplots (observations) occur in all whole plots. For Bal({1, 3}1{2, 4 }) this implies
that for each whole plot treatment, the subplot treatment replication pattern is the
same for all whole plots. Note that these two conditions imply that all the blocks
have identical treatment-combination replication patterns (Figure 3.1).
The incidence matrix for an example of a design that meets the two
conditions for the design to be EO is given below. A diagram of the design is given
in Figure 3.1 to enable the reader to visualize better the structure of the design. The
whole plot treatment effects are applied to each column and the subplot treatments
are applied to cells within each column. Note that in the figure the treatment
combinations have not been randomized.
Suppose r = 3, a = 3, t = 2, and b= 3, then
v= 1 2 3 j= 1 2 1 2 1 2
u= 1231 23 123 123 123123
1 12 2 41 41 02 021
niujv =i =2 123 123 411 411 021 021
3123 123 411 411 021 021


























































(Recall from the example that the au's represent the whole plot treatment effect and
the 13,'s represent the subplot treatment effect.)
Figure 3.1 Diagram of split-plot design from example 3.4.3, Case 2 (treatment
effects have not been randomized)41
Case 3 Suppose as in Case 2, that there isno subsampling, so that the model is
similar to that case, with the difference being that the blocksare now random. The
collections of random and fixed effect f-sets are H-= {{1}, {1, 2, 3} 1 and
G = {2 }, {4 }, {2, 4 } }. The maximal subsets are Hm= {{1, 2, 3 }} and
GM = {{2, 4 } }. Using Lemma 2.5.10 (b), the model is weakly b-balanced if it is
Bal({1, 2,3}1{2, 4})= Bal({1, 3}1{2, 4}).
From Lemma 2.5.10 (d), the model is r-balanced if and only if it is
Bal({1, 2, 3 }). Therefore, if the design is Bal( {1, 2, 3 }) and Bal({1, 3}1{2, 4 }) then
it is weakly b-balanced and r-balanced and hence error orthogonal. This is thesame
result that was found when the blocks were fixed so that the same exampleas above
applies to this case.
Other Cases Considering any of the other factors random, besides the blocks, leads
to the conclusion that the design is error orthogonal if and only if it is completely
balanced. This is because it is r-balanced if and only if it is completely balanced.42
Chapter 4
Optimal Tests for Variance Components in Error Orthogonal Designs
There has been much attention in the literature devoted to the analysis of
mixed linear models. One of the main interests is hypothesistests for variance
components and the optimal properties of these tests. El-Bassiouni and Seely
(1980) found that under certain conditions optimal tests for functions of variance
components occur when the covariance matrix has linear structure. Mathew and
Sinha (1988a) showed that the standard F-tests given in ANOVA tables for testing
variance components in balanced mixed modelsare optimal. Mathew and Sinha
(1988b, 1992) found balance conditions in two-way models without interaction and
in split-plot models in which the hypothesis testsare optimal. This chapter shows
that if a design is error orthogonal (EO) and if the dataare distributed as
multivariate normal, then ANOVA F-tests for testing variancecomponents are
optimal.
The first section of this chapter states the assumptions used throughout the
chapter and the hypotheses of interest. In the second section,a uniformly most
powerful similar (UMPS) test is derived for the hypothesis. The third section
shows that for certain types of hypotheses the test is uniformly most powerful
unbiased (UMPU). In the fourth section it is shown that the test is invariant, then it
is also UMPIS, and for testing the hypothesis described in Section 4.3 it is UMPIU.
The fifth section considers some of the examples given in Section 3.4, and finds
optimal tests for variance components. The final section discusses the robustness
of the tests if the data vector has a density that is elliptically symmetric.43
4.1Assumptions and Hypothesis
Throughout this chapter consider the linear model as defined in Section 2.4,
and assume that the design is error orthogonal, and alsoassume that the vector of
observations Y is multivariate normal. These assumptions correspond to (A1)-(A6)
given Section 2.4. Recall from Lemma 3.1.4 that (A1)-(A4) imply that the design
is EO. These conditions are stronger thannecessary for a design to be EO, but they
are common conditions used to determine if a design is EO. For Section 4.2 it is
also necessary to use (A7). In Section 4.3 it isnecessary to use (A7) and (A8).
The optimal hypothesis tests in this chapter are based on the quadratic forms
in the ANOVA decomposition of the residualsums of squares,
Y'MY = Y'Mri Y ++ Y'MSY. Tests based on these quadratic forms are
referred to as ANOVA F-tests.
The hypotheses of interest are of the form Ho : 71(0) < 72 (P)versus
Ha : 7r1(0) > 72 OM where the 7r, (0)'s areas defined in Section 3.2. Recall they
are linear combinations of the variance components. With the assumptions
described in this section, the following three sections show that the ANOVA F-test
for testing the above hypothesis is UMPS, UMPU, UMPIS and UMPIU.
Throughout this chapter, let S= (PxY,M1Y, ,Y'MSY), which is a
complete sufficient statistic for the model, and let
T = (PxY, + M2)Y, Y`M3Y,Y'MSY), which is shown in the next
section to be a complete sufficient statistic for the submodel defined by
7r1(0) =(0)44
4.2Uniformly Most Powerful Similar Tests
This section shows that under assumptions (Al)(A7), an ANOVA F-test
for the hypothesis 71(0 < ire (0) is uniformly most powerful similar (UMPS). To
prove this, it is shown that the submodel determined by the condition
71(0) = 7r2 (IP) is EO. Once this is done, the complete sufficient statistic is found,
and then the conditional distribution of Y, given the complete sufficient statistic,
leads to the UMPS test.
At this point, it is necessary to introduce some general terminology that is
used for several lemmas in this chapter and the next chapter. Let W bea random
vector with distribution in Ply = {Fr : 0 e e}, where 0 is the parameter space
for the full model. Consider the hypothesis Ho that the true distribution is ina
subfamily, Pow = : 0 E 00} where e0 is the parameter space for the
submodel. The complement of 00 is denoted by Oa. Let Ob bea subset of eo, and
let Pb : 6 E ebl. The set eb is referred to as the "boundary" parameter
space, and Pb is referred to as the "boundary" family or "boundary" model. Note
that although Ob is called a "boundary" parameterspace, no topological properties
are involved in its definition. This is convenient in Section 4.2 for similar tests
because no topological arguments are required in the proofs. In Section 4.3 for
unbiased tests, an additional assumption (A8) is required whichassures that the
boundary parameter space has the topological property that all its pointsare limit
points of the alternative parameter space. The hypothesis that the true distribution
is in this subfamily is referred to as the "boundary" hypothesis.
A test is defined as a-similar if E[0(W)]= a for all B E eb. This is with
respect to the unconditional distribution of W. Note that if Ee [0(147) Z= z] = a45
for all 9 E et, then 0(W) is a-similar with respect to the conditional distribution
of WIZ = z.
A property is said to hold "for almost all" pointsor "almost surely" if the set
of points where it holds has probabilityone.
The following general lemma, essentially Theorem 2 in Chapter 4 of
Lehmann (1986), shows that a UMPS test can be found by considering the
distribution of W conditioned on a complete sufficient statistic for the boundary
family. For the model described in Section 2.4, under assumptions (A1)-(A7), it is
shown later that this conditional distribution is one-dimensional and allowsa UMP
test.
Lemma 4.2.1 Let Z be a complete sufficient statistic for P. Suppose q* (W) is,
for almost all z, a UMP a-similar test for Ho: 9 E O with respect to the conditional
distribution of WIZ = z. Then it is a UMP a-similar test for Ho with respect to the
unconditional distribution of W.
Proof :Since c* (W) is conditionally a-similar, E0 [ 0* (W) IZ=z],a for all
9 e Ob, so that E0[ 0*(W)]= EefEe[ 0*(W)1Z= = a for all 0 c eb.
Thus, 0* (W) is unconditionally a-similar.
Let 0(W) be any other unconditionally a-similar test. Then
E9[ 0(W) = a for all 0 E eb. Recall that E9[ c(W)EefEer Cb(W) Z 11.
By sufficiency of Z for 'qv, E0[ 0(W) Z= E[ 0(W) I Z ], which does
not depend on 0, for 0 E Ob.46
Using completeness of Z for Pb for the first implication, and using the
assumption that 0* is conditionally UMPS for the third implication,
E8{E[ 0(W) I Z ]1= a for all 0 E eb
E[ b (W) I Z= z]= a (almost surely)
0(W) is conditionally a-similar for (a.s.)
E,9[ 0(W) I Z = z]Eo[0*(W)1 Z = z] for all 0 E ea(a.s.)
E0[0(W)]= EefEekb(W)1Z1}5 Eo fEe[ 0* (W) I Z]} = Ee[ 0* (W)].
Therefore,0*(W) is an unconditionally UMP a-similar test for H0.0
Before showing that the boundary model is EO, it is shown that given W
contains a nonempty open set (A3), it must be that II(W) containsa nonempty open
set. This is used to show that the boundary model has OBS.
Lemma 4.2.2 If W contains a nonemptyopen set, then
11(W){ (71(0,...,7r,(0) :E W} contains a nonempty open set in
Proof :Recall from Section 3.2 that MiToM= E7ii(2J)Mi and that the Mi's form
i=1
a basis for sp{M'VoM :E W}. Define H : RC
H(*) = (71(0,'7.5(0 )-
H is a linear map because for a, b E R and0,E T,
MVav,_FbM =M(aVo+ bK)M = aMV0M + bMKM
= a7ri(*)1U,b =.(a7r,(0)
i=i i=i
Hence, 7ri ( a /P += car,(0)lnr,(e).
Suppose H is not onto, that is, suppose II(W)Rs. Then there exists
c0 such that c'H(IlIc)= {0}. Without loss of generality suppose c1 = 1. Then
II)by
mv m= Dri(Omi = Dri()miEci7ri(Om1 = E7ri(0(micimi)
i=1 i=1 i=1 i=147
= (0)(Mi e sp {M2c2M1, ,MsCsM1}7
which implies sp{MV0M} c sp{M2c2M1,MscsMi}. So that
sP{Mi, ,Ms} =
sp {MV0M} C sp{M2c2M1, ,MscsMi. }, which is impossible since
,Ms are linearly independent. Hence, II is onto.
Therefore, since II is a linear transformation of RC onto R8, from the Open
Mapping Theorem it must be open (Ash, 1972, page147). If G Cis a
nonempty open set in Rc, then II(G) is a nonempty open set in R8.0
The next lemma shows that the model under the boundary hypothesis is
error orthogonal. Once this is established, the complete sufficient statistic for the
family under the boundary hypothesis follows directly from results in Section 3.2.1.
Lemma 4.2.3 Given that the full model is error orthogonal, the model under the
boundary hypothesis, 71(0)= 72 (b), is error orthogonal.
Proof : Assume the model is as described in Section 2.4 where Cov(Y) and
let Tb = E: 7-1(0) = 72 (of. To show that the boundary model isEO,it
must be shown that (1) E(Y) has aUBLUEin the boundary model, and then that
(2) Cov(MY) hasOBSin the boundary model.
Since the full model is EO, it is known that(1') E(Y)has aUBLUEin the
full model and that (2') Cov(MY) hasOBSin the full model. To show thatE(Y)
has aUBLUEin the boundary model is fairly straightforward. First note by Result
2.3.2 that condition (1') above is equivalent to R,(14pX)CR(X) for allE .
Since WbCit must be that 7?,(V, X)CR(X) for all bEfib. Therefore, by
Result 2.3.2,E(Y)has aUBLUEin the boundary model.48
Let 4 = sp{mvom :c = sp{ :E Wb }. By Result
i=i
2.3.5, condition (2') is true if and only if 4 isa commutative quadratic subspace
(c.q.s.). Next it is shown that 4= sp{A. + M2, M3, ... Ms}, which by Result
2.3.3 is a c.q.s.
Let A = 11(T)= {( 71(0), 72(0,'7.9(0) ):E T1, let Sn represent
the set of all n x n symmetric matrices, and definea linear transformation G from
8
RS to S, by G(71,7rs) =
i=i
Note that G is a linear map and {MV,/,M:E= G (A), so that
sp{MV,i,M :E T} = sp{G(A)} = G(sp{A}).
It was shown previously in Lemma 4 2 2 that A containsa nonempty open
set, say U, of Rs. Hence sp{A}= Rs, and so
G(sp{A}) = G(R3) = sp{Mi, ,Ms }.
Similarly, Lb = sp{MV0M :1/) E = sp{G(A0)} = G(sp {A0 }) where
Ao = HOP b) = {OM, 72(0), ,7,(0) ):E lb} and Wb is nonempty. By
assumption (A7),contains a nonempty open set of
H = {u E RC : 71(0= 7r2(0)} so that sp{Tb} = H. Note that
sp {M1 + M2, M3, ,Ms} = G(W) where W = {7r c RS7ri = .Next it is
shown that sp{Ao}= W W.
Note that Ao = A n W. Let U0= U 11 W. Assume U0 is nonempty. Then
Uo C Ao and Uo is open relative to W,so W = splUed C sp{Ao} C W. Hence,
sp{A} = W. Now Lb= G(sp {A0 }) = G(W) = sp {M1 + M2,
Therefore, Cov(MY) has OBS and the boundary model is E0.
, ,M5}.49
Now that it has been determined that the boundary model iserror
orthogonal, Lemma 3.2.1 is used to determine the complete sufficient statistic
under the boundary hypothesis.
Lemma 4.2.4 Under the boundary hypothesis,i1 (0) = 72(0), the complete
sufficient statistic for the boundary family is
T = (PxY ,171(Mi + M2)Y,rM3Y, ,
Proof :This follows directly from Lemma 3.2.1 and Lemma 4.2.3.
For testing a hypothesis when the parameterspace is multi-dimensional, as
is the case here, one possible way of findingan optimal test is to condition on the
complete sufficient statistic of the boundary family. This sometimes results in the
reduction of the parameter space toone dimension, which sometimes leads to an
optimal test. The following lemmas show that thepower of a test with respect to
the conditional distribution of YET is equal to thepower of a test with respect to an
unconditional distribution in which the parameterspace is reduced. Note that the
properties of being level a, UMP, a-similar, and a-unbiasedare all defined entirely
in terms of the power function.
Recall from Lemma 3.2.1, that for an EO model, the family P Y has
complete sufficient statistic S= (PxY ,Yi MIX , ,Y'MSY) and that from the
above lemma, the boundary family hasc.s.s.
T = (PxY ,V(Mi + M2) Y,M3Y, ,Y' Ms-17).50
Lemma 4.2.5 Suppose cb* (S) is, for almost all t,a UMP a-similar test for
Ho : 3T1(0) < 7r2(0) with respect to the conditional distribution of SIT= t. Then
it is a UMP a-similar test for Ho with respect to the unconditional distribution of
Y.
Proof :It follows from Lemma 4.2.1 that a UMP a-similar test for Ho with respect
to the conditional distribution of SIT is also UMP a-similar for Ho with respect to
the unconditional distribution of S.
From Result 2.3.9 it is known that if S is sufficient, then forany test
function 0(Y), there is a test function(5) with the same power function.
Therefore, if a test is UMP a-similar with respect to the unconditional distribution
of S, it is also a UMP a-similar test with respect to the unconditional distribution of
Y.
The following lemma is used to determinea distribution that is "equivalent"
to the conditional distribution of SIT, but is simpler.
Lemma 4.2.6 Suppose V and Ware jointly distributed random vectors and that
E[g(V, W)} exists. Then, E[ g(V,W) W = w] = E[g(V , w) W = w].
Proof : From Theorems 4 and 5 and equation (28) in Chapter 2 of Lehmann (1986),
there are probability measures Plqw=w such that E[g(V, w)1W= w]
f g(v, w)dPv1w=w(v)= h(w) and E[g(V, W)] = E[h(W)]. Also
E[g(V, W)IB(W)] = (W)} where w, (w)= E[g(V, w)IB(w)IW = to]
= IB(w)E[g(V, w)IW = h(w). B(w), that is, E[g(V, W)IB(W)]
E[h(W)/B(W)]. By condition (20) in Chapter 2 of Lehmann (1986), this
implies that E[g(V, W)1W=h(w).51
Corollary 4.2.7 Suppose V, W and Zare jointly distributed random vectors and
E[g(V ,W)] exists.
(i)E[g(V, W) Z= z, W = E[g(V, w) Zz, W =w]
(ii) If W is independent of (V, Z), then
E[g (V ,W)1Z= z,W = w] = E[g (V ,Z = z].
Proof :First, consider part (i). Define(v, z,=-- g(v, w). In Lemma 4.2.6 use
(Z ,W) in place of W to conclude E[g(V, W)1Z= z, W = w]
= ER (V, Z ,W)1(Z , W)(z, w)] = ED' (V, z, 01(z, W)= (z, w)}
E[g(V, w)1Z = z, W=
Next, consider part (ii). E[g(V, W)1Z= z, W = w] is defined almost
surely by the property that
E[E[g(V, W)IZ, W]/c),B(Z, W)]= E[g(V, W)./c),B(Z, W)] for all events C and
B. Let k(z,= E[g(V, w)IZ = z]. It is shown below that
E[k(Z ,W)Ic.B(Z,W)] = E[g(V ,W)IcxB(Z W)].
Note that E[k(Z, W)Ic(Z)IB(W)]= E[E[k(Z, W)/c(Z)-TB(W)iWn
= E[E[k(Z, W)./c (Z)1W1/B(W)}. Next note that by Lemma 4.2.6
E[k(Z ,W).1-c(Z)1W]= E[k(Z, w)Ic(Z)IW = w] and by independence
E[k(Z ,W).1c(Z)1W]= E[k(Z, w)Ic(Z)1
= E[E[g(V, w)141-c(Z)]
E[g(V, w)Ic, (Z)] (defining property of conditional expectation)
= E[g(V, w)Ic(Z)1W = tv] ( independence)
E[g(V, W)-Tc(Z)IW= tv] (Lemma 4.2.6)52
Now, E[E[k(Z, W)/c (Z)IW]/B(W)]
E[g(V, W)/c(Z)/B(W)1 (defining property of conditional
expectation). 0
The lemma presented below uses Corollary 4.2.7 to relatea test with respect
to a reduced parameter space to a test with respect to a conditional distribution
(V, W)I(Z, W).
Lemma 4.2.8 Let V, Z and W be jointly distributed random vectors with
distributions parameterized by 0 E 9 and let W be independent of (V, Z).
Suppose that 0* (V) is, for almost allz, a UMP a-similar test for H. : 8 E Co. with
respect to the conditional distribution of VIZ = z. Then, for almost all (z, w), it is
a UMP a-similar test for H. with respect to the conditional distribution of
(V, W)I(Z, W) = (z, w).
Proof :First show that 0* (V) is a-similar with respect to the conditional
distribution of (V, W) I (Z, W). Applying Corollary 4.2.7 (ii), it is true for 8E eb
that E 0[0* (V ) 1 Z = z ,W= w] = E0[0' (V )1 Z == a. Therefore, 0* (V) is a-
similar with respect to the conditional distribution of (V, W)I(Z, W).
Let 0(V, W) be any a-similar test with respect to (V, W)I(Z, W). Then
Corollary 4.2.7 (ii) implies that
E0[0.(V, w)IZ = z]= E9[0(V, W)IZ = z,W = w] = a for all 8 E Ob. Therefore,
q5 (V,w) is a-similar with respect to the conditional distribution of VIZ.
By Corollary 4.2.7 (ii) again, it must be that for all 8E ea,
E0[0 (V,W )1Z = z,W = w]= E0[40 (V , w)1Z = z]
< E0[0* (V)IZ = z] (0* is UMPS with respect to VIZ)53
= E0[0*(V)1Z = z,W = w] (Corollary 4.2.7 (ii)).
Therefore, c* (V) is a UMP a-similar test with respect to the conditional
distribution of (V, W)1(Z, W).0
The next proposition shows the quadratic forms of thec.s.s. are independent
and specifies the distribution of the quadratic forms. The independence part of the
proposition is used to reduce the parameterspace, and the distribution of these
quadratic forms is used subsequently to show thata certain conditional distribution
based on the quadratic forms can be written unconditionally.
Proposition 4.2.9 Suppose that the design is error orthogonal and that the vector of
observations is multivariate normal. Then the quadratic forms
Y/MiY, ,rMsY are independent, and they are scalar multiples of central chi-
squared distributions. More specifically, Y/M3Y ti 7x1(0)4 for j= 1,, s
where k3 = r(M3).
Proof :The independence part of the proof follows from Result 2.3.7, because
M3V0Mk = M3MV MMk = M3(E7r/(0)Mi)-Mk= E1r/(0)m,mimk = o,
i=i /-1
when jk. The second equality holds because the design is EO, and the last
equality holds because the Mb's are mutually orthogonal.
To show that VM3Y is a scalar multiple of a central chi-squared
distribution for all j, apply Result 2.3.6, noting that,
MTV,= M3MV*MM3 = -A4-3(7rt (10/1104 = YO 7ri(0)1t4-3111.2114.i = "73(0)
z=i
Therefore, YAY(0)4A, where ki = r(Mj), and
A = (XO)'MAX0) = (X13)' MiM(X f3)= 0.54
The following lemma relatesa test based on a reduced conditional
distribution and the conditional distribution SIT.
Lemma 4.2.10 Suppose 0*(rMiY, Y'M2Y) is, for almost allz, a UMP a-
similar test for Ho : 7r1 (z/)) < 71-2 () with respect to the conditional distribution of
Y'M2Y) Y'(M1 + M2)Y= z. Then, for almost all t, it is a UMP a-
similar test for Ho with respect to the conditional distribution of SIT= t where S
and T are as defined in Section 4.1.
Proof : Recall from Proposition 4.2.9 that the quadratic formsare independent. In
Lemma 4.2.8 let V = (Y'M1Y, Y'M2Y), Z= Y'(M1 + M2)Y, and
W = (PxY ,Y' M3Y, MsY). Note that W and (V, Z) are independent,
S = (V ,W), and that T = (Z ,W). Then, from Lemma 4.2.8, itcan be said that a
UMP a-similar test with respect to the conditional distribution of
Y'M2Y) Y'(M1 + M2)Y is also UMP a-similar withrespect to the
conditional distribution of SIT.
Lemma 4.2.11 Suppose 0*( y,(mY'1111±1mY2)y ) is a UMP a-similar test for
Ho : 7r1(0) < 712(2t) with respect to the unconditional distribution of y,(mY/I_ElmY2)y.
Then, for almost all z, it is a UMP a-similar test for H. with respect to the
conditional distribution of (Y`MiY, Y`M2Y) I Y' (Ml+ M2)17. = z.
Proof : For ease of notation, let QiY'M1Y and Q2 = Y'M2Y. Recall from
Proposition 4.2.9, that Qi and Q2are independent and distributed as 7r1 (tp) xi, and
712(0X2k2, respectively, where ki= r(Mi). First consider the joint density of Qi
and Q2,55
f(q1 q2 0) = a(0)h(q q2) x exp{ q2}
a(0)h(q1, q2) x exp{(27rAo q,27,2.(0)(q, + q2)}.
Let K = Qi + Q2. Then the joint density of Qi and Kcan be written as
f (q 14) = a(,)h* (qi, k) x expl6(0)q, + 2(1!))k} where
6 (0) 2.7r1(,0 27r21m) and(0) 22100
Note that (Qi, K) is a one-to-one transformation of (Qi, Q2).
Therefore, a UMP a-similar test 0* (Qi, K) with respect to the conditional
distribution of (Qi, K)IY` (Mi + M2)Ycan be expressed as
(Qi, Q2)= 0* (Qi, Qi + Q2) and is a UMP a-similar test with respect to the
conditional distribution of (Q1, Q2)IY'(Mi + M2)Y.
Let b = { (6(0, 6(0)) :E Tb} = {(0,21x2()) :E It is
assumed (A7) that Wb contains a nonemptyopen set, say G, in the linear subspace
H = {u E Rc : 7ri (0)7r2 (o) }. It follows that Eb contains a nonempty open set
in {0} x R. This can be seen by noting that the linear transformation R1: H R+,
where R1(u) = 72(u), maps nonemptyopen sets of H onto nonempty open sets of
R+ by the Open Mapping Theorem, and that the transformation R2 (t)=2tis a
one-to-one homeomorphic (continuous) mapping of R+ onto R-. Therefore, Eb
contains {0} x R2 (Ri (G) ), which isa nonempty open set in {0} x
Interest is in testing the hypothesis HO :1 < 0 versus the alternative
Ha :1 > 0 where E E = {(1(2/)), 6(0) :E 11}. As was shown above,
Et) contains a nonempty open set which contains a nonempty open rectangle. This
allows the application of the part of Theorem 3 in Chapter 4 in Lehmann (1986)56
pertaining to his hypothesis H1, which implies thata UMP a-similar test is given
by
{
1 when qi > c(k)
0 (qi,k) ='yo(k)when qi = c(k)
0 when qi < c(k)
where ER, [0(Q,K) I K == a for all k. In Lehmann's proof of Theorem 3 he
used the assumption that the parameterspace is convex and contains points on both
sides of the boundary. Note that these assumptionsare used only to show that the
boundary parameter space containsan open rectangle. Above, it was shown that El)
contains a nonempty open rectangle,so that it is not necessary to make Lehmann's
assumptions.
It is known that for independent gamma random variables with thesame
scale parameter, say X and Y, that xx+y is independent of X + Y (Mood,
Graybill, Boes p. 208, 1963). Therefore, under the null hypothesis, (21(2+1Q, and
i
2 Qi + Q2 are independent. Also note that QiQ+
Qis an increasing function in Qi for
fixed Qi + Q2. Then, by Theorem 1 in Chapter 5 of Lehmann (1986),a test with
respect to the unconditional distribution of Qi(2+1Q, is UMP a-similar for Ho.




Q2is also UMP a-similar with respect to the conditional
distribution (Qi, Qi + Q2) 1Qi + Q2, hence with respect to the conditional
distribution (Qi, Q2)1(21 + Q2.
Before presenting the main theorem of this section, it is firstnecessary to
show that the family {AFki,k2A > 0} has the monotone likelihood ratio property.57
Y'miY/ki. Y'MOT Note that U is a one-to-one function of .To deal with rm2Y/k2 Y"(Mi+M2)Y
the distribution of U the following lemma is needed.
Lemma 4.2.12 The family {AFk1,k2: A > 0} has the monotone likelihood ratio
property, where Fk1,k2 denotes the F-distribution with k1 and k2 degrees of freedom.
Proof : The proof of this lemma follows froma result given in Lehmann (1986,
p.510) which states that if a density has the form fa(x) (x/A) where
fl (x) > 0, and A > 0, then a necessary and sufficient condition for the family
resulting from the density fA (x) to have the monotone likelihood ratio property is
thatlog L(en)is a convex function of y.
Apply this result using h (x) the pdf of Fki,k2. Then
log fi(en) =log (constant) + 2 (k1 + k2) log(1 + ( ig)eY)1(ki2)y.
To show convexity consider the second derivative oflogfi (en),
dye(logh(en)) = (k1k2)(1-F((ki/k2k2)ey)2 >0.
Therefore,log A.(en)is a convex function of y and the family {AFki,k2: A > 0}
has the monotone likelihood ratio property.0
The next theorem presents the main result of this section. Using the lemmas
shown previously leads to the conclusion thatan ANOVA F-test is UMPS when the
design is EO.
Theorem 4.2.13 Let ki = r(/14-,) and U=
rrmiY/ki
m2y /k2
(i)U is distributed as 7712(0k1P)) Fk1,k2
(ii) The UMP a-similar test for testing HO:(o) <(0) versus
Ha : 71-1(0) >72(0)rejects H. when U > c where P[Fki,k2 > c] = a.
(iii) The test based on U for testing H. has levela.58
Proof :First consider part (i).It is shown in Proposition 4.2.9 that the quadratic
forms Y'M1Y and Y'M2Y are independent and distributedas Y'M1Yirl (0)4
rmyyki and Y'M2Y ti 72(0)4. Therefore, U= is distributed as :21((:)) Fki,k2-
Next consider part (ii). Suppose that S and T are as defined in Section 4.1so
that S is a c.s.s. for the full family, and that T isa c.s.s. for the boundary family.
From Lemma 4.2.5, it can be concluded thata UMP a-similar test with respect to
the conditional distribution of SIT is also UMP a-similar with respect to
unconditional distribution of Y.
From Lemma 4.2.10 it can be seen that a UMP a-similar test with respect to
the conditional distribution of (Y'M1Y, YM2Y)1Y'(MiM2)Y is also UMP a-
similar with respect to the conditional distribution of SIT. From Lemma 4.2.11 it
can be seen that a UMP a-similar test with respect to the unconditional distribution
of y,(mY1M+1mY2)y is also UMP a-similar with respect to the conditional distribution
of (Y'M1Y, YM2Y)ir(M1 + M2)Y.
Note that y,(mir'ilvi±lmY2)y is a one-to-one function of U. Therefore, it
klu
can be concluded that a UMP a-similar test with respect to the unconditional
distribution of U is UMP a-similar with respect to the unconditional distribution of
Y.
It is shown in part (i) that U is distributed as 71 r(0\ Ek1,k2.From Section 3.2 it
k tvl
is known that 7r, (0) > 0 for all i, so that71(0),,,, > 0. Therefore, Lemma 4.2.12 is
71-2(p)
applicable, and it can be concluded that U is ina family that has the monotone
likelihood ratio property. By Theorem 2 of Chapter 3 in Lehmann (1986),a UMP
level a test of Ho : :3)) 71(0) < 1 versus Ha : > 1 rejects Ho when U > c where59
P[Fk1,k9 > c] = a. Since it is UMP and is a-similar, it is UMP a-similar. Note
that it has level a, as claimed in part (iii).
Therefore, an ANOVA F-test using the statistic U isa UMP a-similar test with
respect to the unconditional distribution of Y. 0
4.3 Uniformly Most Powerful Unbiased Tests
In the previous section it is shown that when the hypothesis of interest is
Ho :(0 < 71-2(,0 an ANOVA F-test is UMPS. This section shows that if
71(0)7r2 (I)Eal/Pj, where a3 > 0 for some j, then the test is also UMPU.
3=1
The same assumptions (A1)-(A7) required for Section 4.2are necessary for this
section, and an additional assumption (A8) is alsonecessary. Assumption (A8) is
necessary in order to assure that each point in the boundary parameter set is a limit
point along a line segment in the alternative parameter set.
Lemma 1 of Chapter 4 in Lehmann (1986) states that a UMPS test is UMPU
provided that the power function of every test is continuous. Following the idea of
this lemma, the next two lemmas show that thepower function of every test is
continuous in a restricted sense that, at every point in the boundary parameter set,
the power function is continuous from the direction of the alternative parameter set.
The first lemma is essentially Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem.60
Lemma 4.3.1 Suppose that f (x, y) isa continuous function of x on X for each y
and that there exists a function g(y) satisfying
i)I f (x,y)1 < g(y) for all x E X andy E y and
ii) f g(y)dµ(y) < co.
Then f f (x, y) d p(y) is a continuous function ofx on X.
Proof : A result from analysis (i.e., Bartle, 1976, Theorem 20.2)states that a
function f is continuous if and only if forany sequence xn, of elements which
converges to a, the sequence f (x) converges to f (a).
Given a function g(y) satisfying i) and ii) above and using Lebesgue's
Dominated Convergence Theorem (Lehmann, 1986, Theorem 1, Chapter 2) it is
known that
lim f f (x, y) d p,(y)=flim f (x, y)dil(y)=f f (x°, y)d[t(y).
x>Xo x xo
Therefore, using the result from analysis and Lebesgue's Dominated
Convergence Theorem, it can be concluded that ifa function g(y) exists, then
f f (x, y) d p(y) is a continuous function ofx on X.
The next lemma shows that the power function is continuous in the
direction of the alternative parameter set. This is used to show that the UMPStest
is also UMPU when the condition thata3 > 0 is applied to the hypothesis of
interest.
Lemma 4.3.2 Let c(Y) be any test function. Forany 13° E RP and 0° E Tb there
exists a sequence '07Th E Wa such that Eoo,,pm [0(Y)]E/30,00 [0(Y)] as m oo.Proof :Recall ni (0)7r2(0) = a/0 t.7,
j=1
61
3 >0 for some j. Let E and d be
as in (A8). By (A8),E T. Let zPin =+ id. Then
C
7C1(Wm)72(r) = 71(0°)72(0°) + ia'd. Note that a'd = Edld > 0, so
j =1
that /,m Ea. Note that Om0° as m
To apply Lemma 4.3.1, find a function g(y) such that
i) cb(y) f (y113 °,< g(y) for all y E Rn and for all
E {0° + td : 0 < t < } and
ii) f g(y)dy < oo.
It is convenient temporarily to use the notation 7/)(t)=+ td. (In the
temporary notation,(,i)= 'Om.)
By definition, 0 < 0(y) < 1, so that
f (yli10))f (ylir,0))
Then, using Loewner orderingas defined in Section 2.2, it must be that
170. < Vo) < V,0(0 where ow + cd
so that
Next consider
(yXO)" Vb(t (yX13) > (yX 13)' V07,(yX 0) so that
1(YXf3)' 170.7t (yX/3) <a (yX i3)' V07,1- (yX0). Also note that
11700I < Iii,p(t)1 so that (Ve> I Vo) I-21. This implies that





Hence, 0(y) f00,o(t) ) < g(y) for ally and for all VP) and f g(y)dy < oo.
Therefore, Lemma 4.3.1 can be applied and itcan be concluded that there
exists a sequence Om E Wa such that E00,,om[cb(Y)]E oo ,,po[q5 (Y )] as m oc.1362
The next lemma uses the result from Lemma 4.3.2 to conclude thatan a-
unbiased test is also a-similar for the case in which the hypothesis of interestcan be
written as described at the beginning of the section. This resultmay be generalized
and may apply to testing the general hypothesis7r1 (0) < 71-2 OA but the only one
considered in the following lemma is for testing themore specific hypothesis. The
difficulty in proving the more general result is in showing that thepower function is
continuous. If it can be shown to be continuous, then Lemma 4.3.3 also holds for
the more general hypothesis.
Lemma 4.3.3 An a-unbiased test 4(Y) for testing the hypothesis
Ho : 7ri (0) < 72 (0) is a-similar.
Proof : Given that the test ch,(Y) is a-unbiased, then it must be that
i)Eo, 0 (0(Y)) 5 a whenever 7ri (0)72 (0) < 0 and
ii) Eoop (0(Y)) ?_ a wheneveriri (0)7r2 (0) > 0.
Suppose (/3 °, 0°) E eb where eb denotes the common boundary between null and
alternative parameter spaces. For a test to be a-similar it isnecessary to show that
EM,V9(0(17)) -= a.
Since 71 (0)71- 2 (p) = 0, it can be seen from i) that Eo, 0(0(Y)) < a. By
ii) E,3,0(0(Y)) > a for all 7r1 OM9r2(2/>) > 0. Then by Lemma 4.3.2,
E,30,0.(0(Y)) ) Eo.,00 (0(Y)) <a. So as m ) Do, a < E00,0.(cb(Y)) --)
E0°,00(Y)) < a.
Therefore, Eo.,,/,0 (0(Y)) = a, and it can be concluded thatan a-unbiased
test of Ho :7r1 (z/>) < 72(0 versus Ha :7ri (0) > 7r2 (0) is a-similar. 063
Lemma 4.3.4 For testing the hypothesis Ho:7r1(0) < ir2 (0) if 0* is UMP among
all a-similar tests, then 0* is UMP a-unbiased.
Proof : From Lemma 4.3.3, it is known that the class of a-similar tests contains the
class of a-unbiased tests, so that 0* is at least as powerful as any unbiased test.
From Theorem 4.2.13, it is known that 0* has level a. Therefore, the test cb* is
unbiased, so it must be at least as powerful as cb,a. Therefore, it is UMP among
all a-unbiased tests.0
Theorem 4.3.5 Suppose that 71(0) (0) = Ea303, where ai > 0 for some j.
j =1
Let U and c be as in Theorem 4.2.13. A UMPU test for testing Ho: 7r1(0) < 72 (0)
rejects Ho when U > c.
Proof : From Theorem 4.2.13 it is known that the test based on U is UMPa-
similar. Therefore, from Lemma 4.3.4, it must be that the test based on U is also
UMP a-unbiased. 0
4.4Uniformly Most Powerful Invariant Unbiased Tests
In Section 4.2 it was shown that, under the boundary hypothesis,
rmiY/k1
U is distributed as Fichk,, and the test is UMPS. In Section 4.3 it was rM2Y/k2
shown that when the hypothesis can be written as a linear combination of the 0's
with at least one positive coefficient, the test is also UMPU. This section
demonstrates that this same test is invariant and hence is UMPIS and UMPIU. The
same assumptions that were used to show the test is UMPS and UMPU, (A1)-(A8),
are necessary for the test to be UMPIS and UMPIU.64
Y ' miY/ki
is i Lemma 4.4.1 The test statistic s nvariant under the transformation Y Y/m2Y/k2
-+ a(Y + Xh) where a > 0 and h is an arbitrary vector.
Proof : Under the transformation the test statistic Y/M1Y/k1 becomes Y'M2Y/k2
a2(Y+Xh)'Mi(Y+Xh)/ki (Y +Xh)'M1(Y +Xh) /kiRecall that the Mi C 7Z(X)-L, a2(Y+Xh)'M2(Y+Xh)/k2 (Y-1-XVM2(Y+XII)/k2
f so that the test statistic under the transformation becomes Y mlY/k1 for all h.
Therefore, the test statistic is invariant with respect to the transformation.
Lemma 4.4.2 For testing the hypothesis7ri (tp) <(p) versus 7r1 etp) > 72(0),
the test based on the statistic U is UMPIS with respect to the iiim2Y/k2
transformation defined in Lemma 4.4.1. In thecase when the hypothesis can be
written 7r1(0)7r2 (0) < Ea30) and a) > 0 for some j, the test is UMPIU.
3=1
Proof : From the previous sections, it is known that the test basedon U is UMPS
and in some cases UMPU. Lemma 4.4.1 shows U is invariant with respectto the
transformation Ya(Y + Xh), where a > 0 and h is an arbitrary vector.
Therefore, the test based on U must also be UMPIS, and in thecase when
7r1(0) < Ea30) and a) > 0 for some j, it is UMPIU.
j=1
Consider the possibility of a UMPI test. Recall that the complete sufficient
statistic for the family is ( Y1M2Y, ,Y'M8Y, PxY).
Lemma 4.4.3 The maximal invariant with respect to the model described in
Section 2.4 is W (y)= rmly,
MY"
rmiY I
Proof : To find the maximal invariant, the proof is split into two parts and the proof
in Arnold (1981, p. 107) is usedas a guide. First define= MO" R1 = Y' MiY
Z, = MsY Rs =17' MsY
A = PxY.
Note that Z1, ,Zs, and A are independent. Reduce by sufficiency and then




Gl: gi(A, 7i1, ,Zs) =- (A + tt, ,Zs) and
G2 : g2(A, Z1, ,Zs) = (jeA, ,VaZ5) where it is arbitrary
and where a is an arbitrary positive scalar.
Using Result 2.3.8, it is shown that W is a maximal invariant.
(1)G1 : gi (A, Z1, ,Zs) = (A +Z1, ,Zs) where it is arbitrary.
Define Ti (A, ,.,Rs) = (R1,Rs)
a. (gi (A, , ,Zs))=(A +Ri, ,Rs) = (Ri, ,Rs)
= TAA, Rs)
b. Now suppose that Ti (A, R1, ,Rs) = Ti (A*, RI, ,R;).
Then R, -= R: for i= 1,, s,A = A* + (AA*) -= A* + ,u
(A, R1, ,118) =(A*, RI, ,R;) and T1 is a maximal invariant.
(2) G2g2 (A, Z1, ,Zs) = (jeA, jeZi, ,VaZs) where a is an
arbitrary positive constant.
Reduce further by invariance so that g2(R1, R2, ,Rs) = (aRi aRs)-
Define T2 (R1,Rs)




b. Now suppose that T2(R1,Rs) = T2(R17 7R;)-
Then R1 = RI, R2 = , 17, = -11!-t'i: and
(-111,Rs) = g2(R1, ,R;)
171M,17 ) Therefore, W (y) = (17'1V12Y is a maximal invariant with respect to Y/Milr ' ' Y7M1Y
g.0
The next step is to determine the density of W. If this density isa function
of only one parameter then it is likely thata UMPI test does exist. If it is a function
of more than one parameter then in mostcases a UMPI test does not exist.
Lemma 4.4.4 The density of the maximal invariant, W, is
s
k i k.- = k.1k.x r(E-D2i = c x h(t*)11
=1
2) (1+ where c
j=2 j_i r()2 3/2
and h(t*) =fl (t,)
k ,--i)and t* = (t2,ts)-
j =2
Proof :Consider the joint distribution ofw1 =
7,11(0) Y,, ws =,r31(0) From Proposition 4.2.8, it is known that the
7,160 VM,Yare independent x2k, distributions for i = 1,s. Hence, the joint
distribution is the product of their marginal distributions.
Define v1 = Y'M1Y,, vs =Y'MSY. Because interest is in the
distribution of the v, and the joint density of thew, is known, make the
transformation v1 = 71(0)w1,, vs =s(0)Ws so that wi = V1 , ,
Ws = IrSim vs. The Jacobian of the transformation is J =
1r3 ()
,and the joint
distribution can be written as67
8
(vi) fv8) = fl fv,(vi) = fl(7,j)
J=1
Next consider the transformation T1= 'V,T2 = 11' = vl ,so that
v1 = T1, v2 = T1T2,, vs =TIT,. The Jacobian of this transformation is
=
The wi all have central chi-squared distributions with degrees of freedom
equal to ki so that the joint distribution can be written











































Next, calculate the density of the maximal invariant by integrating the joint
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j=1
Note that the density of the maximal invariant isa function of multiple
parameters, so that it is unlikely that a UMPI test exists.
4.5Examples
In Section 3.4 three examples of error orthogonal designswere presented
with the intention to use them in later sections to illustrate optimal hypothesistests.
This section uses some of those examples to demonstrate how to determine optimal
hypothesis tests in EO designs.69
Recall the assumptions required in order to apply the previous results. For
both UMP a-similar tests and UMP a-unbiased tests it isnecessary to assume the
linear model described in Section 2.4 and that the model is EO. Note that both
(A3) and (A8) (using d =---- (1,...,1) andE = 1) are true for a common condition on
the variance components E RC :b1 > 0, , > 0,We >0}
Therefore, to determine if a normal linear model is EO, it is onlynecessary to check
assumptions (A2) and (A4). The final assumption that must be checked is (A7).
When the common condition on the variance components is true, this assumption
holds if a3 > 0 for exactly one j and the other j equalzero. It is also true if there
exist a j and j' such that ai > 0 anday < 0.
In this section, assume the common condition for the variance components.
Also assume Y has a multivariate normal distribution. The examples givenare EO
designs, so that in order to determine optimality of the tests, it isnecessary to check
(A7), and that the M, are linearly independent. Note that for testing the hypothesis
Ho : 7ri (0) <(0) under the common condition for variance components (A8) is
true so that if a test is optimal, it is UMPS and UMPU.
4.5.1 Random Three-Way Additive Model
The model can be written as
Yijkl ai/9 + eijkl
where i1,, r;j = 1,-, s;k = 1, ,t, and = 1,, niik.Suppose
r > 2, s> 2, t> 2, and n>r+s+t 1. In matrix notation the model can be
written as
Y=1,u+Aa+Bb+Ccd-e.70
Assuming all the effects are random, the expectation and covariance of the model
are E(Y) = 1p, and Cov(Y) O1AA1ib2BB'1P3C CI + 04i. Recall
this is the same example as theone given in Section 3.4.1, Case 1. As shown in
that case, the model is EO ifno. = nn , for all i, j, n,.k = nil for all i, k, and
n.jk = n.11 for all j, k. The orthogonal projection operators for the design matrices
st
A, B, and C are PA= 71i AA', PB = ;791BB', and Pc = n CC' where n=EEE
zjk
nijk
The covariance matrix can be written
4
-12-7:01PA + 1P2PB IP3PC041- =
i=--1
where Vl = 72.'r PA, V2= Pg V3 = Pc, and V4 = I.
The next step is to find A that arenonzero and pairwise orthogonal
projection matrices, such that spMVM= sp{Mi,Mm} where
V = {Vip :E tli}. All the effects are random, so M = IP1 and
MVM = (I 774 01PArttp2PB + TO3Pc + 041)(iP1)
= 77101 (PAP1) + 1-;42(PBP1) + 1-.t1 IN (PcP1) +(IP1)
= (+) (PAPi) + ( + 04)(PBPi) +
It+) (PcP1) + 1P4(-rPAPBPc + 2P1)
= (11r-01 + 04)Mi + ( iP2 + 04)M2 + (T1P3 + 04)M3 + 1)4M4
= 7r1(1)Mi +(0)M2 +(0)M3 + 7r4(0)M4
Note that the Mi are nonzero and pairwise orthogonal matrices and that
spMVM c sp{Mi,M4}. To show equality, it is necessary to show that the
Mi are linearly independent, and that the MV,Mare linearly independent. Note
that if the A are nonzero, then theyare linearly independent. Also note that
4
MV1M= rM1, M V2 M= Lis M2 M V3 M = -t- M3, and MV4M = M = EM,
i=i71
which are functions of the A andare independent provided the A are
independent.
Assume a design is chosen so that s= c which implies the A and M17,M
are linearly independent. Consider the possible hypothesis tests of interest.
1)For testing the variance component of each factor equal tozero, the following
hypotheses are equivalent:
H0 :< 0versusHa : ?Pi > 0for i = 1, 2, 3
Ho : iri < 714versusHa : it > 74for i = 1, 2, 3.
Note that M4 =I PAPBPC ± 2131 =I which is the structure
of the error term in the analysis of variance using Type Isums of squares. The test
statistics for the hypotheses are
Y'(PAPOYMPAPi) MSA for i = 1, F-statistic=YVPLA,B,c)Y/r(iPLA,B,c)MSE
Y' (PB-130Y/r(PBPi) MSB
MSE f o r i = 2, F-statistic = TDi




It was shown in Section 4.3 that these tests are UMPU.
2)Suppose that r = s, then for testing the variance component of factor A equal
to the variance component of factor B, the following hypotheses are equivalent.
Note that this is true only because the coefficients (r9 of those variance rs
components are equal.
Ho :2II1 < 02versusHa :y l >
Ho < versusHa : 71i >
The test statistic for the hypothesis is
.r(PAPaY/r(PAPi) /USA F-statistic =r(PBPOYMPBPi)MSB
It was shown in Section 4.3 that this test is UMPU.72
3)For testing the variance component of factor B equal totimes the variance
component of factor C, the following hypotheses are equivalent. Note that this
works only because of the relationship of the coefficients of those variance
components.
Ho :/'2 < -tvp3 versusHa :>
Ho : 7r2 < 713versusHa :71-2 >
The test statistic for the hypothesis is
(PBPOY jr(PBPi)MSB F -statistic =Y'(Pc Pi)Y /r(Pc Pi)MSC
It was shown in Section 4.3 that this test is UMPU.
Consider another case from the example in Section 3.4.1. Assume thata,
and 03 are fixed and7k is random. This is similar to Cases 3 and 4 in Section 3.4.1.
The expectation and covariance of the modelare E(Y) = 1tt + AaBl3and
Cov(Y) = 1/.0-= *ICC' + /'2I. As shown in that Case 3, the model is EO if
ni k = 71for all i, k and n.3k for all j, k. The orthogonal projection
T8
operator for the design matrix C is Pc-=CC' where n..k= > I 'auk.
3
The covariance matrix can be written
2
= n-101PC ± 021 = DbiVi
i=1
where V1 = n..1/3c, and V2= I.
The next step is to find Mi that arenonzero and pairwise orthogonal
projection matrices, such that spMVM= sp{Mi, ,Mm} where
V = :E T1. Since a and flare fixed effects, M = IPiA,B = IPA,B
and
MVM = (IPA,B)(n..1 '51Pc + 02-0 (IPA,B)73
n..101(PcP1) + 02(/PA,B)
= (n-.101 + 02)(PcPi) + 02(/PA,BPc + Pi)
= +02)M1 + 02M2
= 71(0)Mi + 72(0)M2
Note that the A are nonzero and pairwise orthogonal matrices and that
spMVM C sp{Mi, M2 }. To show equality, it isnecessary to show that the A are
linearly independent, and that the MUMare linearly independent. Note that if the
M, are nonzero, then they are linearly independent. Alsonote that
2
MVIM = and MV2M = M = EM, which are functions of the A and
i =1
are independent provided the A are independent.
Assume a design is chosen so that m= c which implies the A and MV,M
are linearly independent. Consider a possible hypothesis test of interest.
1)For testing the variance component of the random factor equal tozero, the
following hypotheses are equivalent:
Ho :1 < 0versusHa :> 0
Ho : 7ri < 72versusHa : 7ri > 72
Note that M2= IPA,BPC + P1 = IP1,A,B,C, which is the structure of the
error term in the analysis of variance using Type I sums of squares. The test
statistic for the hypothesis is
Y' (PA POI/ I r(PA Pi) M S A F-statistic
Y' (I PLA,B,c)Y I r(I PLA,B,c)M SE
It was shown in Section 4.3 that these testsare UMPU. Recall from Section
3.4.1 that Case 4 with r= 2, s = 2, and t = 2 is a 23 factorial design. This design
is often discussed in texts when the design is completely balanced (nu',= n for all
j, k). This example shows that an optimal test exists for testing the variance
component when the design is partially balanced.74
4.5.2 Three-Way Model with Two Two-Factor Interactions
The model can be written as
Yijkl = ai + bi + 'Ykdij"rikeijkl
where i = 1,.., r;j = 1,, s;k = 1,...,t; and / = 1,, nick.Suppose
r > 2, (r1)(s1) > r + s, and n > (r1)(t + s3). In matrix notation the
model can be written as
Y =1u,--FAce+Bb+C-y+Dd+FT-1-e
where d is the vector of parameters corresponding to the interaction of A and B
with D being the corresponding design matrix, andT is the vector of parameters
corresponding to the interaction of A and C with F being the corresponding design
matrix. The interaction of A and B is random and the interaction of A and C is
fixed. The expectation and covariance of the modelare
E(Y) = 1/2 + Aa + C-y + FT and Cov(Y)= ViG = b1BB' + b2DD' + 03/-
Recall that this is the same example as the one given in Section 3.4.2, Case 2. As
shown in Case 2, the model is EO ifnijk = nick for all i, j, k and nib. = n11, for all
j. The orthogonal projection operators for the design matrices B and Dare
rst
PB = -8-71BB' and PD = 7=57 DD', where n= EEEniik The covariance matrix
ijk
can be written
1/-G = ,01)1PB + -71.-1-02PD + 031- =
i=i
The next step is to find M, that are nonzero and pairwise orthogonal
projection matrices such that spMVM= sp{Mi, ,Mm} where
VM = {Vo :E Ti}. The projection matrix orthogonal to the fixed effects is
M = /Pl,A,C,F PF and
MI4M = (IPF)(ilh.PB + Tr:',5-2PD+03I)(iPF)75
=7/)1(PBP1) + rs 2(PD -PA)+ 3(IPF)
= (s '1/4 + 3'02)(PB +02 (PDPAPBPl)03(IPF)
(8-14 1 +s 02 + '03)(PB -131)
(7i021P3)(PDPAPBPl) PFPD + PA)
71(0)M1 + (OM + 73(0)M3.
Note that the A are nonzero and pairwise orthogonal matrices and that
spMVM C sP{Mi,,M4}. To show equality, it is necessary to show that the
A are linearly independent and that the MV,Mare linearly independent. Note
that if the A are nonzero, then theyare linearly independent. Also note that
3
MV1M = s M1) MV2M = -;719 (M1 + M2), and MV3M = M = EM, which are
i=i
functions of the A and are independent provided the Aare independent.
Assume a design is chosen so that the MV,M are linearly independent, and
note that m = c. Consider the possible hypothesis tests of interest.
1) For testing the interaction A*B equal to zero, the following
hypotheses are equivalent.
Ho : 1P2 < 0versusHa :> 0
Ho : 7f2 < 73versusHa :r2 >
The test statistic for the hypothesis is
(PD- PA- PB-1- Ir(PD- PA- PB±P1) F-statistic =Y'(IPFPD+PA)Y1r(IPFPD+PA)
Yl(Pc,DPA,B,C)Y Ir(Pc,DPA,B,c)MSD
Y'(IPD,F)Y Ir(IPD,F) MSE
It was shown in Section 4.3 that this test is UMPU.76
2)For testing the variance component of factor B equal tozero the following
hypotheses are equivalent
Ho :< 0versusHa : ?h.> 0
Ho : 7V1 < 7r2versusHa : iri > 72.
The test statistic for the hypothesis isas follows
Y' (PB PO' jr(PB Pi) F-statistic
Y' (PD- PA- PB+NY I r(PD- PA- PB+Pi)
Y` (PB- PO' I r(PB- Pi) MS B
171 (Pc ,D- PA,B,c)1 Ir(Pc,D-PA,B,c)MS D
It is shown in Section 4.3 that this test is UMPU.
4.5.3 Split-Plot Model with Random Blocks and No Subsampling
The model can be written as
Yiujvk = ++ a. + wiui + /3v 'Yuveiujvk
where i= 1,, r; u = 1,, a;j= 1, ,t; v ,b; and k niujv.
Suppose r > 2, art > arr + a, and n > at(r1) + bt(a1)a + 2. In
matrix notation the model can be writtenas
Y + Dd + Aa + Ww + BO + G-y + e
where the vector of parameters areas described in Chapter 3 with d being a random
effect corresponding to the blocks. Note thatw corresponds to the replication of
the whole plots within a blockso it is always random. The expectation and
covariance of the model are E(Y)= lµ + Aa + B/3 + G-y and
Cov(Y) + b2WW' +031.
Recall this is the same design as given in Section 3.4.3, Case 3. As shown
in Case 3, the model is EO ifniu = n111. for all i, u, j and niuiv = niuiv for all77
u, j, v. The orthogonal projection operators for the design matrices D and W are
PD = 77i DD' and Pw =
anrtWW'.The covariance matrix can be written
Vii
3
= 01PD + -rartIP2PW ± '031 =r
z=1
The next step is to find A that are nonzero and pairwise orthogonal
projection matrices such that spMVM= sp{Mi, ,Mm }, where
V = :e 4'1. The projection matrix orthogonal to the fixed effects is
M =. I131,A,B,G =/PG and
mv m(IPG)(,401PD + a7-7111P2Pw +1p3i)(1-PG)
-701(PDP1) + a,402(PwPA) + 03(IPG)
(T-+ a*02)(PDPl) a7-7'1102(PW PA ± P1)
+ 03(1PG)
(,7,4)1 ± TILL, VP2 ± 03)(PDPl)
cfrilP203)(PWPD ± Pl) PG ± PA)
7-= 7ri (OM +(0)M2 + 713 (OM.
Note that the A are nonzero and pairwise orthogonal matrices and
spMVM C ,M4}. To show equality, it is necessary to show that the
A are linearly independent and that the MV,Mare linearly independent. Note
that if the A are nonzero, then they are linearly independent. Also note that
3
MI/1M= MV2M = 677:4 (M1 + M2), and MV3M = M EM, which are
i=i
functions of the A and are independent provided the Aare independent.
Assume a design is chosen so that the MV,M are linearly independent and
note that m = c. Consider the possible hypothesis tests of interest.78
1)For testing the variance of the whole plots replicated within each block equal
to zero, the following hypotheses are equivalent
Ho :< 0versusHa : '02 > 0
Ho : 7r2 < 713versusHa : 72 > 73-
The test statistic for the hypothesis is
Y (Pw PD PA+ POY I r(Pw PD PA+ Pi) F-statistic =
Y7(1-13GPw+PA)Y / r(i PG Pw +PA)
1/1 (Pw PA,D)Y I r(Pw PA,D)MSE1
Yi (I Pw ,G)Y Pw ,G) MS E2
It was shown in Section 4.3 that this test is UMPU.
2)For testing the block effects equal to zero, the following hypothesesare
equivalent.
Ho :< 0versusHa : /Pi > 0
Ho : 7ri < 72versusHa : 7ri > 72
The test statistic for the hypothesis is
(PD Pi)Y I r(PD Pi) F-statistic =
(Pw PD PA+ NY I r (Pw PD PA+ Pi)
(PD I r(PD Pi) M S D
171 (Pw PA,D)Y r(Pw PA,D) M S El
It was shown in Section 4.3 that this test is UMPU.
4.6Robustness to Non-Normality
Mathew and Sinha (1988a) have shown that for balanced mixed models
under the assumption of normality, that the standard F-testsare optimal. They
extend the optimality result to distributions thatare elliptically symmetric. For
testing random effects, this result also holds true forerror orthogonal models.79
Suppose that Y has an elliptically symmetric distribution. Then the density of Y
has the form
f (Y) = I V I1 /2O[ (Yx O)'V01 (yx13)]
where 0 is a nonnegative function on (0, oo) and fR0(u'u)du= 1.
Suppose that Q is a matrix such that the columns of Q form an orthonormal
basis for 1?,(X)1. Let T = Q'Y.Then from Result 2.3.10, the density of T can be
written as
At) = I Q'vo(21-112[ t' (Q'v,p(2) t 1.
Assuming that the model is error orthogonal, (OW)
(0)M Let
M, = Qg where QQ, = I, and let W,= QT. From the orthogonal
transformation T W = (W1,We)', the density of W can be written as
f(w)(HI 0[E z(0)wwzi
2=1 2=1
where k, = r(4).
Following the results presented by Mathew and Sinha (1988a), it is shown
that the test based on the maximal invariant does not depend on the choice of 0.
Any choice for 0 is adequate, and the optimality results from the normal theory
presented in Sections 4.2- 4.4 follow.
Consider the hypothesis Ho : X1(0) < 72(0) versus Ha: 71(0) > 72(0).
It was shown in Section 4.4 that this is invariant under the group G of
transformations g(w) = (awl, ,awe). Then, dal a is a left-invariant measure
on G. Next apply Wijsman's Representation Theorem (1967). The ratio of the
(4.5.1)nonnull to null distributions ofa maximal invariant is given by
fG f (g(w)11-10J-ida fa
fGi (9(011-10)J-ida I a
where J is the Jacobian ofwg(w).
From work by Dawid (1977) and using the form of the density in (4.5.1),
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Note that the 0 does not depend on the hypothesis of interest,so that the
ratio of the nonnull to null distribution does not dependon 0 and the normal theory
results can be extended toany elliptically symmetric distribution.81
Chapter 5
Optimal Tests for Fixed Effects in Error Orthogonal Designs
A review of the literature shows that inference on fixed effects in mixed
linear models has not received as much attentionas inference on variance
components. In Rady's thesis (1986), he addresses the problem of testing fixed
effects in mixed linear models within the class of covariance matrices that havea
rich linear structure and commute. Mathew and Sinha (1988a) show that the
standard F-test given in ANOVA tables for testing fixed effects is optimal in
normal balanced mixed classification models. This chapter extends their work, and
shows that, with some additional assumptions,an ANOVA F-test is optimal in
normal mixed classification error orthogonal models.
The format of this chapter is the same as the previous chapter. The first
section gives the assumptions for testing fixed effects inerror orthogonal designs
and defines hypotheses of interest.The second section derives the uniformly most
powerful similar (UMPS) test. The third section shows when the test is UMP
unbiased. The fourth section gives the uniformly most powerful invariant similar
and unbiased (UMPIS and UMPIU) tests. The fifth sectionuses examples given in
Chapter 3 to illustrate testing the fixed effects. The final section discusses the
robustness of the tests if the underlying distribution is elliptically symmetric.
5.1Assumptions and Hypothesis
Consider the linear model defined in Section 2.4, and suppose the
hypothesis of interest is Ho : A' X 13= 0 versus Ha : A' X13 0 0. In addition to the82
assumptions required for the optimal tests of the variance components (A1)-(A6),
two additional assumptions are necessary for the fixed effects. The first additional
assumption is (A9), VP1= 6(0)P1 for alltp,where P1 is the orthogonal
projection operator onR(X)n[7Z(A) + .Af(X')].The second additional
assumption is (A10), s(p) = r,(0) for some i. Without loss of generality,suppose
that S(P) -=(P) throughout the rest of the chapter.
The following lemma restates the hypothesis of interest in terms of the
orthogonal projection operator P1.
Lemma 5.1.1A' X/3 = 0 if and only if P1X13=-- 0.
Proof : By definition, 7?,(P1)= R(X)n[R(A) + N(X1)1,so that
N(P1) = {R(X) n[R(A) + A f (X')]li
=R(X)1 +[R(A) +.1\1(X')[1
'TZ(X)-L + [R(A)J- n Ar(X')-9
R(x)1 + [./V(A') nR(X)].
Next note that
7Z(X)nN(P1) = R(X)n [R(X)1 + [N(A') nR(X)]]
= R(X)n Ar(A').
Therefore,A'Xi3 = 0if and only if Pi X 13 = 0.
Throughout this chapter, let
S = (PlY,(Px NY,Y'M1Y, ,Y'MSY), which is a complete sufficient
statistic for the full model, and let
T = ((PxP1)Y,Y'(M1 +P1)Y, 111 M2Y, ,r/l/sY), which is shown in the
next section to be a complete sufficient statistic for the submodel defined by
P1X/3 = 0. As in Chapter 4, the hypothesis tests in this chapterare based on the83
quadratic forms of the ANOVA decomposition of the residualsums of squares,
Y'MY = Y'M1Y ++ Y'MSY, as well as the decomposition of the least
squares vector PxY = PO/ + (PxPOI
5.2Uniformly Most Powerful Similar Tests
In this section and the next, it is assumed that the null hypothesis isone-
dimensional, that is, Ho :X,3 = 0 where a is a vector. For the hypothesis to be
nontrivial it is required that a' X0. Then P1 = hh' where h= Pxal VaiPxa.
To see this, note that Pxa = a' (IPx)a E R(a)nAi(x'), and hence,
h E R(X)n[R(a) + .Ar(X')]. By Lemma 5.1.1, a' X/3= 0 -#>. P1X/3 = 0
<=>h'X/'3 = 0. Note that with the restatement of the hypothesis, assumption (A9)
can be stated as VoPxa = 6(0)Pxa.
Using the assumptions given in the previous section, this section shows that
when the hypothesis being tested is a single linear combination of the Oz, then the
ANOVA test of the hypothesis is UMP similar ina certain generalized sense.
Similar to Section 4.2, it is first shown that the submodel determined by the null
hypothesis is error orthogonal. Once this is done,a complete sufficient statistic is
determined for the submodel, and then the conditional distribution given thec.s.s. is
used to find a general similar test.
The lemma below is similar to Lemma 4.2.1, but is fora more general
notion of similar. The same notation thatwas used in Section 4.2 is used in the
next lemma. Let W be defined as in Section 4.2. Some additional definitions and
notation are necessary since it is a two-sided test being considered in this section.
Recall that a test is defined to be a-similar if E0[0(W)]= a for all 0 E eb. A test
is defined as a-U-similar if Eo[Ucb(W)]= aEo[U] for all 0 E eb, where U is any84
statistic which is jointly distributed with W and has finite expectation for all
E (h. Unless otherwise mentioned, the expectation in the definition of a-U
similar is with respect to the unconditional distribution of W. A test is a-U-similar
with respect to the conditional distribution of WIZ= z if E9 [U q5(W)1
Z = z] = ozE [U= z] for all 0 E ()b. Note that "a-l-similar" is the same as "a-
similar". A hypothesis that is both a-l-similar and a-U-similar is calledan a-
(1, U)-similar test.
Lemma 5.2.1 Let Z be a complete sufficient statistic for the boundary family P.
Suppose 0*(W) is, for almost all z,a UMP a-(1, U)-similar test for H. : B E Ob
with respect to the conditional distribution of WIZ= z. Then it is a UMP a-
(1, U)-similar test for H. with respect to the unconditional distribution of W.
Proof :Since 0*(W) is conditionally a-(1, U)-similar, it is conditionally a-U
similar so that E9[ U0* (W) I Z= z ] = aE9 [ Ul Z = z ] for all 0 E Ob for almost
all z. Then, Eo[U0*(W)]= EofEe[U0*(W)IZ]l = aEe{Ee[UIZ]} = aEo[U]
for all 0 E ()b. Thus, 0* is unconditionally a-U-similar In thesame way, 0* is
unconditionally a-l-similar for HO, hence unconditionally a-(1, U)-similar.
Let 0(W) be any other unconditionally a-(1, U)-similar test. It is therefore
unconditionally a-U-similar. Note that
Eo[ U0(W)] = Eo {E,9[ U0 (W) 14} and by sufficiency of Z for pr,
E,[ Ucb(W)IZ = z]=U0(W) I Z = z ] not depending on 0 for 0 E Ob. In the
same way, B9[UIZ = z] = E[UIZ = z] not depending on 0 for 0 E 9b. Now note
that Eo{E[ U0(W) 141= E9[U0(W)] = aEo[U ] = EgE[UIZ]l for all 0 E Ob.
By completeness of Z for Pr, this implies E[ U0(W) IZ]= UIZ] almost85
surely. Therefore, 0(W) is conditionally a-U-similar. In thesame way, 0 is
conditionally a-1-similar, hence conditionally a-(1,
By assumption 0* is conditionally UMP a-(1, U)-similarso that
E,9[ 0(W) I Z= z ] < Ee[ 0*(W)1Z = z ] for all 0 E ea(a.s.), which implies
E6[0(W)]=E0{E9[0(W)1Z]l < EefEe[0*(W)1Z]l= Eo[ cb.(w) ]
Therefore, 0*(W) is an unconditionally UMP a-(1, U)-similar test for Ho.0
The previous lemma concerns tests thatare both a-similar and a-U-similar.
Recall from Lehmann (1986) that fora hypothesis test, in which the alternative is
two-sided, two constraints are necessary to determine the critical values in orderto
apply the general Neyman-Pearson Lemma. These two constraints correspondto
a-similarity and a-U-similarity.
The next lemma shows that the model under the boundary hypothesis is
error orthogonal. Once it is determined that the boundary model is EO, the
complete sufficient statistic for the family under the boundary hypothesis is found
using results in Section 3.2.1.
Lemma 5.2.2 Given that the full model iserror orthogonal, the model under the
boundary hypothesis a'X/3= 0 is error orthogonal.
Proof :Let P1 =P Pxa' acilPxand P0PxP1. Consider the model under the null xa
hypothesis. Let Po= PxP1. To show that the model is EC', it is shown that
E(Y) has a UBLUE and Cov(Y) has OBS. Equivalently, it is shown that
1.R(VpPo) C 1Z(P0) for all ' E Toor equivalently, from Result 2.3.2,
Mol4p = VoMo where Mo =IP0=IPx -I- Pi, and
2. sp{MV Mo : 2y E} is a commutative quadratic subspace.86
First, consider (1), and show /1417= VM0, which is true if and only if
P0V,= 11, Po. By assumption of an EO design for the full model (A1)-(A4), it
must be that PxV,p = VoPx and, that by assumption (A9), 1/-bP1= 6(0)P1 for all
Consider 14pP1 = 6( )P1 and (V,pPi.)'--= PiV,p = 6(0)Pi, so that
= V,/,Pi. Therefore,
PoVo = (Px131)170 = PxV,p ------- 1/PxVoPi = 17,0
and under the boundary hypothesis E(Y) hasa UBLUE.
Next, consider condition (2) and show that Cov(M0Y)= Cov((IPo)Y)
has OBS or equivalently, that sp{MoVoMo} isa c.q.s. Using Result 2.3.3, it can
be seen that sp{Mi +
sp{mi + , ,114-8}.
,Ms} is a c.q.s. Now show that sp{MoVM0}=
First, show that sp{MoVM0} C sP{Mi+ P1, M27, Md. Notethat
Mo = M + P1 and recall the assumption V,p_Pi -= 6(0)P1.Under the boundary
hypothesis, E(Y) has a UBLUE so that by Result 2.3.2, M014pM0= M017,/ so that
MoV Mo= M0170 = M = E 7, (Om, + 6(0)P1.
i=1
Then, using (A10), MoVoMo= 7ri{Mi + P1} + E7rimmi so that
i=-2
sp{MoVoMo} c sp{lf1 -P 1,-714"2, s}
Next, show that sp{MoVoMo} D + P1i M2,, Ms}.
di111{Sp{MV/pM}} = dim{Sp{M-1, M2, ,Ms}} = s which implies there exists
-141,, Vassuch that sp {MV ,,M}= sp{MVoiM, ,MV,,M}.
Therefore, there exists a set of linear equations thatcan be written as
MV01 M = 7r1(01)Mi ++ 7rs(01)Ms
MVM = ri(tN)/1/11++ 'ffs(2Ps)Ms.





EailMoVpiMoEaiiMV0,M + EadiVo,Pi= A + Eairri( tP)Pi
/-1 i=i
8
For i1, Eairrri(0) = 0 so Mi + EairTri(OPI=Mi
which implies EajiMoVoiMo=
i=i
Therefore, M2, ,Ms E sP{MoVoMo}-
Next, show that M1 + P1 E sp{MOV.M.}. Write M1 =aiiMVoiM and
i=i
note Eairiri(2l) = 1, so that E ctilMOVIhMo= M1 + Eair2Ti(OPi = M1 +
/=1 /-1 /-1
This implies that M1 + P1 E sp{MoVoMo} and consequently that
sp{Mi + P1, M2,Ms} C sP{MoVoMo}
Therefore, sp{MoVIpM0}= sP{Mi + P1, M2,, Ms} whichis a c.q.s., so that
Cov(M0Y) has OBS.
Since both conditions (1) and (2) are true, it must be that the model under
the boundary hypothesis is error orthogonal.0
It has been established that the model under the null hypothesis iserror
orthogonal so that Lemma 3.2.1 gives the complete sufficient statistic.
Lemma 5.2.3 Under the boundary hypothesis a' X/3= 0, the complete sufficient
statistic for the boundary family Pb is
T = ((Px ,Y'(M1 + NY M2Y,,r AY)
Proof :This follows directly from Lemma 3.2.1 and Lemma 5.2.2.088
Recall from Lemma 3.2.1 that for an EO model the family PY has complete
sufficient statistic S= (PxY , Y' MiY , ... , Y' M,Y), and from the above lemma
the boundary family has c.s.s.
T = ((PxPO ',Y1 (MI, + POY ,Y' M2Y, ... ,Y' M,Y). In the following
lemmas, 5.2.4 and 5.2.5, U may be any statistic with finite expectation for all 13
satisfying Pi X/3 = 0.
Lemma 5.2.4 Suppose0*(S) is, for almost all t, a UMP a-(1, U)-similar test for
Ho : a' X 13 = 0 with respect to the conditional distribution of SIT= t. Then it is a
UMP a-(1, U)-similar test with respect to the unconditional distribution of Y.
Proof : From Lemma 5.2.1 it is known thata UMP a-(1, U)-similar test for Ho
with respect to the conditional distribution of SIT is also UMP a-(1, U)-similar for
Ho with respect to the unconditional distribution of S.
From Result 2.3.9 it is known that if S is sufficient, then forany test
function 0(Y), there is a test function ZS (S) with thesame power function.
Therefore, if a test is UMP a-(1, U)-similar with respect to the unconditional
distribution of S, then it is also a UMP a-(1, U)-similar test with respect to the
unconditional distribution of Y.0
Lemma 5.2.5 Let V, Z and W be jointly distributed random vectors with
distributions parameterized by 0 E 0 and let W be independent of (V, Z). Let U
be a function of V. Suppose that0*(V) is, for almost all z, a UMP a-(1, U)-
similar test for Ho : 0 E 00 with respect to the conditional distribution of VIZ= z.
Then, for almost all (z, w), it is a UMP a -(1, U)-similar test for Ho with respect to
the conditional distribution of (V, W) I (Z ,W)= (z,w).89
Proof :First show that 0* (V) is a-(1, U)-similar with respect to the conditional
distribution of (V, W)I (Z, W). Applying Corollary 4.2.7 (ii) and since 0* is
conditionally a-(1, U)-similar, hence conditionally a-U-similar, with respectto the
conditional distribution VIZ= z, it is true that for 9 E Ob
Ee[U(V)0*(iqZ = z,W= w]
Eo[Uq *(V)IZ = z] = aEo[UIZ= z] = aE[UIZ = z, W = w]. Hence, it is
conditionally a-U-similar with respect to (V, W)I (Z, W)= (z,w). In the same
way, 0* is conditionally a-l-similar with respect to VIZ, hence a-(1, U)-similar
with respect to (V, W)I(Z, W).
Let 0(V, W) be any a-(1, U)-similar test, hence a-U-similar, with respect
to (V, W)I (Z, W). Then Corollary 4.2.7 (ii) implies that
Eo[U(V)0(V, w)IZ= z]
EG[U0(V, W)IZ = z,W= w]aE[U1Z = z,W = w]aE[UIZz} for all
9 E Ob. Therefore, 0(V, w) is conditionally a-U-similar with respect to VIZ. In
the same way, 0 is conditionally a-l-similar with respect to (V, W) I (Z, W), hence
a-(1, U)-similar with respect to VIZ.
By Corollary 4.2.7 (ii) again, it must be that for all 9 E ea,
E0[0(V, W)IZ = z,W= w]
E0[0(V, w)IZ= z]
< E0 [0*(V)IZ = z](since 0* is UMPS based on VIZ)
= E9 [0* (V)I Z = z,W = w] (Corollary 4.2.7 (ii)).
Therefore, 0* (V) is a UMP a-(1, U)-similar test with respect to the conditional
distribution of (V, W)I (Z, W).90
Lemma 5.2.4 reduces the search for a UMP similar test from tests among
tests based on Y to tests based on SIT. The following lemma further reduces the
search.
Lemma 5.2.6 Let Q = Y'M1Y and K= Y'(M1P1)Y. Let U be a function of
(POT, Q).Suppose 0* (PO', Q) is, for almost all k, a UMP a-(1, U)-similar test
for Ho : a'X,3 = 0 with respect to the conditional distribution of (PiY, Q)I K= k.
Then, for almost all t, it is a UMP a-(1, U)-similar test with respect to the
conditional distribution of SIT = t.
Proof :Let S and T be defined as above and recall that P.= PxP1. Let
V = (PLY, Q) and W = (PoY, Y'M2Y, ,Y'M3Y). Note that K is a function
of V, and that V is independent of W, hence W is independent of (V, K). It is
assumed that U is a function of V. Therefore, by Lemma 5.2.5 a UMP a-(1, U)-
similar test with respect to the conditional distribution of (P117", Q)IK is a UMP a-
(1, U) -similar with respect to the conditional distribution ofS1 T.0
The next proposition shows that the quadratic forms of the complete sufficient
statistic for the boundary model are scalar multiples of independent chi-squared
distributions. For the quadratic form Y' (M1P1)Y, the centrality parameter is
zero if and only if the null hypothesis is true.91
Proposition 5.2.7 Assume (A1)-(A6), (A9) and (A10). Then, the quadratic forms
Y, Y'M1Y, rM2Y, ,Y'MsY are independent and are scalar multiples of
chi-squared distributions. More specifically, Y'(Mi + P1)Y^ 71-1(0)X2k1 +p,,A
where p1 = r(Pi), A= ,1(0) (X,(3)T1 (X0), and Y'MiY rs, 7r,(0)4 where
k = r(Mi) for i = 1,, s.
Proof :Recall from Proposition 4.2.6, that for the full model, the quadratic forms
of the complete sufficient statisticare independent and are scalar multiples of
central chi-squared distributions. It follows that Y'Mi Y, ,VM,Y are
independent and are scalar multiples of central chi-squared distributions.
It is given that Y r Nn(X)3, Vo) and Pi is symmetric. By assumption
(A9),
VoPi = 6(0)P1 and by (A10) S(0) = 71(0), so that applying Result 2.3.5 leads
to the conclusion 7,-13-(7---)17//31Y ti xp2i,A,where A = 7i(0)(X0)'Pi(X/3). Therefore,
since Y'Mi Y and Y'PiY are independent, Y'(Mi. + P1)Yti 7ri (0) x2ki,A . Note
that A = 0 if and only if P1 X,3= 0.0
Recall that it is assumed for this section that r(P1)= 1, except in the
previous proposition, so that P1= hh' where h = Pxal Va'Pxa. The following
lemma relates the test function of a test based on the conditional distribution
(ct'Y ,Y' (Mi + Pi)17)1Y/ (Mi + P1)Y toa test function based on the conditional
distribution (Pi Y, (MiPi) Y.92
Lemma 5.2.8 Let L = ct'l,Q = Y'M1Y and K =(Mi + POY.Suppose, for
almost all k, 0* (L, K) is a UMP a-(1, U)-similar test for Ho: P1X13 = 0 with
respect to the conditional distribution of (L, K)IK= k. Then, for almost all k, it
is a UMP a-(1, U)-similar test for Ho with respect to the conditional distribution of
(PiY,(2)11C = k.
Proof : Note that (L, K) is a one-to-one transformation of (P1Y, Q). Therefore,
any test that is a function of (L, K) can be regarded as a function of (P1Y, Q).
Hence, a UMP a-(1, U)-similar test q5* (L, K) with respect to the conditional
distribution of (L, K)IK can be expressedas
j'* (PLY, Q)= 0* (a'PiY, Q + L2) = 0* (L, K) and is a UMP a-(1, U)-similar
test with respect to the conditional distribution of (P1Y, Q)1K.0
The next lemma is used in the final theorem of this section. For the lemma,
let L, Q, and K be defined as in Lemma 5.2.8.
Lemma 5.2.9 Let V = Under the null hypothesis a' X13 = 0, V and K are V K
independent.
Proof: First note that L = (sign L)L2.It can be seen that sign L and L2 are
independent under the null hypothesis by noting P[(sign L= 1) n (L2 < c)]
P[(L > o) n (L2 < c)]= P[0 < L < -VC]. Under the null hypothesis,
a' X )3 = 0 so the distribution of L is N(0, 71(0)),so that
P[L2 < c]P[ J <L<VC]
2P[0 < L < ] and P[sign L= 1] =2. Therefore, P[(sign
L = 1) n L2 < c] = P[sign L= 1]P[L2 < c], and so sign L and L2 are
independent under the null hypothesis.93
Note that PiV,p/V/i= P1M1= 0 so that P1Y and Q are independent.
Hence, L and Q are independent. This implies that (sign L, L2) and Qare
independent. By Result 2.3.12, sign L, L2, and Qare mutually independent, so that
sign L and (L2, Q) are independent. Since K= L2 + Q, this implies that sign L
L2 and ( -k-, K) are independent.
It is known that for two independent gamma random variables with thesame
scale parameter, say X and Y, that xX+y is independent of X +Y (Mood,
Graybill, & Boes p. 208, 1963). Therefore, using (A10) and Proposition 5.2.7,
L2
L 2+Qand L2 + Q are independent.
L2 Applying Result 2.3.12, sign L,-k- , and K are mutually independent.
Therefore, (sign L, .1#;-) and Kare independent. Hence, the desired result is
obtained that (sign L),\ K and K are independent.
The next theorem presents the main result of this section. Using the
previous results leads to the conclusion that for testing a linear combination of the
f3's, a two-sided t-test, which is equivalentlyan ANOVA F-test, is UMPS in a
certain generalized sense. This property is the basis for showing in the next section
that the t-test is UMP unbiased.
Theorem 5.2.10 Assume (A1)-(A6), (A9), and (A10). Suppose r(P1)= 1. Write
Pl = aa' where a'a = 1. Let k1= r(Mi) and W =vy,amiYiy/ki
(i) W has a noncentral t distribution with k1 degrees of freedom with
noncentrality parameter A = 11(0) a' Xf3.
(ii) The test that rejects Ho when 1W1 > c where 2P[tk1 > c]= a is UMP a-
(1, a'Y)-similar test for testing Ho: a'Xi3 = 0 versus Ha : a'X/30.94
Proof : Let L = a'Y, Q= Y`MiY, and K = Y' (M1POY.Note
W =
,-Q/k1.
First consider part (i). By assumptions (Al) and (A5)
Y ti Nn(XO, V1,), so that a'Y is distributed N (a' X 0, a'Vtpa). By assumption
(A9), P1V P1 = 71(0)/31, which implies a'Vo= 71(0). By Proposition 5.2.7,
Y'M1Y (0)Xl2,,,and the proof of Lemma 5.2.9 shows that L and Q are
independent. Therefore, W=" is distributed as tk,,A. VrilfiY/ki
Next consider part (ii). Suppose S and Tare as defined in Section 5.1 so that
S is a c.s.s. for the Y-family and T isa c.s.s. for the boundary family. From
Lemma 5.2.4 it can be concluded thata UMP a-(1, L)-similar test with respect to
the conditional distribution of SIT is also UMP a-(1, L)-similar withrespect to the
unconditional distribution of Y. Lemma 5.2.6 shows thata UMP a-(1, L)-similar
test with respect to the conditional distribution of (P1Y, Q)IK= k is also UMP a-
(1, L)-similar with respect to the conditional distribution of SIT.Lemma 5.2.8
shows that a UMP a-(1, L)-similar test with respect to the conditional distribution
of (L, K) IK = k is also UMP a-(1, L)-similar withrespect to the conditional
distribution of (P1Y, Q)I K= k.
Next it will be shown that a UMP a-(1, L)-similar test with respect to the
unconditional distribution of (L, K) is a UMP a-(1, L)-similar test with respectto
the conditional distribution of (L, K)IK
From Proposition 5.2.7 it is known that Q is distributedas ri(0)x2ki By
assumptions (Al) and (A5), YN(X/3, 17,0), so L = a'Y ti N (a' X )3, a'Voa).
Assumptions (A9) and (A10) imply Voa= 7.1 (0) a , so a'Vpa = 71(0). Since
P1V,pMi = P1M1170 = 0, it follows that L and Q are independent,so the joint95
density can be written as





r( .)2k2/2gri exPI 271(0 )1
= c(0, V)) h(1, q) x exp{gral)(C4
27ri(op)(i201.
Let K = L2 + Q = Y ' (Mi + POY.Then, the joint density of L and K can be
written
f (1, klV)) = c(/3, 0)h* (1, k) x exp{ c.:1)(ipl l 27ri(,tp)k}
= c(13, 'Oh* (1, k) x expM(0, 0)/ + 6203, 0)k}
where 6 (0, 0),,:(C4 and 6 (13,0)= 2irikb)
This family of densities is a two-dimensional exponential family. The null
hypothesis can be stated as HO :1= 0. Now results from Lehmann (1986) can be
applied. It is first necessary to show that the parameterspace on the boundary
contains a nonempty open set. Let Eb= {(6(0, 0), 6 (/3, *)) : a' X/ -- 0,
E T} =1(0, 2711(0) ):E It is assumed (A3) thatcontains a
nonempty open set, say G, in Re. It follows thata:b contains a nonempty open set
in {0} x R. This can be seen by noting that the linear transformation R1: R.' R+
where R1(u) = 7r1 (u) for allu E Re, maps nonempty open sets onto nonempty
open sets of R+ by the Open Mapping Theorem, and that the transformation
R2 (t) =
1is a one-to-one mapping of R+ onto Therefore, Eb contains
{0} x R2 (Ri (G)) which isa nonempty open set in {0} x R.
Interest is in testing the hypothesis HO : 6= 0 versus the alternative
Ha :10 where (6,6) E E{(6(0, fi),6(0, 0)) :EP21) E 1 }. As was
shown above, F, contains a nonemptyopen set which contains a nonempty open96
rectangle. This allows the application of the part of Theorem 3 in Chapter 4 in
Lehmann (1986) pertaining to his hypothesis H4, which implies thata UMP a-
unbiased test of Ho : 6 = 0 versus Ha:i0 with respect to the unconditional
distribution of (L, K) is given by
/
1when k < el or k > e2
0* (1, k) =7,when k -= ci, i = 1, 2
0when ci < k < c2
where EFL [0* (L, K)IK == a for all k and Ell. [ L0* (L, K)IK = k] =
aEllo[ LI K = k] for all k.
In Lehmann's proof of Theorem 3 he uses the assumption that the parameter
space is convex and contains points on both sides of the boundary. Note that these
assumptions are used only to show that the boundary parameterspace contains an
open rectangle. Above it was shown that Eb contains a nonempty open rectangle so
it is not necessary to make these assumptions.
The statement of Theorem 3 in Chapter 4 of Lehmann says that 0* (L, K) is
UMP a-unbiased, but the proof of the theorem shows that 0* (L, K) is UMPa-
(1, L)-similar with respect to the conditional distribution of (L, K) IK and is
therefore (see Lemma 5.2.1 above) UMP a-(1, L)-similar with respect to the
unconditional distribution of (L, K). (Note that onp. 137 in a one-parameter
exponential family, Lehmann invokes a generalization of the Neyman-Pearson
Lemma, maximizing the power subject to the two constraints of a-similarity anda-
L-similarity. Then in the multiple parameter settingon p. 147, conditioning
reduces the problem to a one-parameter setting.)
This UMP a-(1, L)-similar test (which is also UMP a-unbiased with
respect to the unconditional distribution of (L, K)) can be re-expressed by applying
Theorem 1 from Chapter 5 of Lehmann (1986). The test is UMP a-(1, L)-similar97
with respect to an unconditional distribution provided that under the null hypothesis
V = (sign L) V/4 = and K are independent. From Lemma 5.2.9, this is
known to be true. Note that V isa linear function of L for fixed K. Therefore, V
has the necessary form to apply Theorem 1 of Chapter 5 in Lehmann (1986).
Therefore, a UMP a-(1, V)-similar test for Ho with respect to the unconditional






when v < c1 or v > c2,
when v = cz for i = 1, 2,
when v > Cl or v < C2,
where the c's and 'y's are determined by EH. [0(V)]= a and EH. [Vcb(V)]
= aEH, [0(17)i-
Next suppose Z has a normal distribution withmean X13, then











so that I Vki+IT4 =.
This implies that if
IV I > b, then IWI > c. Therefore, itcan be concluded that a test statistic based on
WI results in the same inferenceas a test statistic based on I VI. Since the
distribution of W is known, use IWI as the test statistic and conclude thata test
based on I WI is UMP a-(1, L)-similar with respect to the unconditional
distribution of Y.98
Therefore, when r(Pi)= 1 a two-sided t-test using the statistic 1W is a UMP
a-(1, L)-similar test with respect to the unconditional distribution of Y. Note that
Y ' this test is equivalent to a test basedon the statisticY Plwhichhas an F- Y .1.Ad.
distribution with 1 and k1 degrees of freedom.
5.3Uniformly Most Powerful Unbiased Tests
In the previous section it is shown that when the hypothesis of interest is
Ho : a' X,30, a t-test, which is equivalently an ANOVA F-test, is UMPS ina
general sense. The same assumptions (A1)-(A10)as in the previous section are
required for this section, and it is assumed throughout the section that r(Pi)= 1.
Lemma 5.3.1 Assume (Al) and (A5). Forany test 0, its power function
Eo,,Ip[0(Y)} is a differentiable function of 0 for each fixed value of O.
Proof :First it is shown that for fixed values of 0°, f (y10, 0°) isa member of the
regular exponential family. The densitycan be written
f (y10, 0°) = (27)-3IverlexP{(Y x Mil//01(y0)1
= (270117001-1g(y)exp{-(X0)'1707,1(X0)}exp{
Recall P1 = aa' and {X fl :E RP} = R(X) = R(Px) = R(P0)R.(131)
= R(Po) ® R(a). Write Px = P, + aa', so X13 = PxXi3 = PoX + aa'X /3,
so (X13)'V07,1y = (P0X13)17,07,1y + (aa' X 0)17,07,1y= (P9X 0)(P0V0-01Y) +
(a' X 13) (a/1707,1y). Note thatas 0 varies over RP, X/3 varies over TgX), and PoX 13
and P1 X-13 vary independentlyover 7?-(Po) and TL(.131), hence, PoX0 and a' X 13
vary independently over R(Po) and Rl.99
Therefore, the exponent in the densitycan be written in terms of the natural
parameter space
f (Y113, 71)°) = (27) )-31Ve9(y) exp{-12 (Xf3YVb7,1(X13)}
x exp{((FOXO)'(PoVj,ly) + (a'Xi3)/(a170oly))1
and is a member of the regular exponential family with naturalparameters
(P0X0, ct/X-0) and canonical statistics (-13.0V71Y a/V0-.1Y)
Note that by (A10) a'Vey=7,1(0)a'y so the density can be written
PO, 0°) = (27)111Vpct1g(y)exp{ (X13)'Vbo1(X)3)}
x exp{1((P0X3)'(PoVv7.1Y) + Wa'17,poly))1
where1 =afifol.Note that1 varies independently of PoXO.
The Y-family is a member of the regular exponential family. Therefore,
from Theorem 9 of Chapter 2 in Lehmann (1986) it is known that thepower
function 0(Y) is differentiable asa function of 13 for fixed 00.
Recall r(Pi) = 1 throughout this section. The two next lemmasuse the
continuity of the power function and applies Lemma 1 of Chapter 4 of Lehmann
(1986) to conclude that a UMP a-(1, a'Y)- similar test for the hypothesis
Ho : a'X,3 = 0 versus Ho: 0 is UMP a-unbiased.
Lemma 5.3.2 An a-unbiased test 0(Y) for testing the hypothesis Ho: a' X,3 = 0
is a-(1, a'Y)- similar.
Proof : Given that the test O(Y) is a-unbiased, then it must be that
i)E,3,0.(0(Y)) 5 a whenever a'X/3= 0 and
ii) E0,00 (0(Y)) > a whenever a'X/30.100
Let -y = PX,3 and write Es,,0 [0(Y)]= [0(Y)]. It was seen in the
proof of the previous lemma that 6 and-y vary independently. Fix 0° and -y° and
let p(W = El,[3,,b[o(Y)]
Unbiasedness implies p(-1) >a for Si0. Choose a sequence
By Lemma 5.3.1, /3(17?)0. Hence, p(0) > a. Unbiasedness also implies p(0)
a so p(0) = a. If Ho : a' X = 0, then ei = 0, so E0,,p[O(Y)] = a. Therefore,
0(17) is a-l-similar.
Unbiasedness also implies p(W achieves a minimum atSi = 0. By
Lemma 5.3.1, p(W is differentiable, andso p'(1) = 0. The density is
f (y10, IP°) = g(y, //)°)expl(X,3)T07,1y(XIV Vo.1 (X)3)}
Recall X/3 = PoX3aa' X )3 = P0X13 +7r1 (0)6 a. Since
1707,1a a and Poa = 0,
f(yi0,00). g(y, 0°)exp{a (Po X 13)' V07.1 (PoX )3)
+ (P0X0)17p.1Y + ia'y }, or
f (Y113, 0°) = 9 (y, Y,)exPfeicey(oaf.
Now p' (6)=k-,E6,00,70 [0(Y)]
=f o(y)Ay!-y° ,IP°)dy
=f 0(y) [a'Y7rielPgi]f (YI6, -y°,e)dy
= E6,00,-yo[0(Y) (a'Y71() 6)1.
Under Ho :i = 0, E,,,,yoRa'17)(/)(17)] = p'(0) = 0 = aE[a'Y] because
EH. = 0 =
Therefore, cb(Y) is a-(1, U)-similar.101
Lemma 5.3.3 For testing the hypothesis Ho : a'X/3= 0 if 0* is UMP among all a-
(1, a'Y)- similar tests, then 0* is UMP a-unbiased.
Proof : From Lemma 5.3.2, it is known that the class of a-(1, U)- similar tests
contains the class of a-unbiased tests, so that 0* is at leastas powerful as any
unbiased test.
Since 0* is a-l-similar and Go= eb (see Section 4.2), 0* has level a. Also, 0*
must be at least as powerful as 0,a. Therefore, the test 0* is unbiased and
hence is UMP among all a-unbiased tests]:
The following lemma relates the a-(1, a'Y)-similar test derived in the
previous section to the results in this section.
Theorem 5.3.4 The test in Theorem 5.2.10 (ii) is a UMP a-unbiased test for
testing Ho : aiX0 = 0 versus Ha : a'X/30.
Proof : From Theorem 5.2.10 (ii) it is known that the test basedon !WI is UMP a-
(1, a'Y)-similar. Therefore, from Lemma 5.3.3 it must be that the test basedon
1W1 is also UMP a-unbiased]:
5.4Uniformly Most Powerful Invariant Unbiased Tests
In the previous section, a UMPU test was derived for testing a two-sided
hypothesis when the rank of P1 equals 1. If the rank of P1 is greater than 1, thena
UMPU test probably does not exist, and it is necessary to consider invariant tests.
Under the same assumptions given in Section 5.1, (A1)-(A6), (A9), and (A10), this102
section shows that when the rank of P1 is greater than 1 the ANOVA F-test is
UMPIU.
Let vi = Y1M,Y, a1 = P1Y, and a2= (PxP1)Y. The next lemma gives
the maximal invariant under the transformationsg : (vi,, v8, al,a2)
(a2vi, ,a2v,, Qa1, a(a2 + bt) ) wherea > 0, p, is an arbitrary vector, and Q is
an orthogonal matrix.
Lemma 5.4.1 A maximal invariant with respect to the groupg is given by
W (y)( y'P1yy'M2y
Y/M1Y y'Miy)
Proof :This proof closely follows the proof given in Arnold (1981, p. 107). The
problem to show that W is a maximal invariant is divided into three parts.
Define
Z1 =M1Y Ri = Y'11107
Zs =MsY Rs =111,Y
Al = PlY
A2 = (PX/31)17
Note that Z1, ,Z8, Al, A2 are independent. First reduce by sufficiency and then
reduce by invariance. Recall that ( R1, R2, ,R8, Al, A2) is a complete
sufficient statistic for the Y family.
Let Gi :(Ai,A2, Z1,Zs) = (Al, A2 ± it, Z1,Zs), where ic is an
arbitrary vector; G2 : g2 (Al, A2, Z1, ,Zs) = (17 Ai, A2, Z1, ,Z8) where F is
an arbitrary orthogonal matrix (FT = I); and
G3 : g3(A1, A2, Z1, ,Zs) = (aAi, aA2, aZ1,... ,aZ,), where a is an arbitrary
positive scalar. Use Result 2.3.8 to first show that the transformation G1 is
maximal invariant.103
Define T1(Al, A2, R1,Rs) = (A1, R1,Rs)
a.Ti (gi (Ai,A2, R1, ,Re))
= A2 + bt, R1,Rs) = (Ai, ,Rs) = Ti(Ai Az RiRs)
b. Now suppose that Ti (Ai, A2, R1,Rs) = Ti (Ai, 4 R:). Then
Ai = Ai, Ri = .11;' for i = 1,, s,A2 = ,11> + (A2A-12`) = A2 +
Therefore, (A1, A2, R1,Rs) = gl (Al, 4 RI, ,R;), and T1 is a maximal
invariant.
Next consider the transformation G2, and show that it is maximal invariant.
First, reduce by the transformation above, and then define
T2(A1, R1, ,Rs) = (B1, R1, ,Rs) where Bi= 11A1112.
a.T2 (g2 (A1,R1,...,R8))= 772 (rAi,R1,..., R8)
=(11rA1112,R1,, Rs)= (B1, R1, ,Re) = T2(Ai R1, R8)
b. Now suppose that T2 (Ai,R1, Rs) = T2(A.1, ,R:). Then
11A1112 = 11412 and R, = R: for i= 1,, s.Therefore, from Result 2.3.13,
A2 = FA'2` for some orthogonal r and (A1, R1, ,Rs) = ,R;).
Reduce further by invariance and consider the transformation G3, which is
now written as g3(Bi, R1,.,Rs) = (a2 Bi a2 R1, .,a2Rs). Define
B1R2 RR,;) T3(B1, R1,Rs) =
a.113 (g3 (B1, R1,Rs))= 713 (a2Bi, a2Ri, ,0/2/18)
a2Bia2R2 a2R, ( B1R2 R
a2R1 ' a2R1 a2Ri ' R1 ' Ri=-- T3(B1, R1, ,Rs)
b. Now suppose that T3 (Bi R,) = R:). Then, fh.
Ri = RI, R2 ,Rs = IT: and
(Bi, Ri, ,Rs) = R:).Therefore, from Result 2.3.8 W (y)='PlyY/M2Y
YMiY Y/M1Y
invariant with respect 9.0
Y'/Usy ).
, yimiyis a maximal
104
The following lemma derives the density under the null hypothesis of the
maximal invariant given in Lemma 5.4.1. Once the density of the maximal
invariant under the null and alternative hypotheses is found, then it is shown that
the ANOVA F-test is an optimal test. Before presenting the lemma it is necessary
to define the notation used. Recall from the beginning of this section that
vi = rMiY. Let ko = r(Pi), and k, = r(M,) for i = 1,, s.Let To YI
MP° Y/ILY
T1= v1, and T, =--7v forj= 2, ... , s. For ease of notation let vi
T = (To, T1,.,Ts) and T* = (To, T2, ,Ts)
Lemma 5.4.2 Under the null hypothesis the density of the maximal invariant
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Proof :Consider the joint distribution of wo=-6(forPiY, wi
Y'M1Y,, w, =7,3(0) IT/MX. From Proposition 4.2.9 it is known that
w1,, ws areindependent xi, distributions with degrees of freedom k, = r(MM)
for i = 1,, s.From Proposition 5.2.7, wo has a noncentral x2ko distribution, and
the centrality parameter is equal to zero if and only if the null hypothesis is true.105
Note that Y'P1Y is independent of the wi for i= 1,, s, sothat the joint
distribution of (wo, w1, ,ws) is the product of their marginal distributions.
Define vo = v1 = , vs =Y'MSY. Because interest is
in the distribution of the vi, and the joint density of the wi's is known, make the
following transformation (for ease of notation let 70(0)= b(p)) vo = 70(owo
vi = 7r1 (Owl, vs = 71-s(0)/0, so that Luc, = oto v. , wiirjovi, ,
ws = leo vs. The Jacobian of the transformation is I JI = (0) and the density
j =0
is
iv .\ fv(vo, vi, ,vs) =fv,(vi) =hi;/)
j=0 j=0
Next consider the transformation
T,viso that vo = ToTi, vi = T1, v2
To= ,T1 = v17 T2 = vl VI
=T1 T2,, Vs =TIT, and= Ti.
Under the null hypothesis, wi for i= 0,, shave central chi-squared
distributions. The joint density is as follows
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Now, integrate with respect to ti to get the density of the maximal invariant.
cih(T*)(
























































where c2 =E and h2(T*) = h(T*) (14to )
The next lemma gives the complete sufficient statistic for the family of
densities of the maximal invariant.
Lemma 5.4.3 A complete sufficient statistic for the family under the null
T2 T3 T, hypothesis is Z =
1+To 71 + T 0 '' 1+To )




T 71 +To) is sufficient for the nuisance parameters
(6, ,
It was shown in Section 5.2 that the model under the null hypothesis iserror
orthogonal and has complete sufficient statistic ((Px r(Mi + Pi) Y,
Y/M217,-rMsY).
Since Z is a function of the c.s.s. for the full model, it must be that Z is also
complete. Therefore, Z is a complete sufficient statistic for the model under the
null hypothesis.
Next, consider the distribution under the alternative hypothesis, referred to
as the nonnull distribution.108
Lemma 5.4.4 The density of the maximal invariant, W (y)= (To, T1, ... , Ts),
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Proof : Using the same notation as above, letwo = 41"TO', w1 =
7r1lm , ws =7,s1(0)17'M8Y. They are independent X2. for
i = 0,, sand under the alternative hypothesis wo is distributed as a noncentral
chi-squared. The joint distribution is the product of their marginal distributions.
Let vo = Y'P1Y, v1 = Y'M1Y,, vs =M,Y, and make the transformation
= 70(0W0, v1 = 71(0)wi,, vs =73(0)Ws. Hence, wo =,o(0) vo
wi = 7,i(o) vi ,, ws = 7,8(0) vs.The Jacobian of the transformation is







Next, consider the transformation To= v-1) 2 , T1 = v1, T2 =
i
V2
T, = ---9vso that vo = T1, v2 = T1T2,, vs =TiTs and 1J1 =
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To find the maximal invariant, integrate with respect to t1 and for simplicity
let ei = -lair,.The density of the maximal invariant is
(
8 k3
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(to+1)-rn to + 1 +Ejtj (to+1)m j=2
h2 (T* )(rij2eAE d.Amt0)( to+1 j=0 m=0 j2








;=0 ) 1 where h2(T*) = h(T*) x (1 + to) 3=°anddm=
elm ,_,
By (A10),o =1= 1, so the density is written
He;




X 1 to+1 j=2
Let Z=
1+t2to 1+tots To find an optimal test, it is necessary to show ,
that the density given Z is monotone in i±t'to.
Lemma 5.4.5 Under the alternative hypothesis the density of the maximal
invariant W(y) given Z is monotone in1 +t° .
Proof : First rewrite the density in terms of Z.
kn 8 k A k_i















= g(C)(to)Tri (zj)-2-1(1 + t,
j=2
k2 S +1e A
(
(M)+m) 00 i=0 t r
XE dmArn(T,E1.(1+ '-izi
m=0
Next find the density of Z by integrating with respect toto.
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1L,+m_1 = fo (u) 2 (1U)4+S(U(1 + (1U)i" )du
r (if +m+i)r (4+s--1)+r (2 +m)r(+s)
=c m. r(y.+4+m+s)
S k (to(4)+M)
Then, f (z) = g(e) dm2Am(1+ jZ".j)
j=2 m=0 j=2
dto
where dm2 = dmcm.113
Now find the conditional distribution f (to, ZjZ).
f(to,Z; A, el Z)=f (t.t(w)
1$k _Qk, 2 c'a m s





Consider the ratio where A2 > Al and letr =f (to,z ;A2>
f(to,z;Ai,eeiz)lz)
E (tot)m (1+ .Ecizi)
in
)Edin2AT(i+Es ciz)-m
(m=0 2=2 m=0 j=2) = m m
s oo m s
E arn2x2-n1H-Eizi E dmn(t,t;,+4)i+Ecizj
m=0 2=2 m=0 2-2
rn
t\ Let u = (to+ °i) and letam(z) =1 +Ee3z3 then
j =2
> dmATumarn(z)) Edi2A11ai(z)
m=o j=0 r= 00 00
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Next consider the partial derivative of r* with respect tou.
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= E E bmbiut-Fini[ (m02A/I(A2 iAT/)]
1<rn
since A2 > A1, it must be that A241 02" > 0. Therefore, given Z the
density is monotone in u.0
Y'MiY Lemma 5.4.6 Let To = ylf/ImPliYy and Ti= for = 2,... , s.Let Z be
defined as in Lemma 5.4.3. Then, under the null hypothesis 1+7°7, and Zare
independent.115
Proof : By (Al 0), 6(0)= 71(0) so that1+717-,is ancillary, and Z is complete under
the null hypothesis. By Basu's Theorem, it must be that
Toand Z are distributed
independently under the null hypothesis.0
Theorem 5.4.7 Suppose r(Pi) > 1. Let k,= r(Pi), k1 = r(Mi), and
PlY I ko
W Y' MiY I ki
(i) W has a noncentral F-distribution with k, and k1 degrees of freedom with
noncentrality parameter A = ()CO)' Pi (X0).
(ii) The test that rejects Ho when W > c where P[Fko,ki > c]= a is UMP a-
invariant unbiased based for testing Ho : P1 XO=--- 0 versus
Ha : PiXO 0 O.
Proof :First consider part (i). Recall from Proposition 5.2.7 that
1 o(,0)Y'P1Yx2k0A with A =670 (X -13)' Pi(X 0) and Ti(,7Y'MlY ti ,02,1 and the
quadratic forms are independent. From (A10)6(0)=(0). Therefore,
PlY I ko
Y'1111Y lki Fic`"kl'A
Next consider part (ii). Lemma 5.4.2 gives the density of the maximal
invariant under the null hypothesis. Using that result, Lemma 5.4.3 gives the
complete sufficient statistic, Z, under the null hypothesis. The density under the
alternative hypothesis is found in Lemma 5.4.4, and the conditional distribution of
the maximal invariant given Z is shown to be monotone with respect toT,
To Hence, a test based on or equivalently To is UMPIU.
Note that A = 0 if and only if the null hypothesis is true so that
Y'Por/ko
Fko,k, if and only if the null hypothesis is true. Y'miY/ki116
5.5Examples
In Section 3.4, examples of error orthogonal designs were given. Using
some of those examples, this section demonstrates how to determine optimal
hypothesis tests for fixed effects.
5.5.1 Three-Way Additive Model with One Factor Fixed
The model can be written as
ITtio =It+ at -F b3 ek -F eijkl
where i= 1,, r;j= 1,, s;k= 1,,t and 1 =1,...,ni3k. Suppose
s > 2, and t > 2, and n>r+s+t 1. In matrix notation the model can be
written as
Y= 1p + Aa + Bb + Cc + e
Assuming one effect is fixed and the other two are random, the expectation and
covariance of the model are E(Y)= lµ + Act and Cov(Y) = INBB' +
02CC'+03/. Recall that this is the same example as the one given in Section
3.4.1, Case 2. As shown in that case, the model is EO ifno.= nil. for all i, j,
n,k= ni.i for all i, k, and n.3k = n.11 for all j, k. The orthogonal projection
operators for the design matrices B and C are PB = and Pc = nll n1
The covariance matrix can be written
3
n.1.7,14PB+n-102Pc +11)3I
The next step is to find Mi that are nonzero and pairwise orthogonal
projection matrices such that spMVM = sp{Mi, ,Mm} where
VNI = {MVv,M :E P }. All the effects are random except A so that
Al= 131,AIPA and







PO+ n..102(PcPi) + 'OWPA)
7P3)(PBP1) + (T7-.102 + 03)(PcP1) +
PAPBPc + 2 Pl)
+ 03)Mi + n-102 + 03)M2 + 03/14-3
= 7r1(0)Mi + 72(0)M2 + 73(0)M3-
Note that the Mi are nonzero and pairwise orthogonal matrices and
that spMV M C sp{Mi, ,M3 }. To show equality, it is necessary to show that
both the A and the MliiM are linearly independent. Note that if the Aare
nonzero, then they are linearly independent. Also note that MVIM =
3
MV2M = n..1M2, and MV3M=+ M2 + M3 M Ellf, which are
i =1
functions of the A and are independent provided the Aare independent.
Assume that a design is chosen so that the MV,M are linearly independent,
and note that m = c. Consider possible hypothesis tests of interest.
1)For testing the treatment effects of A equal to zero
Ho : (PAP1)(1/1 + Aa) = 0 versus
Ha : (PAP1)(1/1 + Ace) O.
Note thatVtp(PAP1) = 4'3 (PAP1) and 03 = 7-3 O, so that the assumptions
are met for testing the hypothesis. Also note that
M3 = IPAPBPc + 2P1 = IPLA,B,C which is the structure of the error
term in the usual analysis of variance. The test statistic for the hypothesis is
AT'(PA-POY Ir(PA-Pi)
MSA F-statistic , = MSA Recall from the previous I_P
sections that if r(PA 1 then the test is UMPU, and if r(PA > 1 then
the test is UMPIU.118
Consider another case from the example in Section 3.4.1. Assume thata,
and ,33 are fixed and -yk is random. This is similar to Cases 3 and 4 in Section 3.4.1
and is also presented in Section 4.5.1 for testing random effects. The expectation
and covariance of the model are E(Y) Aa BO and
Cov(Y) = V,p = oicci + v)2I. As shown in that Case 3, the model is EO if
nz.k = n,.1, for all i, k and n.3k = n.31 for all j, k. The orthogonal projection
rs
operator for the design matrix C is Pc -=CC' where n.. k = EENjk
j
The covariance matrix can be written
2
= 71-101PC + 02/ = Ethvi
i=1
where V1 = n..1 Pc,and V2 =
It was shown in Section 4.5.1 that
MV M = (n..101 +1P2)(PcPi) + '02(/PA,BPC + P1)
= (n..101 + 02)M102M2
=(0)+72(0)M2.
Note that the M, are nonzero and pairwise orthogonal matrices and that
spMVM C sp{Mi, M2 }. To show equality, it isnecessary to show that the A are
linearly independent, and that the MV,Mare linearly independent. Note that if the
M, are nonzero, then they are linearly independent. Also note that
2
MVO/ and MV2M = M = EM, which are functions of the M, and
i =1
are independent provided the A are independent.
Assume a design is chosen so that m= c which implies the A and MV,M
are linearly independent. Consider a possible hypothesis tests of interest.
1)For testing the treatment effects of A equal to zero
Ho : (PAPi) (1p + AaB/3) = 0 versus119
Ha : (PAPi)(1./t + Aa + BO)0.
Note that Vo (PAP1) =Y-'2(PAP1)and '02 = ire (0, so that the assumptions
are met for testing the hypothesis. Also note that
M2 = PA,BPc +P1 = PLA,B,c which is the structure of the error term
in the usual analysis of variance. The test statistic for the hypothesis is
17/(PA-POYIr(PA-Pi) MSA
r(IPi,A,B F-statistic
LA,B,c)MSERecall from the previous AY/r(fP
sections that if r(PA = 1 then the test is UMPU, and if r(PA > 1 then
the test is UMPIU. The same approachcan be taken for testing the treatment
effects of B.
Recall from Section 3.4.1, Case 4 that whenr = 2, s = 2, t = 2 this is an
example of a 23 factorial design. This shows that there isan optimal test for testing
the significance of the fixed effects.
5.5.2 Three-Way Model with One Two-Factor Interaction
The model can be written as
Yijkl =ai ++ gk(a13)ijeijkl
where i = , r;j= 1,, 8;=,t; and = , nijk.SUPPOSe t > 2,
and 7/ > rs + r + s + t 1. In matrix notation the modelcan be written as
Y= 1p, + Aa + BO + Gg + D6 + e
where 6 is the vector of parameters corresponding to the interaction of A and B,
with D being the corresponding design matrix. Let A and B be fixed,so that their
interaction is fixed, and let G be random. The expectation and covariance of the
model are E(Y) = 1p + Aa + B/3 + D6 and Cov(Y)= V = OiGG' + 2p2i-
Recall that this is the same example as the one given in Section 3.4.2, Case 4. As120
shown in that case, the model is EO ifn,,k for all i, j, k. The orthogonal
projection operator for the design matrix G is PG=Lrt GG'
The covariance matrix can be written
2
= n..101PG + '02-r = E0iVi
i =1
The next step is to find A that are nonzero, and pairwise orthogonal
projection matrices such that spMVM= sp{Mi, ,M,}, where
V m = {MV0M :E T} .All the effects are fixed, except G, so
M IPLAAD = PD and
MVM = (IPD)(n..101PG + '02/)(/PD)
= n..101 (PGPi) + 02(/PD)
= (n..101 + 02)(PGPi) + (1-PGPD + Pi)
= (n..101 + 1P2)M1 + 1P2M2
=(0)Mi +(0)M2
Note that the Mi are nonzero and pairwise orthogonal matrices and
spMVM c sp{Mi, M2 }. To show equality, it isnecessary to show that both the
A and the MV,M are linearly independent. Note that, if the Aare nonzero, then
they are linearly independent. Also note that MVIM= n..1 M1 and
2
MV2M = M = EM, which are functions of the A andare independent provided
i=1
the Mi are independent.
Assume that a design is chosen so that the MV,M are linearly independent,
and note that m = c. Consider possible hypothesis tests of interest.
1)For testing the interaction of A and B equal to zero
Ho : (PDPA,B)(1A + Act ++ DS) = 0 versus
Ha : (PDPA,B)(111+ Ac + Bi3 + DS)0.121
Note that Vv,(PDPA,B) =(PDPA,B) andy 2 =(0), so that the
assumptions are met for testing the hypothesis. Also note that
M2 = IPGPD + Pi = IPl,A,B,G,D, which is the structure of the error sum
of squares in the usual analysis of variance, and that PDPA,B is the projection for
the sum of squares for the interaction. The test statistic for the hypothesis isas
follows
(PD PA,B)Y Ir(PD PA,B) M S D F-statistic = .Recall from the previous c,
sections that if r(PDPA,B) = 1 then the test is UMPU, and if r(PDPA,B) > 1
then the test is UMPIU.
5.5.3 Split-Plot Model with Random Blocks and No Subsampling
The model can be written as
Yiujvk = /I + 6i + auWiuj 7uveiujvk
where i = 1, ,u =- 1,, a; =1, ,t; v = 1, ,b; and k = 1,.., niui.
Suppose r > 2, art > ar + r + a, and n > at(r1) + bt(a1)a + 2. In
matrix notation the model can be writtenas
Y=1,u+Dd+Aa+Ww+BI3+G-y+e
where the vector of parameters are as described in Chapter 3, with d corresponding
to the blocks and is a random effect. Note that w corresponds to the replication of
the whole plots within a block so is always random. The expectation and
covariance of the model are EY= lµ + Aa + Bf3 + G'y and
Cov(Y) = 170 = OiDD' + 02WW' + 03/.
Recall that this is the same example as the one given in 3.4.3, Case 3. As
shown in that case, the model is EO ifNo. = niii. for all i, u, j and niuiv =122
for all i, u, j, v. The orthogonal projection operators for the design matrices D and
W are PD = n DD' and Pw-=a nrt WWI




The next step is to find A that are nonzero, and pairwise orthogonal
projection matrices such that spMVM= sp{Mi, ,Mm} where
VI = {MV1pM :e T}. The projection matrix orthogonal to the fixed effects is
M = 131,A,B,GIPG, and as in Section 4.5.3
MV0M= + + 1p3)(PD +
03)(PWPDPA ± Pl)03(IPGPW + PA)
=(0)Mi + 7r2(b)M273(0)M3
Note that the A are nonzero and pairwise orthogonal matrices and
spMVM c sp{Mi, ,M3 }. To show equality, it is necessary to show that both
the A and MV,M are linearly independent. Note that if the Aare nonzero, then
they are linearly independent. Also note that MV1M= M1, MV2M = M1 + M2,
3
and MV3M = M -=
z=4
Assume that a design is chosen so that the MV,M are linearly independent
and note that m = c. Consider possible hypothesis tests of interest.
1)For testing the interaction of the treatment effects equal tozero consider the
following hypothesis
Ho : (PGPA,B) (1µAa + BO + G6) = 0 versus
Ha : (PGPA,B) (1µ + Aa + BO + GS)0.
Note that Vcb(PGPA,B)A,.13 ) = 03 (PGPA,B) and 03 = 73(0 so that the
assumptions are met for testing the hypothesis. Also note that
M3 = IPGPwPA= IP1,D,A,W,B,G, which is the structure of the123
error sum of squares in the usual analysis of variance, and that and PGPA,B is the
projection for the sum of squares for the interaction. The test statistic for the
hypothesis is
Y' (PG PA,B)Y /r(PG-PA,B) F-statistic =, fr
Y I r(I-131D,A,W ,B,G)
MSGRecall from the , 'v -I 1,D,A,W,B,G) MS E
previous sections that if r(PGPA,B) = 1 then the test is UMPU, and if
r(PGPA,B) > 1 then the test is UMPIU.
5.6Robustness to Non-Normality
In Chapter 4, when testing the variance components, the optimality of the
hypothesis test was considered when the underlying density is elliptically
symmetric in error orthogonal designs. It was shown that the test is UMPIU when
the underlying density is elliptically symmetric.
For testing the fixed effects, the assumption of error orthogonal for the
model is not a strong enough condition to obtain this same result. A stronger
condition is necessary (such as p-balanced). For a completely balanced model,
Mathew and Sinha (1988a) claim that the usual F-test is optimal when the
underlying distribution of the data vector is elliptically symmetric. This is a result
of work done by Kariya (1981).124
Chapter 6
Measures of Imbalance for Testing a Random Nested Effect
This chapter introduces a new topic. In previous chapters,error orthogonal
designs were discussed, and it was shown that they havemany of the same useful
properties as completely balanced designs. Typically, whena design is not error
orthogonal, the hypothesis tests of interestare not optimal, and usually they are not
exact. This chapter introduces measures of imbalance that check the conditions for
an exact test when one random effect is nested in another random effect and the
hypothesis of interest is that the variance component of the nested effect is equal to
zero. Simulations are done for two specific models, with results that suggest a
single measure that is simple to compute. Thismeasure enables a researcher to
determine how a test is performing in terms of level andpower when the test for
this nested random effect is not exact. The level andpower from the simulations
are computed employing two techniques: the typical F-test using sequential (Type
I) sums of squares (henceforth referred toas the naive F-test) and the approximate
F-test using Satterthwaite's approximation.
Measures of imbalance (referred to sometimes as measures of
unbalancedness) have appeared in the literature. Tietjen (1974) introduceda
measure of imbalance based on the coefficients of the expected mean squares. His
paper compares the naive F-test and the test using Satterthwaite's approximation.
The measure arose from this comparison. Hismeasure is considered in the
simulations, and it is found to be indicative of how the test is performing.
Other authors have also discussed measures. Ahrens and Pincus (1981)
introduced two measures of unbalancedness for a one-way model. Marques (1994)125
generalized the measures given by Ahrens and Pincus to m-fold hierarchical models
and m-way additive models. Khuri (1987) developedmeasures of imbalance that
are based on choosing an appropriate loglinear model for the subclass frequencies.
For the one-way model, Khuri's measure is identical toone developed by Ahrens
and Pincus.
The first section of this chapter reviews the four conditions that must be met
in order to obtain an exact test. The second section introduces the model that is
used throughout the chapter and gives measures of imbalance for each condition
discussed in the first section. One of themeasures is equivalent to a measure
introduced by Khuri (1995), and anotherone of the measures is similar to a
measure introduced by Tietjen (1974). Simulations and results are described for
two examples in Section 3. Both the level and power of the naive F-test and the
test using Satterthwaite's approximation are considered when discussing the results
of the simulations.
6.1Exact Tests
This section briefly reviews the conditions for an F-test to be exact. An
exact test is based on a ratio of mean squares such that the ratio has an exact F-
distribution if and only if the hypothesis of interest is true. In order for the ratio to
have an exact F-distribution there are certain conditions that must be met.
The F-distribution is defined to be the distribution of the ratio of
independent chi-squared distributions divided by their degrees of freedom. Hence,
a ratio of quadratic forms has an exact F-distribution if the numerator and
denominator are independent, are both multiples of chi-squared distributions, and
have equal expectations.126
In the next section measures are given to determine when the numerator is a
multiple of a chi-squared distribution, when the denominator isa multiple of a chi-
squared distribution, when they are independent, and when the ratio of the expected
mean squares is equal to one under the null hypothesis. The measure used by
Tietjen (1974) is also given.
6.2Measures of Imbalance
Measures of imbalance for the four conditions previously discussed are
introduced in this section. The measures for these four conditionsrange between
zero and one. A condition is true if and only if the measure for that condition is
equal to zero. Therefore, a test is exact if and only if all the measuresare equal to
zero. Based on this, it would suggest there is more potential for a problem with the
test as the measure increases.
An additional measure presented in this section (besides the ones for
checking the conditions to obtain an exact test) is based on the coefficients of the
expected mean squares and was first introduced by Tietjen (1974). Thismeasure,
unlike most measures of imbalance, does not range between zero andone.
Measures for both the naive F-test and the test using Satterthwaite's
approximation are considered. Since the numerator and the expected meansquares
of the quadratic forms in the ANOVA table are the same for both tests, those two
measures are equivalent for both tests. It is shown that the measure for
independence of the numerator and denominator is the sameas well. Therefore, the
only measure that is different for the naive F-test and the test using Satterthwaite's




Y = X13+ +... + Akak + Bb + Cc + e
where Y is the n-dimensional vector of observations; the design matrix for the
fixed effects is denoted by X with the corresponding vector of parameters /3; the
random effect matrices are A1, ,Ak (k > 0), B, and C with corresponding
vectors of random effects al,, ak,b, and c. The vector e is the vector of
experimental errors. The random effect vectors are assumed to be independent
random vectors distributed as normal with mean vectors 0 and covariance matrices
az 1, In. for i1. .k, o-2 Inbo- 2 Iand ino- e2.The b effect is assumed to be nested,
i.e., R(B) c 7Z(X,A, C) where A = (A1, ,Ak)
The expectation and covariance of Y are
E(Y) = X@ and
Cov(Y) = ++ olakA'k + crgBB' + o-2CC' +=V.




















To have positive degrees of freedom for the B, C and Errorsources, it is
assumed that R(B)'R.(X,A), R(C)1Z(X,A, B), and r(X, A, B, C) < n.
For ease of notation let WB= PX,A,BPX,A, We = PX,A,B,CPX,A,B,
tr [Cif WBC1 and WE = IPX,A,B,CThe gi's are defined as follows gi=r(wB)128
tr [B'WBB] tr[ciwcc]
92 =
r(WB), g3 Define MSB Yr744,17),MSC = Yr('WwccY),and
Y MSE 'W Y
r(WE)
6.2.2 Testing Ho :o-,2 = 0
Suppose that interest is in the hypothesis Ho := 0. Then, for the naive
is
MSC
i test, the F-statistic s -KE-E i -.It is of interest to determine when the test is exact.
Using Results 2.3.6 and 2.3.7 it can be seen that the denominator of the test always
has a chi-squared distribution, and the two quadratic forms are always independent.
Again using Result 2.3.6, it can be seen that under the null hypothesis, the
numerator always has a chi-squared distribution. Therefore, for testing the above
hypothesis, the naive test is always exact regardless of the cell frequencies.
6.2.3 Testing Ho : 0.g = 0
Now suppose that the hypothesis of interest is Ho : a?,= 0. Then, for the
naive test, the F-statistic is
MSB
In this case, the test is not always exact. When MSB
the denominator is not a multiple ofa chi-squared distribution, Satterthwaite's
approximation can be used. For the test using Satterthwaite's approximation the
numerator for the approximate F-statistic is the same as the one used in the naive
test and the denominator is 91 MSC + (191)MSE where the gi's are defined as in
I3 93
the ANOVA table.
Consider the condition of the two quadratic forms being independent.129
Lemma 6.2.3.1 Suppose Q and R aren x n symmetric matrices and let
Y ti Nn(X f3, V). The quadratic forms Y'QY and Y'RYare independent if and
only if tr[Q2VR2V] = 0.
Proof : From Result 2.3.7 it is known that two quadratic forms Y'QY and Y'RY
are independent if and only if QV R = 0. First, if QV R = 0, then it is clear that
tr[Q2VR2V]= tr[Q(QV R)R17] = 0. Next, if tr[Q2VR2V]
= tr[(QVR)'(QVR)] = 0, then by properties of the trace of a matrix it must be
that RV Q = 0.0
Proposition 6.2.3.2 For the model presented in Section 6.2.1, the quadratic forms
Y'WBY and Y'WcY are independent if and only if tr[(C'WBC)(CITVcC)1= 0.
Proof :First note that WB and We are symmetric, idempotent matrices, so that
from Lemma 6.2.3.1 it is known that Y'WBY and Y'WcYare independent if and
only if tr[Wi3VW1,V] = tr[WBVWcV]= 0. For the model in this section
V = ++ criAkA'k + oiBB' + o-2CC' + (7,2/ so that
WcV = (r147cCC' + crWc.
VWcV = (WcV)'(WcV)
olCC'WcCC' + + crcrT47cCC' + 4Wc.
WBVWcV = olWBCC'WcCC'o-o-HTBCC'Wc.
tr[WBVWcV] = oltr[WBCC'WcCC'] + cro-N[WBCC/Wc]
oltr[WBCC'WcCC1oltr[(C'WBC)(C'WcC)].
Therefore, Y'WBY and Y'WcY are independent if and only if
tr[(C'WBC)(C1WcC)]= 0.130
Proposition 6.2.3.3 For the model presented in Section 6.2.1, let
D
g3 r(Wc)We-T-(1g3 ) r(WE)WE. Then Y'WBY and Y'DY are independent
if and only if tri(C'WBC)(C'WcC)1= 0.
Proof : From Lemma 6.2.3.1 it is known that Y'WBY and Y'DYare independent
if and only if tr[W3VD2V]= tr[WBV D2V] = 0. Let d1 = gg31r(vic) and
d2 = (1 gg1 ) r(w1E).For the model previously described,
V = cr?AiA'i clAkA'kcrgBB' + o-c2CC' + o-,21 so that
DV = clicr,2WcCC' + d1cre2Wc + d2cr2WE.
V D2V = (DV)'(DV)
= d?o-c4CC'Wc.,CC' d+ ?cr,2
VV (c r rcWcCC')C/12,0-4 WC + CqUe4WE.
WBVD2V= 401WBCCIWCCC1dl 0-0-WBCCIWC
tr[WBVD2V]= d?o4tr[(C'WBC)(C'WcC)1
Therefore, Y'WBY and Y'DY are independent if and only if
tri(C'WBC)(C/WcC)1= 0.
Note that the condition of independence of the two quadratic forms is
identical for both the naive test and the test employing Satterthwaite's
approximation.
A measure of independence for Y'WBY and Y'WBY and also of Y'WBY
and Y'DY follows from the above results. Themeasure is
(tr[(CWBC)(C"Wcni)2
mind =tr[(C'WBC)2]tr[(C'Wec)2]131
Note that the measure is always greater than or equal to 0 with equality if
and only if the two quadratic forms are independent. Applying the Cauchy-
Schwarz Inequality it can be seen that themeasure is always less than or equal to 1.
Before considering other measures of imbalance, a lemma is presented that
will aid in the construction of measures for determining whena quadratic form is
distributed as chi-squared. This result is a variation of a result by Khuri (1995).
Lemma 6.2.3.4 Suppose Y ti N7,(X/3, V) where V is positive definite. Let Q be
a nonzero symmetric matrix such that QX = 0. If r(Q) = q, then
qtr[(QV)2] > [tr(QV)]2 with equality if and only if Y'QYdxq for some d.
Proof :First consider the inequality qtr[(QV)2] > [tr(QV)]2. Let , Tqbe the
nonzero eigenvalues of QV. Then tr[(QV)2] = ET2 and tr(QV) = ET,. From
i=i
2
the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality it must be that qE1-i? > .Therefore,
i=i j=1
qtr[(QV)2] > [tr(QV)]2. There is equality if and only if the eigenvaluesTZ are all
equal.
From Result 2.3.6, 1Y'QY ti x4 if and only if QVQ= dQ, q= r(Q) and
(X13)/Q(X/3) = 0. Given that q= r(Q) and XQ = 0, it follows that
-,1117'07r- 4 if and only if QVQ = dQ. Since V is positive definite,
QVQ = dQ if and only if d QV is idempotent By Moser (1996, Theorem 1.1.8),
TIQV is idempotent if and only if its nonzero eigenvalues are all 1, i.e., if and only
if the nonzero eigenvalues of QV are all d.0
Recall that for the naive F-test the quadratic forms in the numerator and
denominator of the F-statistic for testing the hypothesis Ho:= 0 are Y'WBY
and Y'WcY. The next two propositions are used to define measures for132
determining if the numerator and denominator are scalar multiples of chi-squared
distributions.
Proposition 6.2.3.5 For the model presented in Section 6.2.1 and under the null
hypothesis cq = 0, Y'WBY ti1r1X wB) for some r1 if and only if
[tr(C'WBC)]2
r(WB)tr[(CWBC)2] 1.
Proof : Under the null hypothesis WBV--= ac2WBCC" + o-e2WB and
(WBV)2 = a4WBCC'WBCC+ ac2o-e2WBCCWB + o-,20-e2WBCC + ae4WB.




Note that WBX = 0. From Lemma 6.2.3.4, Y'WBYT-1x,2(wB) for some 71 if
and only if r(WB)tr[(WBV)2]=[tr(WBV)]2. Therefore, Y'WBY ti7r1Xr(wB) if
and only if [tr(C'WBC)]2 = r(WB)tr[(CIWBC)2].
Proposition 6.2.3.6 For the model presented in Section 6.2.1, rWcY" ti 7r2Xr2(147c)
for some 7r2 if and only if
[tr(CWCC)]2
A1. ( w )tr[(C'WcC
Proof : Note that WO/= + 0-1/17c, and
(WcV)2 = cr147cCC/Wc,CC' + cro-e2Wc,CC'Wc + + 01Wc-
tr(WcV) = cre2tr(C"WcC) + o-r(Wc) and
[tr(WcV)]2= 0-4[tr(C'WcC)]2 + 20-o-r(Wc)tr[C'WeC] + cilr(Wc)2.
r(Wc)tr[(WcV)2]=
o-4r(Wc)tr[(C/WcC)2] + 2o-o-r(Wc)tr[C'Wc,C]+ cre4r(Wc)2.133
Note 147cX = 0. From Lemma 6.2.3.4, ViiicY.rs, 7r2xr2(w) for some 7r2 if and
only if r(Wc)tr[(WcV)2]= [tr(WcV)]2. Therefore, Y'WcY ti 7r2xr(wc) if and
only if [tr(C'WcC)]2 = r(147c)tr[(C/WcC)2].
The measure for the numerator is computed assuming the null hypothesis is
true. The measures for the quadratic forms for the naive F-test are
and
[tr(C'WBC)12
mnum = 1r(WB) tr[(C'WBC)21
[tr(CITVCC)12
mden = 1r(Wc)tr[(C'WcC)2]
where WB = PX ,A,BPX ,A and We = PX,A,B,CPx ,A,B Note that by the same
reasoning as given for the measure of independence, themeasures range between 0
and 1 and equal 0 if and only if the quadratic form isa multiple of a chi-squared
distribution.
Recall that the numerator for the test statistic using Satterthwaite's
approximation is the same as the numerator for the naive F-test. Therefore, the
measure for determining if the numerator is a multiple of a chi-squared distribution
is the same. However, the denominator for the two methods is different,so that the
Satterthwaite approximation requires a differentmeasure to determine the
"closeness" of the denominator to a multiple of a chi-squared distribution.
Proposition 6.2.3.7 For the model presented in Section 6.2.1, the quadratic form
Y'DYdxr(wD) for some d if and only if
[tr(DV 2)]
r(D) tr[(DV)2] =1 where D is defined
as in Proposition 6.2.3.3.134
Proof : Note that D is a nonzero symmetric matrix and that DX= 0. Apply
Lemma 6.2.3.4. Then Y'DY ti dxi.047.0) for some d if and only if
[tr(DV)]2
r(D) tr[(DV)2] -1.
When Satterthwaite's approximation is used, the measure for the denominator is
[tr(DV)]2







E)WE. The measure is related to the one
introduced by Khuri (1995) in the followingway mdens = 1 where K is
Khuri's measure.
The final condition that is checked is whether or not the coefficients ofa in
the numerator and denominator expected mean squaresare equal. This measure is
the same for both the naive test and the test using Satterthwaite's approximation.
First consider the following proposition that ensures the measureranges between 0
and 1.
Proposition 6.2.3.8 Given two nonzero real numbers,a and b
(1) a = b if and only if
a2±abb2
(2) if a > 0 and b > 0, then 0 <a2+abb2 < 1.
For a measure based on the coefficients of the expected mean squares that




From Proposition 6.2.3.5, it can be seen that the measure ranges between 0 and 1
and is equal to 0 if and only if gi= g3135
An alternative measure that is based on the coefficients of the expected
mean squares, but is not standardized to range between zero and one is
rgi
g3
This is the measure presented by Tietjen (1974). It is easy to compute, and the
simulations demonstrate it is indicative of how a test is performing in terms of level
and power. In fact, as discussed in the following section for the two examples, this
measure is recommended over all other measures to determine how well the test is
performing in terms of level and power, regardless of which conditions are violated
in a test that is not exact.
The final measure presented is an overall measure of imbalance. The
overall measure is equal to 0 if and only if the four conditions are all true. Hence, if
and only if the test is exact. The measure for the naive test is
Moverall = 1 (1mind) m num) m den) (1M ems) }
The overall measure for the test using the Satterthwaite approximation is different
than the one above with mdens substituted for mden.
The next section uses simulations from two examples to describe how each
measure is related to the level and power of a test. It is seen that the measure with
the strongest association to both the level and power of the two tests considered is
the measure, r, introduced by Tietjen (1974).
6.3Simulations and Results
This section presents the results of simulations run for two examples, the
random two-fold nested model and a random model with a two-fold nested
structure and an additional additive effect. Both of these examples have the136
structure of the model described in Section 6.2.1. These simulations were run to
compute the level and power of the naive F-test, the level and power of the test
using Satterthwaite's approximation, and the measures of imbalance when the
hypothesis of interest is Ho : Qb= 0.
For each example, a balanced structure serves as the starting point and then
other designs are created by removing points from the balanced design. The
designs range from missing one observation to missing many. The simulations
were done in MATLAB using 10,000 iterations for each design. For many of the
designs, several runs were done using different values of the variance components
to determine how the level and power are affected by changing the proportion of
variance contributed by each variance component.
6.3.1 Random Two-Fold Nested Model
Consider the model
Yijk = bt ++ eijk
where i = 1, ,t; j = 1,... rni;and k = 1...no.In matrix notation the model
can be written
Y =1A+Bb+Cc+e
where R(B)cR(C). The expectation and covariance are E(Y) = 1ft and
Cov(Y) = a ?BB' + o-c2CC' + = V. The ANOVA table using sequential
sums of squares is
Sourcedf SS E(MS)
mean1 171 -131-17
B t -1 r (PBPOY + +g20





g3 = where gi =ti , 92=tt m .t
As shown in Section 6.2.2, if interest is in testing the hypothesis
H. : cr = 0, then the hypothesis test is always exact regardless of the cell
frequencies. Suppose that interest is in testing H.:= 0. In this case the naive
test is not always exact, and the measures of imbalance introduced in the previous
section can be used to determine which of the four conditions discussed in Section
6.1 are not met for a particular design.
For a nested model, there are special cases in which the cell frequenciesare
unequal, yet the test is exact. This special type of balance is referred toas last stage
uniformity (nib = 71 V i, j in a two-fold nested model) and the naive F-test is exact
for testing the hypothesis H : cr= 0 (Khuri, 1987). The simulations confirm this
result, and all the measures are equal to 0 when the design has last stage uniformity.
Another type of balance mentioned in the literature (i.e., Khuri (1987))
when considering the two-fold nested model is partially balanced (nu= nu, for
jj' and i = 1, ,t). For this type of balance, the two quadratic forms of the
naive F-test are independent but are not scalar multiples of chi-squared
distributions. The simulations performed here confirm this result. Themeasure of
independence is equal to 0, and the measures for the numerator and denominator
being scalar multiples of chi-squared distributionsare greater than 0.
Before further discussing the results of the simulations, it is firstnecessary
to describe the designs more completely. For this example, a balanced design with
t = 8, mi = 3 for all i, and nu = 3 for all i, j was selected as the starting point.
This design has the same structureas Example 4.4 in the manual SAS System for
Mixed Models (1996). From the original structure of the design, observationswere138
removed to create unbalanced designs. A total of 55 different designswere
considered. A list of the designs used in the simulations is given in Appendix A.
Interest is in how both the level and the power are related to the four
measures when the F-test is not exact. The level and power are computed based on
10,000 iterations for each design. Some designs wererun several times with




Leto -2 =+ and pe = f- represent the
-tot
tot b uel / = 7 PC = 0-tot
-tot
total variation in the model, the proportion of variation due to factor B, the
proportion of variation due to factor C, and the proportion of variation due to
random error. When running simulations for the level of the test,pb = 0. For all of
the 55 designs considered, when the level of the test is of interest, simulationswere
run with pc --= 0.75 and pe = 0.25. For 13 of the 55 designs, other combinations of
the proportions were used. The table below lists the proportions of variation









Table 6.1Proportion of variances used in simulations for a two-fold nested model
when the level is of interest.
When the power is of interest, six different combinations of the proportions
of variation were considered. Simulationswere done for all the designs with
Pb = 0.33, pc = 0.33 and pe = 0.33. A subset of 29 of the 55 designs were used139
when considering other proportions of the variance components for thepower. A








Table 6.2 Proportion of variances used in simulations fora two-fold nested model
when the power is of interest.
The plots of the level versus the measures have different markers for the
distinct proportions of variation (pc, pe),so that the relationship between the
different proportions can be seen. These plots also havea dotted line at the true
level, a = 0.05, and solid lines at + 3 standard errors (SE= 0.002179). The
standard error is computed based on the 10,000 simulations.
For the plots of the power versus the measures, the different proportions are
plotted on separate graphs since the power is different depending on the proportion
each variance component has compared to the total variation. The plots with
different proportions of variation all have the same basic shape with just the scale
on the y-axis being different. Only one set of graphs with the proportions
Pb = 0.33, pe = 0.33, pe = 0.33 is shown. Recall that this is the set of simulations
that were done for all 55 designs.
From any of the plots of level versus a measure, it can be seen that the level
using Satterthwaite's approximation is generally much closer to the expected level
than the naive test. For this example, there is only one point above 3 standard140
errors and 13 below, as compared to 24 points above 3 standard errors for the naive
test and 17 below.
It can also be seen from the plots that for the naive test, when the level is
larger than expected, there is a trend thatas pc gets larger compared to p, e, the level
gets higher. When the level is lower than expected the opposite holds true.
Generally, the simulated level gets farther away from the expected level the further
pc is from pc. For the test using Satterthwaite's approximation, this does not seem
to be the case, and there appears to be no obvious trend when looking at the
proportions of the variance components.
The first measure considered is the measure to determine if the two
quadratic forms are independent. Recall from Section 6.2, that this measure is the
same for both the naive test and the test using Satterthwaite's approximation. For
the random two-fold nested model the measure is
mind =tr[(C'WBC)2]tr[(C'WcC)2]
(tri(cawBc)(ciwanD2
where WB = PBP1 and We --= PcPB
The plots of level versus the measure of independence (Figures 6.1 (a) &
(b)), for both the naive test and the one using Satterthwaite's approximation, show
that regardless of the level of the test, the measure of independence is very close to
0. The measure ranges between 0 and 0.011. There is no obvious relationship
between the level and the measure for either the naive test or the one using
Satterthwaite's approximation. When the measure is equal to 0, which implies that
the two quadratic forms are independent, the level can be either low or high for


































0.0 0.002 0.004 0.006
measure of independence
0.008 0.010
Figures 6.1 (a) & (b) Level of naive test and Satterthwaite's testversus
measure of independence for Example 6.3.1(pc, pe).
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The plots of the power versus the measure of independence (Figure 6.2 (a)
& (b)) show there is no obvious relationship between the power and themeasure.
Based on this and the plots of the level versus themeasure, it appears that this
measure is not a good indicator of how either of the tests are performing.
The next measure considered is the one to determine if the numerator isa
scalar multiple of a chi-squared distribution. Again thismeasure is the same for
both the naive test and the one using Satterthwaite's approximation. Themeasure
for a random two-fold nested model is
[tr(cwBc)]2
mnum = 1r(wB) tr[(ciwBc)2]
where Ws is as defined for the measure of independence.
From Figures 6.3 (a) & (b) it can be seen that this measure is more spread
out than the measure of independence, and ranges from 0 to 0.229. There is no
obvious relationship between the level of either the naive testor the test using
Satterthwaite's approximation. There are cases when the measure is equal to 0
which implies that the numerator is a multiple of a chi-squared distribution and that
the level is either too high or too low and is beyond 3 standarderrors.
For the power of the test, it can be seen from Figure 6.4 (a) & (b) that as the
measure gets further from 0 the power of the test tends to decrease. However, when
the measure is equal to 0 there are cases when the power is low. This is true for
both the naive test and the one using Satterthwaite's approximation.
There is no obvious trend for the level, and only a slight trend for the power,






Power versus Measure of Independence
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0.0 0.002 0.004 0.006
measure of independence
0.008 0.010
Figures 6.2 (a) & (b) Power of naive test and Satterthwaite's testversus
measure of independence for Example 6.3.1(pb= 0.33,






























0.0 0.05 0.10 0.15
measure of numerator
0.20
Figures 6.3 (a) & (b) Level of naive test and Satterthwaite's testversus
measure of numerator for Example 6.3.1(pc, pe)
0.25
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Power versus Measure of Numerator






0.0 0.05 0.10 0.15
measure of numerator
0.20
Figures 6.4 (a) & (b) Power of naive test and Satterthwaite's testversus
measure of numerator for Example 6.3.1 (pb = 0.33,
Pc = 0.33, pe = 0.33).146
The next measure considered is the one to determine if the denominator isa
multiple of a chi-squared distribution. These measuresare different for the two




while the measure for the test using Satterthwaite's approximation is
[tr(DV)] 2
indenS1r(D) trpv)21
where D = 931 r(wl c)Wc ± (1gg 31) r(liTE) WE We-= PCPB, and
WE =Pc.
From Figures 6.5 (a) & (b) it can be seen that there is a relationship between
this measure and the level of the naive test. Note that when themeasure is equal to
0, the level of the test is either within 3 standard errors of the expected level or is
conservative. As the measure gets larger, the level of the test increases and
eventually the level gets as high as 0.14 in the case whenniden = 0.242, pc = 0.99
and Pe = 0.01.
For the test using Satterthwaite's approximation, the plot of the level versus
the measure does not show any obvious trend, but it is noteworthy that when the
measure equals 0 the level is always within 3 standard errors of the expected level.
The power versus either of these measures does not show any obvious trend
(Figures 6.6 (a) & (b)). For the naive test it does seem that when the measure is
further away from 0, the power is not as high, but thereare cases when the measure
is exactly 0 and the power is low. For the test using Satterthwaite's approximation











































0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
measure of denominator
0.8
Figures 6.5 (a) & (b) Level of naive test and Satterthwaite's test versus
measure of denominator for Example 6.3.1 (pc, pe) .
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Power versus Measure of Denominator









0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
measure of denominator
0.8
Figures 6.6 (a) & (b) Power of naive test and Satterthwaite's test versus
measure of denominator for Example 6.3.1 (pb = 0.33,
Pc =0.33,Pc =0.33).149
For the naive test, this measure is a good indicator of how the test is
performing in terms of the level but not for thepower. For the test using
Satterthwaite's approximation, it is nota good indicator of how the test is
performing in terms of level or power.
The last measure considered is the one based on the coefficients of the
expected mean squares and is for checking the last of the four conditions mentioned
in Section 6.1. For the random two-fold nested model themeasure is
29193
MeMS = 2 2
g1±g3
tr[C1(PBPi)C] tr[C(PcPB)C) where 91 and g3 t-1 m.t
From Figures 6.7 (a) & (b), it can be seen that the level of the naive test
versus this measure does have a trend. When this measure is greater than 0, but less
than 0.08, the level of the test is generally too high. When themeasure is greater
than 0.08, the level of the test is generally too small. When themeasure equals 0
the level of the test is generally within 3 standard errors.
Also from Figures 6.7 (a) & (b), it can be seen that the level of the test using
Satterthwaite's approximation is within 3 standard errors when the measure is close
to 0, and tends to be too conservative the further away from 0 the measure gets.
Figures 6.8 (a) & (b) give the power of the tests versus the measure. From
these plots it can be seen that, generally, the furtheraway from 0 the measure is, the
lower the power of the test. This is true for both tests.
Of the four measures discussed so far, this is the best indicator of how a test
is performing and also the easiest one to compute sincegi and g3 can often be
















































Figures 6.7 (a) & (b) Level of naive test and Satterthwaite's test versus






























Figures 6.8 (a) & (b) Power of naive test and Satterthwaite's testversus
measure of E(MS) for Example 6.3.1 (pb = 0.33,pc= 0.33,
Pe= 0.33).152
A measure closely related to the one given above is the one presented by
Tietjen (1974). This measure is also based on the coefficients of the expectedmean





Note that this measure is not bounded between 0 and 1, and it is equal to 1 if and
only if gi= g3.
This measure is even easier to compute than the one above, and from
Figures 6.9 (a) & (b) and 6.10 (a) & (b), it can be seen that this measure is a very
good indicator of how either of the tests is performing in terms of level and power.
From Figure 6.9 (a), it can be seen that for the naive test when the measure is
between 0.8 and 1.1, the level of the test is almost always within 3 standard errors.
When the measure is below 0.8, the level of the test is nearly always conservative.
When the measure is greater than 1.1, the level of the test is almost always too high,
and as the measure increases, the level increases. Tietjen (1974) who used a
different structure for the random two-fold nested model, found that when this
measure is between 0.88 and 1.13 the naive F-test works well. The results from the
simulations support the claim made by Tietjen.
For the test using Satterthwaite's approximation, the relationship between
the level of the test and the measure is more quadratic (Figure 6.9 (b)) as compared
to the one described when the naive test is used. In general, using Satterthwaite's
approximation results in a more conservative test, so that as the measure gets
further from 1 the level of the test tends to decrease.
From Figures 6.10 (a) & (b), it can be seen that the power of the tests tend



























0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
Figures 6.9 (a) & (b) Level of naive test and Satterthwaite's testversus r for
Example 6.3.1 (pc, pc).
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Power versus r
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
Figures 6.10 (a) & (b) Power of naive test and Satterthwaite's test versusr for
Example 6.3.1 (pb = 0.33, pc = 0.33, pc = 0.33).155
further from 1. This is true for both the naive F-test and the test using
Satterthwaite's approximation.
Of all the measures, r is the best indicator of how well a test
is performing in terms of level and power, and it is the easiest to compute. This is
the measure recommended for a random two-fold nested model.
The final measure presented is an overall measure of imbalance. The
overall measure is equal to 0 if and only if the test is exact. The measure for the
naive test is as follows
moverall = 1{ (1mind) ( 1m num) ( 1m den) ( 1m ems) /
and for the test using Satterthwaite's approximation substitute MdenS for mden in the
above equation.
From Figures 6.11 (a) & (b), it can be seen that for the naive F-test, the
further the overall measure is from 0, the further the simulated level is from the
expected level. When the measure is close to 0 ( < 0.06), the level is within 3
standard errors. The larger the measure gets the further away from the expected
level it gets. For the test using Satterthwaite's approximation, the trend is not as
obvious, but when the measure equals 0, which is equivalent to the test being exact,
the level is within 3 standard errors.
From Figure 6.12 (a), it can be seen that for the naive test, the power of the
test is generally highest the closer the overall measure is to 0. From Figure 6.12 (b)
it can be seen that there is no obvious relationship between the power of the test
using Satterthwaite's approximation and the overall measure.
Based on the six measures, the measure that best indicates how a test is
performing for the random two-fold nested model is the one introduced by Tietjen















































Figures 6.11 (a) & (b) Level of naive test and Satterthwaite's test versus
overall measure(pc, pe).







Figures 6.12 (a) & (b) Power of naive test and Satterthwaite's test versus overall
measure for Example 6.3.1 (pb = 0.33, pc = 0.33,
pe = 0.33).
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it and the level and power for both the naive test and theone using Satterthwaite's
approximation.
6.3.2 Two-Fold Nested Structure with an Additive Effect
Consider the model
Yak ==-1- 04 + Cjk H- eijk
where i = 1, ,t; j --= 1,... m;and k = 1,, n.In matrix notation the model
can be written
Y=lp+Aa+Bb+Cc+e
where R(B) c R(C). The expectation and the covariance are E(Y)= lit and
Cov(Y) = o- a2 AA' + agBB' + .The ANOVA table using sequential








Y'(PA c)" + 91o" + 920 + g30-a2







tr[C' (PA Pi )C] tr [B'(PA)B] where 91 = t-1 7 92 = t -1 93
tr [C' (PA,B PA)C] tr[B'(PA,BPA)B]






The model described above with t= 5, m = 4, and n = 3 was the starting
point for the set of simulations run for this example. This model has a similar
structure to Example 4.5 in the manual the SAS System for Mixed Models (1996),
except that the model above does not include an interaction between the two main
effects. Including the interaction does not fit the structure of the model described in
Section 6.2.1, so the interaction was removed for the simulations. Observations159
were removed from the original structure to create unbalanced designs. A total of
43 different designs were considered, ranging froma completely balanced design
to as many as 21 missing observations. A list of the designs used in the simulations
is given in Appendix B.
As stated in Section 6.2.2, if interest is in testing the hypothesis
Ho := 0, then the hypothesis test is always exact regardless of the cell
frequencies. Suppose, however, that interest is in testing Ho: o-g = 0. In this case,
the naive test is not always exact and, aswas done for the previous example, the
measures of imbalance can be used to determine which of the four conditions
discussed in Section 6.1 are not met.
When the test is not exact, interest is in how both the level and thepower
are related to the four measures discussed in Section 6.2. As in the previous
example, the level and power are computed based on 10,000 iterations for each
design. Some designs were run several times with variance components having
different values and taking up a different amount of the total variation.
0.2
Let are + 0.12, 0.c2 0.,2, fl.CT2Pb = pc = and
°tot °tot tot
2
p = tta represent the total variation in the model, the proportion of variation from
factor A, the proportion of variation of factor B, the proportion of variation of
factor C, and the proportion of variation due to randomerror. When running the
simulations for the level of the test, pb= 0. When the level of the test was of
interest, simulations were run for all 43 designs withpa= 0.50, pc = 0.20 and
Pe = 0.30. For 15 of the 43 designs, other combinations of the proportions were
used. The table below lists the proportions of variation considered when interest is
in the level of the test. Note that Case 2 considers thecase when the proportion of160
variation forpcandpeare equal so it is not necessary to consider the third








Table 6.3Proportion of variances used in simulations for a two-fold nested
structure with an additive effect when the level is of interest.
Several different combinations of the proportions of variation were tried and
six of the interesting combinations of the proportions of variationare considered
when the power is of interest. Simulations were done for all the designs with
Pa =0.20,Pb= 0.62,pc= 0.08 andpe= 0.10. A subset of 15 of the 43 designs
were used when considering other proportions of the variance components for the
power of the test. A list of the combinations considered are listed in the table
below.






Table 6.4 Proportion of variances used in simulations for a two-fold nested
structure with an additive effect when the power is of interest.161
Similar to the plots given for the first example, the plots of the level versus
the measures have the different markers for the distinct proportions of variation
(Pal Pc, Pe) so that the relationship between the different proportions can easily be
seen. These plots have a dotted line at the true level a = 0.05, and solid lines at +
3 standard errors (SE = 0.002179).
For the plots of the power versus the measures, the different proportions are
plotted on separate graphs since thepower is expected to be different depending on
the proportion each variance component has as compared to the total variation. The
plots with different proportions of variation all have the same basic shape with just
the scale on the y-axis being different so that only one proportion (pa= 0.20,
Pb = 0.62, pc = 0.08, pe = 0.10) is shown. Recall that this is the one in which the
simulations were done for all 43 designs.
Similar to the first example, from any of the figures of level versus a
measure, it can be seen that the level using Satterthwaite's approximation is more
conservative with no point above 3 standard errors as compared to many points
above 3 standard errors for the naive test. Note that there are no points below 3
standard errors for the naive test, but that there are a few for the test using
Satterthwaite's approximation.
It can also be seen from the figures for the naive test, that when ac2 is large
compared to the other variance components, the level of the test tends to be higher
and decreases as the proportion of variance contributed bydecreases. For the
test using Satterthwaite's approximation, this is not the case. The level appears to
be the highest in the case when the proportion of variation due topc is small.
The first measure considered is the measure to determine if the two
quadratic forms are independent. Recall from Section 6.2 that this measure is the162
same for both the naive test and the test using Satterthwaite's approximation. For
the model described in this section, the measure is
(tr[(cowBc)(cwcc)1)2
mind =tr[(C'wBc)2]tr[(c wcc)2] '
where WB = PA,BPA and 1/17c = PA,B,CPA,B
The plots of level versus the measure of independence (Figures 6.13 (a) &
(b)) for both the naive test and the one using Satterthwaite's approximation show
that regardless of the level of the test, the measure of independence is very close to
0 which is similar to the previous example. The measure ranges between 0 and
0.005. There is no obvious relationship between the level and the measure for the
test using Satterthwaite's approximation, but for the naive test, it can be seen that as
the measure gets larger the level gets higher.
The plots of the power versus the measure of independence (Figures 6.14
(a) & (b)) show that for the naive test there is no obvious relationship, as the
measure gets larger. For the test using Satterthwaite's approximation, it can be seen
that the power gets lower as the measure gets smaller. Based on this and the plots
of the level versus the measure, it appears that this measure works well when
assessing how the naive test is performing in terms of level, and how the test using
Satterthwaite's approximation is working in terms of power.
The next measure considered is the one to determine if the numerator is a
scalar multiple of a chi-squared distribution. Again this measure is the same for
both the naive test and the one using Satterthwaite's approximation. The measure is
[tr(C'WBC)]2
mnum r(WB) trRC'WBc)21





















































Figures 6.13 (a) & (b)Level of naive test and Satterthwaite's test versus
measure of independence for Example 6.3.2 (pa, Pc, Pe).
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Power versus Measure of Independence
0.0 0.001 0.002 0.003
measure of independence
0.004
0.0 0.001 0.002 0.003
measure of independence
0.004
Figures 6.14 (a) & (b) Power of naive test and Satterthwaite's test versus
measure of independence for Example 6.3.2 (pa = 0.20,
Pb == 0.62, Pc = 0.08, pa = 0.10).165
From Figures 6.15 (a) & (b), it can be seen that this measure is close to 0 for
all the designs. For the naive test, as the measure gets larger the level tends to get
larger. This is not true for every design, but there is a slight trend. For the test
using Satterthwaite's approximation there does not seem to be a trend.
For the power of the test it can be seen from Figures 6.16 (a) & (b), that as
the measure gets further from 0 the power of the test tends to decrease for the test
using Satterthwaite's approximation. However, when the measure is close to 0 there
are cases when the power is low. Based on this, it can be concluded that if the
measure is not close to 0 the power of Satterthwaite's test will tend to be low and
the level of the naive test may be high.
The next measure considered is the one to determine if the denominator is a
multiple of a chi-squared distribution. These measures are different for the two
tests. The measure for the naive test is
1
[tr(CIWCC)]2
mden = 1r(Wc) tr[(C/WCC)2] '
and the measure for the test using Satterthwaite's approximation is
1
[tr(DV) ] 2
MdenS = 1r(D) tr[(DV)2] '
where D = g4
r(147
1c)WC + (1 9s 4 ) WE,WC = PA,B,CPA,B, and g6
WE = IPA,B,C
From Figures 6.17 (a) & (b), it can be seen that there is a relationship
between this measure and the level of the naive test. As the measure gets larger, the
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Figures 6.15 (a) & (b) Level of naive test and Satterthwaite's test versus











Power versus Measure of Numerator
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0.0 0.002 0.004 0.006
measure of numerator
0.008
Figures 6.16 (a) & (b) Power of naive test and Satterthwaite's test versus
measure of numerator for Example 6.3.2


















































Figures 6.17 (a) & (b) Level of naive test and Satterthwaite's test versus
measure of denominator for Example 6.3.2 (balanced design
screened in Satterthwaite plot)(pa, pc, pc).169
when mden = 0.12. For the test using Satterthwaite's approximation, the plot of the
level versus the measure does not show an obvious trend
The plot of the power versus the measure for the naive test (Figure 6.18 (a))
shows that there is no obvious trend. The plot of the power versus the measure
using Satterthwaite's approximation (Figure 6.18 (b)) shows the power is low when
the measure is between 0.76 and 0.82, and increases between 0.82 and 0.85.
For the naive test this measure is a good indicator of how the test is
performing in terms of the level. For the test using Satterthwaite's approximation,
it is not a good indicator of how the test is performing in terms of level or power.
The next measure considered is the one based on the coefficients of the
expected mean squares, and is for checking the last of the four conditions discussed
in Section 6.1. For the model described above, the measure is
29496 Mems = 1 2 2
g4± g6
where g4 and g6 are as defined in the above ANOVA table.
From Figures 6.19 (a) & (b), it can be seen that the level of the naive test
versus this measure does have a trend. As the measure increases, the level
increases. There is no apparent trend for the test using Satterthwaite's
approximation.
Figures 6.20 (a) & (b), give the power of the tests versus this measure.
From these plots it can be seen that, generally, the further away from 0 the measure
























Figures 6.18 (a) & (b) Power of naive test and Satterthwaite's test versus
measure of denominator for Example 6.3.2 (balanced design
screened in Satterthwaite plot)(pa= 0.20,pb= 0.62,













































Figures 6.19 (a) & (b) Level of naive test and Satterthwaite's test versus



















Power versus Measure of E(MS)





0.0 0.005 0.010 0.015 0.020
measure of E(MS)
0.025 0.030
Figures 6.20 (a) & (b) Power of naive test and Satterthwaite's test versus
measure of E(MS) for Example 6.3.2
(Pa = 0.20,pb= 0.62,pc= 0.08, Pe = 0.10).173
A measure closely related to the one given above, is the one presented by
Tietjen (1974). This measure is also based on the coefficients of the expected mean
squares, g4 and g6, and is
r =94
96
This measure is even easier to compute than the previous measure, and from
Figures 6.21 (a) & (b) and 6.22 (a) & (b), it can be seen that this measure is a very
good indicator of how the naive test is performing in terms of level and of how the
test using Satterthwaite's approximation is performing in terms of power. (Note
that for this example, the level of the test using Satterthwaite's approximation has
only a few points below 3 standard errors, so it is difficult to say how any of the
measures are performing for the level of that test.) From Figure 6.21, it can be seen
that for the naive test, when the measure is between 1 and 1.1, the level of the test
is almost always within 3 standard errors, which is the same cutoff point as the
previous example. (Note this example does not have any values of r less than 1 due
to the design.) When the measure is greater than 1.1, the level of the test is almost
always too high, and as the measure increases, the level increases. Tietjen (1974)
used a different structure for the random two-fold nested model, and found that
when this measure is between 0.88 and 1.13, the naive F-test works well. The
results from these simulations help support the claim made by him.
As stated above, the test using Satterthwaite's approximation does not have
many points outside 3 standard errors. The points that are outside this region have









































1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15
X
1.20 1.25
Figures 6.21 (a) & (b) Level of naive test and Satterthwaite's test versus r for
Example 6.3.2(pa, pc, pc).
174Power versus r
1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25
1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25
Figures 6.22 (a) & (b) Power of naive test and Satterthwaite's test versus r
for Example 6.3.2 (pa = 0.20, pb = 0.62,
Pc = 0.08, pa = 0.10).
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From Figures 6.22 (a) & (b), it can be seen that the power of the tests tends
to be highest when the measure is around 1 and decreases as the measure gets
further from 1. This is true for the test using Satterthwaite's approximation.
The final measure presented is an overall measure of imbalance. The
overall measure is equal to 0 if and only if the test is exact. The measure for the
naive test is,
moverall = 1{ (1rn ind) (1m ma) (1m den) (1m ems) 11
and for the test using Satterthwaite's approximation substituteMdenS for mden in the
above equation.
From Figures 6.23 (a) & (b), it can be seen that for the naive F-test, the
further the overall measure is from 0, the further the simulated level is from the
expected level. When the measure is close to 0 ( < 0.04), the level is within 3
standard errors. The larger it gets, the further away from the expected level it gets.
For the test using Satterthwaite's approximation the trend is not obvious
From Figure 6.24 (a) it can be seen that for the naive test, the power of the
test is about the same value regardless of the value of the measure. From Figure
6.24 (b), it can be seen that the power is the highest when the measure is between
0.82 and 0.84 when Satterthwaite's approximation is used.
Based on all of the measures, the measure that best indicates how a test is
performing for the model with a random two-fold nested structure and an additional
additive effect, is the one introduced by Tietjen (1974). It is the easiest one to
compute, and there are obvious relationships between it and the level for the naive
test, and the power for the test using Satterthwaite's approximation.
From the simulations for both of the examples, it can be seen that a quick,
easy way to determine how a test is performing in terms of level and power is to177
use the measure r. Some of the other measures are indicative of how a test is
performing but they are more difficult to compute. Therefore, in terms of
performance and ease of computation r is the suggested as the measure to use to






































0.74 0.76 0.78 0.80
overall measure
0.82 0.84
Figures 6.23 (a) & (b) Level of naive test and Satterthwaite's test versus
overall measure for Example 6.3.2 (balanced design
































0.74 0.76 0.78 0.80
overall measure
0.82 0.84
Figures 6.24 (a) & (b) Power of naive test and Satterthwaite's test versus overall
measure for Example 6.3.2 (balanced design screened in
Satterthwaite plot)(pa= 0.20,pb= 0.62,
pc= 0.08,pe= 0.10).180
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Appendices184
Appendix A
Designs for Random Two-Fold Nested Model
Recall from Section 6.3.1 that the model used for the simulations is a random
two-fold nested model and can be written
Y = bi + ci3 + e,3k
where i = 1, ,8, j = 1,... m,and k = 1,..., nu.A list of the designs used in the
simulations follows. Each row in the list is a design. The first column assigns the design
a number for easy reference. There is not an order to the way the designs are listed. The
column with the heading mi gives the number of levels for each bz for the design. The
columns with the headings nu
DESIGN mL_ Lill-
(i = 1, ,8) give the number of levels for the design.


























































Designs for a Two-Fold Nested Structure with an Additive Effect
Recall from Section 6.3.1 that the model used for the simulations is a random
two-fold nested model with an additive effect and can be written
Y= + a, + + C3kei3k
where i = 1, ,5, j = 1,...4, and k = 1, ,3. In the completely balanced case all
combinations are sampled once. In the other cases one or more combinations are not
sampled causing the design to be unbalanced. A list of the designs used in the
simulations follows. Each table is a design and there is no order to the way in which the
designs are listed. The first row in the table represents the effect b3, the second row in the
table represents the effect ai and the last three rows represent the effect c3k nested in bi.
Balanced
b3 1 2 3 4
ai 12345 12345 12345 12345
C31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
C32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Cj3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Design 1
bi 1 2 3 4
ai 12345 12345 12345 12345
c.71 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Cj3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Design 2
b3 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
c3i 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Cj3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1187
Design 3
bj 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
c31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Cj2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1
Cj3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Design 4
bj 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
cji 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
C32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Cj3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1
Design 5
bj 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
cu 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Cj2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1
C33 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1
Design 6
bj 1 2 3 4
ai 12345 12345 12345 12345
cji 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
C32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 10 1 1 1
Cj3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Design 7
bj 1 2 3 4
ai 12345 12345 12345 12345
C31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Cj2 1 1 1 1 1 0 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
C33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Design 8
bj 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
cji 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1
Cj2 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
Cj3 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1188
Design 9
b3 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
C31 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
C32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1
C33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1
Design 10
bj 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
cll. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c32 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 100 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
C33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Design 11
bj 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
cji 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1
c32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1
C33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Design 12
bj 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
c3i11111111111111111111
C32 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c33 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Design 13
bj 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
c31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c32 10 1 1 1 1I 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
C33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1
Design 14
bj 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
cji 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
C33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10189
Design 15
b3 1 2 3 4
ai 12345 12345 12345 12345
c31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1I 1 10I 1 1 1 1 1 1
c J 2 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1
C33 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1
Design 16
bj 1 2 3 4
ai 12345 12345 12345 12345
c31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1
c32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1
C33 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1
Design 17
1)3 1 2 3 4
ai 12345 12345 12345 12345
cji 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
c32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 10
C33 I 1I 1 1 1 1 1 11 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Design 18
bj 1 2 3 4
ai 12345 12345 12345 12345
c 31 01 1 1 1 101 1 1 1 1 101 1 1 1 1 1
cj2 1 1 1 1 1 I0 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Design 19
bj 1 2 3 4
ai 12345 I2345 12345 12345
c 31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
cj2 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 10 1 1 1
C33 01 101 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1
Design 20
b3 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
C31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 100 1 1 1 10 1
C32 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1190
Design 21
bj 1 2 3 4
a2 12345 12345 12345 12345
c31 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1
Cj2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1
C33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Design 22
b3 1 2 3 4
a, I2345 12345 12345 I2345
c3i 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c32 1 10 1 1 10 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10
Design 23
bj 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
c3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1
Cj2 1 1 1 10 I 1 1 1 1 0 1 100 1 1 1I 1
co I 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1
Design 24
b3 1 2 3 4
a, I2345 12345 I2345 12345
c31 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 I0 1I 1 1 1 1 1 1
C32 1 1 10 1 1 1I 1 1 10 1 1 1 I0 1 1I
C33 1I 1 1 1 1 1 10I 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1
Design 25
b3 1 2 3 4
a, I2345 12345 I2345 12345
C31 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c32 1II0 1 I0 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 10 1
c33 1 1 1 1 1 I0I 1I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Design 26
bj 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 I2345 12345 12345
c31 1 1 1 1 1 I0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Cj2 10 1 1 1 1000 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
C33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1191
Design 27
b3 1 2 3 4
az 12345 12345 12345 12345
c3i 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
C32 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 10 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1
c33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1
Design 28
b3 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
C31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c32 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 0 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
C33 01 1 10 101 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1
Design 29
b3 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
cu 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
C32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1100 0 10 1I 1 1 1 1 1
c33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10
Design 30
b3 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
cji 1 1 1 1 1 1 101 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c 32 1 1 1 1 1 10 10 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 10
C33 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1
Design 31
bj 1 2 3 4
az 12345 12345 12345 12345
c31 1 1 1 1 1 10 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
C32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
C33 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 10 1 1 100 1
Design 32
b3 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
C31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1
C32 1 1 1 1 1 100 1 1 1 1 10 1 0 1 1 10
C J 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 111 1 1 1 1 1192
Design 33
bj 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
c31 10 10 1 0 1 1 10 0 10 1 1 1 1 10 1
C32 1 1 10 1 1000 1 0 10 1 1 0 1 1 10
C33 10 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 10 1 10
Design 34
b3 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
c31 10 10 1 1 1 100 0 10 1 1 0 1 1 10
c 32 1 1 1 10 10 1 1 1 0 100 1 0 1 1 10
C33 100 1 1 100 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 10 1 1
Design 35
bj 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
c31 100 10 1 10 10 0 1 1 1 1 0 10 10
C32 1 1 1 1 1 100 1 1 100 10 10 1 1 1
C33 10 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 10 0 1 10 1
Design 36
bj 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
c31 00100 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 10 10 1
c12 1 1 1 1 1 100 1 1 0 1 1 10 0 1 1 10
C33 10 10 1 10 10 1 0 1 1 1 1 10 10 1
Design 37
b3 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
c 31 100 10 0 1 1 1 1 10 1 10 0 10 10
c.7 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 10 01 10 1 1 10 10
C33 0 10 10 1 1 10 1 1 10 1 1 0 1 1 1 1193
Design 38
1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
c31 0 10 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 10 1 1
c2- 1 1 1 1 1 0 10 10 1 1 10 1 0 1 1 10
C33 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 10 1 0 10 10 1I0 1 1
Design 39
bi 1 2 3 4
a2 12345 12345 12345 12345
c31 0 10 1 1 0 1 1 10 0 1II0 1 1 1 1 1
c32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1000 000 10
c33 01010 0 1 101 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Design 40
b3 1 2 L 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
c.71 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 10 1 0 1 1 10 1I 10 1
Cj2 1 100 1 101 1 1 0 1 101 0 1 1 10
Cj3 0 1 1 10 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 10 10 10 1
Design 41
b3 1 2 3 4
a, 12345 12345 12345 12345
c3i 01010 10 1 1 1 01 101 0I01 1
Cj2 1 1 1 10 1 1 10 1 0 10 1 1 0 1 1 10
C33 010 1 1 0 1 10 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 10 1
Design 42
b3 1 2 3 4
ai 12345 12345 12345 12345
C31 10 1 10 10 10 1 1 1 1 10 1 10 1 1
Cj2 10 10 1 100 1 1 1000 1 0 10 10
Cj3 1 10 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1